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Introduction
The Communist Party of England (Marxist-Leninist) recently held
its historic First Congress. The First Congress of the Party was held
at a time of tremendous consolidation and deve l opment in the International Marxist-Leninist Communist Movement. It was just over two
years ago that the Party of Labour of Albania, at its Seventh Congr.ess,
dealt a telling blow to the revisionist proponents of the "three worlds"
theory and to the imperialists and reactionaries of the world. At the
Seventh Congress the life and death struggle against modern revisionism and the struggle to defend the purity of Marxism -Leninism further
intensified. At the Seventh Congress the Party of Labour of Albania,
with Comrade Enver Hoxha at its head, made a decisive and most
important contribution in exposing and totally repudiating the reactionary "three worlds" theory and its sinister aims of attempting to liquidate proletarian socialist revolution , unite with imperialism and all
reaction and violate every principle of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism.
In the course of these two years this whole movement has greatly
deepened and developed. Marxist-Leninist parties and organisations
the world over have intensified the struggle to defend the purity of
Marxism -Leninism, to oppose and expose opportunism of all hues,
especially modern revisionism such as the new revisionist trend being
peddled by the "three world" theoreticians, and have become stronger
and even more tempered in leading the working and oppressed people in
the revolutionary struggle against imperialism and revisionism.
This trend has been reflected by the growth and consolidation of the
International Marxist-Leninist Communist Movement. After the
attempts, first by the Khrushchovite revisionists and then by the "three
world" revisionists, to do their utmost to liquidate and subvert this
m-:>st important internati onal movement, there has been over the last
two years a tremendous struggle by Marxist-Leninist parties and organisations to strengthen their unity around Marxism-Leninism and
proletarian internationalism.
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Over the past few years there has been further development of the
revolutionary struggles of the working and oppressed people the world
over. In the capitalist heartlands, in the revisbnist countries and in
the neo-colonial and colonial countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America , the struggle of the people against imperialism , capitalism and all
reaction has made many important advances .
Furthermore, in this period tremendous advances have been made by
the Albanian people led by their Party of Labour in consolidating the
dictatorship of the proletariat, in building socialism in their country.
Over the past two years, there have likewise been most important
developments in and consolidation of the work of our Party . especially
in the following:Firstly, furthering the work of Bolshevising the Party and implementing important · guidelines to strengthen the process of building a monolithic Marxist-Leninist Party.
Secondly, strengthening and deepening the line, work and programmes
for building the Party in the heart of the working class.
Thi:J:dly, strengthening and deepening the Party's line, work and
programmes and leadership in the anti-fascist struggles.
Fourthly, making important developments on the front of uniting
with Marxist-Leninists outside the Party and developing the whole
process of exposing and· defeating nee-revisionism.
In these areas especially, but also on many other questions, including the international situation, the Party has strengthened its MarxistLeninist line, clarified and formulated important policies and furthered
the struggle against all forms of revisionism, especially m·:>dern revlSlonism. In executing these policies and lines, the Party has made
important advances on a number of fronts, built closer links with the
masses in a number of areas, provided leadership to and been in the
front line of many actual struggles of the people. The holding of this
First Congress of the Party is the culmination of and shows the
successful achievements of this whole process.
It was August 1967 that saw the founding of the _!:_E_g!ish Internationalists, the birth of the Marxist-Leninist centre in Britain. The period
since then ha s been a magnificent history of the growth, strengthening
and consoliclation of'this Marxist-Leninist centre. In March 1972,
when the Party was founded at a conference held in London, the solemn
decision taken at the historic Necessity for Change Conference in 19.67
by the young Marxist-Leninists from the youth and student m·:>vement
to take upon their shoulders the tasks of rebuilding the proletarian
party, was gloriously achieved. The British working class and people
once again had a Marxist-Leninist part.y to lead them in their revolutionary struggle and in organising the proletarian revolution.
The First Congress represents a most important and historic land-
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m.nk in the development of the Party and for the cause of the revolution and the working class in Britain. The Congress summed up the
work of the Party over the past twelve years and in particular over the
past two years. It formally adopted Party policy on all the major
international and national questions facirig the revolutionary movement
in Britain and it presented the basic problems that need to be resolved
in the coming period in order to further advance the work of organising
and preparing the working class for proletarian socialist revolution.
This document, produced by the Central Committee of the Party in the
form of a series of articles, presents and elaborates all the essential
ideas, policies and lines adopted by the delegates at the First Congress
of the Party of the proletariat, the Communist Party of England
(Marxist-Leninist).
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2
There is No Other Path for the
Proletariat than Socialist Revolution
The principal problem facing the working class and people in
Britain is the monopoly capitalist class and its system. No basic
problem can be solved, no lasting or stable advances in the interests of the working class and other oppressed people can be
made without -the total overthrow of this class, the elimination
of its system and the establishment of a new socialist system under a proletarian state, the dictatorship of the proletariat.
All the basic means of production, means of distribution and exchange are controlled by this extremely small and parasitical
monopoly capitalist class. Through their state power, the bourgeoisie exercise their dictatorship over the proletariat and other
oppressed people, and maintain their control of the means of
production, exchange and distribution.
The basic feature of the monopoly capitalist economy is the securing of the maximum profits for the monopoly capitalist class from
the exploitation, impoverishment and ruin of the working class and
people in Britain, in the countries o:t Africa, Asia, Latin America
and throughout the w6rld.
Inherent in the capitalist system are insoluble contradictions
which can never be reformed away, which lead to crisis after
crisis, with each crisis becoming deeper and more severe than
t~e last. J~::t the same time the capitalist system has also given
buth to the development of the proletariat, the class whose historic mission is to carry out the destruction of this system, the class
which alone can unite all other oppressed sections of the people
ar~und itself and solve all the historical problems to bring this
destruction about.
With the development of capitalism into imperialism, these inherent contradictions have sharpened and intensified. The dominance of finance capital in every sphere of the economy, the in tens_
ification of colonialism and neo -colonialism and the continuous
process of the expansion of monopolies in the economy, have served
only to inflame and intensify the recurring and ever-deepening
crisis within the monopoly capitalist economy. Inflation, anarchy of
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production, over-production, large scale destruction of the means
of production, massive unemployment, ever-increasing impoverishna:nt oiThe proletariat, the aevelopment of fascism and war, are
all essential features of this monopoly capitalist system.
The contradiction between, on the one hand, the social character
of the process of production, the gigantic productive forces that
have been built up under the capitalist system, and, on the other
hand, the capitalist relations of production, the private appropriation by the few, the ownership of the means of production by the
tiny class of capitalists, is irreversibly intensifying. This contradiction is reflected in the arena of class struggle between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie, which is daily escalating. There
can never be and will never be any common interests between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie, these two classes being locked in antagonistic and irreconcilable struggle.
There is no other path for the proletariat than proletarian socialist revolution. To organise and bring about such a revolution in
any country, to overthrow the bourgeoisie and its state, to estab·lish and maintain the power and state of the proletariat, the working class must have its organisational, political and ideological
headquarters. Such a headquarters is and can only be the Com.A
munist Party, armed with and based on the scientific and revolutionary ideology of the proletariat, Marxism-Leninism, the ideas
and teachings elaborated in the Marxist-Leninist classics of
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin. In this country such a Communist
Party exists, the Communist Party of England (Marxist-Leninist).
This Party and its cadres are dedicated to leading the proletariat
in revolutionary struggle, in uniting all other oppressed people
around it to bring about the overthrow of the monopoly capitalist
class and system, the establishment of the socialist system and
the dictatorship of the proletariat and the eventual establishment .
of the classless communist society. All the Party's tasks and work
start from and serve this strategic programme.
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"'T'HE REVOLUTION- A QUESTION TAKEN UP FOR SOLUTION"

3
The Present International Situatio·n
The world today is divided into two: on the one hand, the forces
of the bourgeoisie and imperialism, headed by the two superpowers,
US imperialism and Soviet social imperialism, and including the
other imperialist powers, all the capitalist and revisionist ruling
classes and the neo .. colonial, colonia l and reactionary classes of
Asia, Africa and Latin America; on the other, the forces of the
international proletariat, the working and oppressed people of the
world, their Marxist-Leninist parties and organisations, the
national liberation movements and the socialist camp -the People's
Socialist Republic of Albania. These two social forces and systems
a re irreconcilably opposed to each other and the contradiction
between them is always fundamentally antagonistic.
The present era is the era ::>f imperialism and s::>cialist revoluti::>n, the era ::>f the transiti::>n fr::>m capitalism t::> s::>cialism, where
the c:mtradicti::>ns inherent in the capitalist system have matured
and sharpened even further under imperialism and where the only
path to res::>lve these contradictions -the overthr-::>w ::>f the imperialist system and the establishment ::>f s::>cialism and the eventual
establishment of c::>mmunism - has bec::>me even more clear and
well defined, wnere the c::>nditions f::>r taking this path have bec::>me ripe. Lenin summed up th~ present era as "The ep::>ch ::>£
capitalist imperialism, the ep::>ch ::>f over-ripe capitalism, which
is ::>n the eve of collapse, which is sufficiently ripe to make way for
s::>cialisrp_." In the Rep::>rt t::> the 5th C::>ngress ::>f the Party of Labour
::>f Albania, Comrade Enver H::>xha c::>ncluded that "the fundamental
features of our epoch, as the ep::>ch ::>f the transiti::>n fr::>m capitalism to s::>cialism, of the struggle between the two opp::>sing social
systems, of the epoch of the proletarian and nati::>nal liberation
revoluti::>ns, of the c::>llapse of imperialism and the liquidation of
the c::>lonial system, as the epoch of the triumph of socialism and
communism ::>n a w::>rld scale, are bec::>ming m::>re pron::>unced and
m :>re clearly obvious each day."

Thr::>ugh::>ut the world, the peoples' struggles against the exnloitahon and oppressi::>n of the barbarous system o£ imperialism and
capitalism are mounting. In the capitalist heartlands and the revisionist countries the people are waging increasingly mighty
battles against their oppressors. For instance, in the capitalist
heartlands, the working class and people are militantly fighting
back against the economic attacks, and m::>re and more sections of
the people are taking up battle against the racist and fascist schemes
of the reactionary bourgeoisie. In the liberation struggles in the
c::>l::>nies and ne::>-colonies, the people are escalating their armed
struggle against their lifelong enemies, imperiali s m, feudalism
and capitalism. The anti-c::>lonial, anti-imperialist struggles of
the pe::>ple of Asia, Africa and Latin America have won tremendous
victories, such as were seen in the heroic struggles of the people of
Vietnam, Camb::>dia and La::>s against US imperialism, and the
peoples of Africa against Portuguese colonialism. The proletariat
and the ::>ppressed peoples are furthering and deepening their proletarian consci::>usness day by day
and the struggles they are engaged in are taking ::>n an increasingly marked political character.
In the course of these intensifying struggles of the people, the
Marxist-Leninist parties and organisations are becoming daily more
consolidated. Thr::>ugh leading the revolutionary struggles of the
people against imperialism and ail reaction, and deepening the
struggle. against revisionism ::>fall hues, the Marxist-Leninist
parties are bec::>ming increasingly strengthened and cons::>lidate d,
whilst new Marxist- Leninist centres are being
born and built i n
many other countries in the world. These Marxist-Leninist parties
and organisations, guided by Marxism-Leninism, are providing the
· essential leadership, strategy and tactics for the victory of the
rev::>lutions in their respective countries. At the same time, they
are strengthening their ties, relati::>ns and assistance to one another,
strengthening the International Marxist-Leninist Communist M ovement and the cause of the international proletariat.
Under the leadership ::>f the Party of Labour of Albania, with
Comrade Enver Hoxha at its head, the heroic Albanian people have
n1ade tremendous advances in cons::>lidating the dictatorship of the
proletariat and the building of socialism in their c o untry. The
People's Socialist Republic of Albania, the only g enuine socialist
country in the world today, is a f::>rtress against imperialism and
revisi::>nism and a mighty base area for the world's people. The
Party of Labour of Albania ha~ made invaluable contributions in the
internati::>nal c:mununist and w::>rkers' movement in the struggle
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against rev1s1onism of all hues . .From the late 1950s, the ,Party
of Lab::Jur of Albania has been in the forefront of the struggle to
oppose and expose Khrushchovite revisionism. and has c -o nsistently
followed this struggle through to the end. It has played a major
role in denouncing and exposl.ng Titoite and other revisionist
theories, and more recently the Party of Labour of Albania has
made a crucial and forefront contribution, especially since its
7th Congress, in criticising and exposing the reactionary and antiLeninist nature of the "new" revisionist "three worlds" theory.
Despite the Khrushchovite revisionists' restoration ::>f capitalism
in the Soviet Union and the c::>untries of the ::>ne-time People's
Democracies, despite their turning the Soviet Union of Lenin and
Stalin into an aggressive social-imperialist power, and despite the
betr ayal by the Chi nese revisionists and their all round d evelopment
of capitalism in China, the socialist camp still most defini t e ly
:exists: it · has the great People's Socialist Republic ::>f Albania.
The Pe~ple 1 s -S::>ciaiist Republic of Albania,led by the Party of
Labour of. Albania, is a tremendous inspiration and guide to the
rev::>lutionary movement of the world's people in their struggle
against both imperialism and revisbnism.

* * *

~~

As a result ::>f these tremendous advances in the cause and
struggles of the world's working and oppressed people, combined
with the insoluble and intensifying contradictions within the capitalist system, which have been made fiercer with the development of
imperialism, the all-round crisis hitting the entire imperialist
system is daily intensifying. This crisis hits every aspect of the
imperialist system - economy, politics, ideology, culture. Massive inflation, unemployment, degeneration, corruption are all
features of this. The crisis also reveals itself in the growing contradictions in the imperialist world between the imperialist
p::>wers and amongst all of the reactionary ruling classes, as the
struggle to maintain and increase profits and the search for further
and new ways to exploit .and oppress the people and oppose revolution
become greater. These contradictio ns can be seen in various manoeuvres peveloping amongst the bourgeoisie, whereby, for example,
a number
western imperialist countries are having discussions
and reaching trade agreements with the Soviet social imperialists,
while likewise a number of revisionist countries h;ave similar
policies towards US imperialism.
To try to get out of the crisis, the entire forces of imperialism are. making the people pay. On the economic front, the workers

of
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and oppressed people are faced with drastic falls in their standard of living, wages being held down even more, rising prices,
cuts in social services where t:nese exist, mass starvation, massive
unemployment, extreme poverty, homelessness and all-round impoverishment. In ::>rder to foist this crisis onto the backs of the
pe::>ple, suppress their rising struggles and prevent revolution, the
forces of imperialism and reaction the world over are escalating
their all-round attacks upon the pe::>ple. In the capitalist heartlands
the m::>nop::>ly capitalists are fast developing the fascisation of their
state apparatuses and finan<:ing and launching fascist gangs in the
working class movement. In tqe revisbnist countries similar
fascist s~;ppressbn of the worKing class and people is taking place.
Fascist regimes, such as those of the Shah of Iran and Pinochet in
Chile, are maintained in the colonies and neo -colonies to murderously
'S.llPrress the people. In countries such as India, Jamaica, etc.,
where a tattered mask of "democracy" and "independence" is
prom::>ted by the imperialists and reactionary ruling classes there,
the violent oppression, robbery and exploitation of the people is no
less acute.
These increased attacks launched by the forces of imperialism
and reaction upon the working and oppressed people are making the
tasks of organising revolution even clearer and more urgent for the
world's people, are serving only to intensify the people 1 s revolutionary struggles against all the reactionary ruling circles and exploitative and oppressive systems.
THE TWO SUPERPOWERS HEAD THE ENTIRE IMPERI ALIST
SYSTEM
The two superpowers, US imperialism and Soviet social- imperialism, exert hegemony over and head the whole of the imperialist
system. Through the dominance, power and entanglement of finance
capital. the power of capitalist monopolies, political interference,
military aggression and domination, neo-colonialist and fascist
regimes, through reactionary and aggressive pacts and organisations such as the EEC, COME CON, NATO, the Warsaw Pact etc.,
the reactionary bourgeoisie a:nd ruling classes and their systems
the world over are in a thousand and one ways tied hand and foot
to the two superpowers.
0..1.1r. Party state~fu European Economic Community is a
reactionary alliance and tool of the European monopoly capitalist
classes and US !_m_Eerialists, set up prima!i!Y on the basis of US
finance capita_h togetE_e.!. with that of the European mo.!lo_poly c~
italists. It is a reactiona-ry organisation for US imperialism and
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the European capitalist m::mop::>lies t::l further intensify their exploitation of the w::>rking class ::>f the Eur::>pean capitalist countries,
increase their attempted suppressi::>n ::>f the revolutionary movement ::>f the European working class and people, further the subjugation and ne::>-c::>lonial robbe~·y ::>f the pe::>ples ::>f Asia, Africa and
Latin America, act as a base area to protect and further the interests of US imperialism, attempt to s::>lve the inherent crisis in the
capitalist econ::>mies, and further the c::>ntention against Soviet socialimperialism and its blocs such as COMECON. It is not and can never
be an ::>rganisation which in the least way can w::>rk in the interest of
the pe::>ple.
As a result of the intensifying crisis and the developing revolutionary movement of the people, there is growing contention between the two superpowers. Whilst they collude t::> suppress revolution and rationalise the struggle between themselves in order to
further their rivalry, the main feature is that the two superpowers
are intensifying their contention as each strives to further its c::>ntrol over the world. This intensifying contention between the two
superpowers is fast heading for war as they try to bring about redivision of the world in their scramble for markets, hegemony and
control, to drown the people's revolutionary struggles in blood and
to permanently gain the upper hand over each other. Tll.e two superpowers, with their pl::>ts, pressure, coups, armed interventi::m
and suppressi::>n and the fanning up ::>f any c::>ntradiction that exists
in the world, represent together the greatest enemies of the word's
people. In the words of Comrade Enver Hoxha:
"The tw::> superpowers represent in the same degree and t::> the
same extent, the main enemy of socialism, and the freedom and independence ::>f nations, the greatest force defending ::>ppressive and
exploiting systems, and the direct threat that mankind will be
hurled into a third world war. 11

Whilst the two superpowers head and dominate the imperialist
system and bring great danger to the people, the other imperialist
powers will never change their nature. The imperialist powers ::>f
Eur::>pe, Japan, etc., whilst tied t::> the tw::> superpowers in many
ways, still are themselves vici::>us imperialist forces in the w::>rld
and are a constant source of expl::>itation and ::>ppression of the
w::>rking class and people in the capitalist heartlands and the pe::>ple
in the c::>lonies and ne::>-colonies.
British imperialism, for instance, still plays a vast role in the
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world and by various means is seeking t:> extend its sphere of influence and def~nd the massive pr::>fits it·makes from the labour and
resources of the people the w:>rld over. For centuries, Britain
was the major colonial and then imperialist power in the world. and
despite the severity of the crisis now hittil'!.g the British m::mopoly
capitalist economy, and the sharp decline of British imperialism
in relation to certain other imperialist powers, especially over
the last thirty years, British imperialism's finance capital still
penetrates. the economies of numer::>us countries. It forcibly maintains a ·number of direct colonies throughout the w::>rld, and either
dominates or jointly shares the sp::>ils with other imperialist powers
in large numbe--:-s of neo-colonies and other countries. For example,
British imperialism is second ::>nly to US imperialism amongst the
western imperialist powers in the export of finance capital. It is the
second biggest c::>ntributor to and contr::>ller of the International
Monetary Fund. In defending its interests, British imperialism is
involved in many of the political and aggressive intrigues throughout the world. Whilst the US has enormous influence in Britain and
the British m::>nop0ly capitalist class actively pursues and supports
the policies of US imperialism, British imperialism is itself a
major imperialist power. Using direct military occupation and
fascist terr::>r it maintains its 800 year old c::>lonial rule in Ireland
and, using ne::>-col::>nialism and the Irish m::>n::>poly capitalist class,
it makes huge pr::>fits through plundering the lab::>ur and resources
of the whole of the Irish people. In Zimbabwe, f::>r example, British finance capital dominates the economy. Using a fascist dictatorship t::> murder ~nd brutally suppress the pe::>ple, British imperialism defends its economic and political interests in the c::>untry to
the hilt. These are some examples of the murder::>us and aggressive policies ::>f British imperialism in the world today.
The Communist Party ::>f England (Marxist-Leninist) has c::>nsistently exposed the murderous r::>le ::>f British imperialism, supported the struggle for national liberati::>n and proletarian s::>cialist
rE'v::>lution by the people in the colonies and ne::>-c::>lonies of Britain and other imperialist powers and given concrete assistance to
these struggles. Our Party, in leading and ::>rganising the British
proletariat t::l seize state power fr::>m the British mon::>poly capitalist class in this c::>untry, has a specific responsibility to lead the
British working class in taking an active stand against British and
all other forms of imperialism, against all forms of great power
chauvini~m and in support ::>f the struggles of the world's people.
In line with Engels' statement that " a nation which oppresses another
nation cannot itself be free", the Party upholds proletar.ian internationalism as the basis of unity of the proletariat in Britain and
15

the people in countries oppressed by all imperialism, particularly
by British imperialism. It is the internationalist duty of the Party
and the British working class to support the Marxist-Leninist
parties and organisations and all
genuinely anti-imperialist
forces, and the heroic struggles of the world's people against imperialism, capitalism and all reaction, through propaganda, concrete
assistance and by waging a tireless struggle against the British
monopoly capitalist class.
This is of special importance in opposing the lines of the revisionists, such as the "three world" theorists, who are promoting
national_ chauvinism with the revisionist theory that British imperialism has a "dual nature" and that,in theeventof a worldwar,faced
with the superior forceoftheSoviet social imperialists, the British working cl as~ · should unite and fo~m a broad alliance with its
own bourgeoisie and other imperialist powers against the "main
enemy". The British working _class and the people oppressed by
British imperialism can~ enter into such an alliance; it
would~ be in the interests of the proletariat in this or any
other country. It would instead be used to defend imperialism, and
lead to the murder of countless workers and the further subjugation of the people.

* * * *
At the same time, US imperialism, and Soviet social-imperialism, are superpowers. Whilst the other imperialist ruling classes,
such as the British monopoly capitalist class, have their own imperialist interests and have definite contradictions with the two
superpowers, in comparison to the economic, military and political
strength of the superpowers, the British and the other imperialist
powers are relatively weak. British imperialism, for example, is
in the clutches of US imperialism and acts as a faithful partner and
lackey to it in its expansionist and super power policies. For instance, when Carter came to the heads of state meeting of the
western imperialist powers in London in 1977, total agreement was
reached on all the major .points of US imperialist policy. Callaghan
then straight awav afterwards took these agreements to the Commonwealth Conference and won total unity there. When Carter went on
his Asian tour in 1977 to attempt to consolidate the dominance of
US imperialism in the area and counter the influence of Soviet
social-imperialism, Callaghan followed closely in his footsteps,
going to the same countries and seeing the same representatives
of the reactionary ruling classes. This was done from the stand-
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point of giving backing and further weight to the schemes of US
imperialism, and also to represent the interests of British imperialism. In this way British imperialism actively pursues the interests of US imperialism whilst al·so having its own particular imperialist interests to promote and develop.
US imperialism -and Soviet social-imper-ialism are the greatest
forces defending the whole exploitative system of imperialism.
They directly and indirectly intervene and give assistance to other
imperialist and capitalist-revisionist powers in the suppression of
the revolutionary movement in their countries, through such
methods as open armed intervention, aggressive military pacts,
army and political "advisors", and the presence of CIA, KGB and
other agents in industries, political and diplomatic circles and the
trade unions, etc.
Our Party states clearly now and for the future that the primary
and crucial way to fight and oppose the schemes and activities of
the two superpowers is to fight and overthrow the British monopoly
capitalist class. The Party totally opposes and repudiates the modern revisionist thesis that it is necessary for the working class to
form alliances with its "own" bourgeoisie to oppose one or other of
the two superpowers, raising such reactionary and social chauvinist slogans in a major imperialist country such as Britain of "liberating the country from US or Soviet control" · and "fighting for the
independence of Britain". At the same time the Party upholds that
it is crucial to arm the working class against the superpower
nature of US and Soviet social-imperialism, their barbarous activities throughout the world, the serious possibilities of their armed
intervention and suppression of the revolutionary movement in any
country, including here in Britain, and the grave danger that they
are bringing to the world's people with their preparauons for war.

* * * *

The two superpowers are heading for war. Their detente and
disarmament schemes and talks are a fraud designed purely to hide
their massive war preparations and arms build-ups and the grave
danger that they are bringing to the world's people with their war
schemes. Their economies are being increasingly geared to war;
through their military pacts such as NATO and tne Warsaw Treaty and
the arming of reactionary regimes the world over, the two superpowers are preparing to unleash a new world war in order to bring
about a further redivision of the world, put out the flames of revolution and attempt to solve the deepening crisis within their economies. 'l'h1s danger ot a new w:>rld Wd.L' <.:umes pr1maruy 1r:..n1
both the superpowers as their contention and rivalry increases and
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intensifief'. 'VC'rking hand in glC've with the tw:> superpowers are
all the moPopoly capitalist, revisionist and c:>l:mial and neocol:mial ruling clas~:~es the world over, wh:> are all actively in one
way or the other participating in these preparations and schemes
for war.
It is a crucial necessity to expose and oppose these schemes and
activities of the two superpowers and theh forces, to organise the
British working class and people 1;:> actively unite with the world's
people in the struggle againf't imperialism and the two superpowers
and the growing threat of world war that they are bringing to mankinri. In opposing the war preparations of the two superpowers, it
is of utmost importance to oppose the "pportuni sts and bourgeois
parties who are stating that the danger of a world war is coming
from only O"le :>f the two superpowers, and who are calling upon
the people to unite with one or other of the tw:> superpowers and
with their "own" bourgeoisie to form a "broad united fr:>nt" to "stop"
the war an'! defend the "national interest". The b:>urgeoisie and
opportunists are attempting to use the danger :>f a w:>rld war to
blackm?.il and threaten the people into giving up their revolutionary
struggles and capitulating to imperialism and the reactionary
bourgeoisie.
The Marxist-Leninist f:>rces must als:> be vigilant against the
line of complacency over the danger of a w:>rld war which sections
of the opportunists and bourgeoisie try to spread. The Party must
prepare .the working cla;'s and people for the real danger that exists
of a new world war, so that they <lo not get caught unawares or unprtepared, In the face of the growing danger of war, and in :>pposing
these schemes of the imperialists, the task of :>ur Party along with
Marxist-Leninists throughout the w:>rld is t:> lead the w:>rking c:lass
and people to intensify their revolutionary struggles against the
imperialists and, with the working and oppressed people all over the
world, to actively fight tbe aggressive schemes, pacts and activities of the tw:> superpowers and their forces. If a w:>rld war cannot be prevented and it actually breaks :>ut, then the path f :>r the
proletariat is to turn this t:> its advantage. War sharpens c:>ntradictions, leads to greate1 ~cFti -: :t 1 c>n'l . ~o~ or-de crisis, and the
proletariat must take advantage of this - n:>t to " conciliate" the
crisis -,-d form alliances to "'lef•md the cnuntrv" but to give the
call to turn the imperialist war into a revolutionary civil war leading t:> the overthrow of the capitalist system. The :>nly path f:>r the
world 1 s people is proletarian socialist revolution.
· The danger of war can only be finally defeated with the :>verthrow
of the entire imperialist system. As an integral part of this :.;truggle ,
the Party must prepare and arm the working class on all fronts
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against the real danger that exists of a new imperialist war.

* * * *
THE REVISIONISTS OF ALL HUES SERVE ONLY IMPERIALISM
AND THE BOURGEOISIE
Besides the repression of the bourgeoisie and imperialist aggression, the main force which is trying to hold .back the proletariat
from carrying out its historic mission is revisionism of all hues,
especially modern revisionism. Modern revisionism, using the
guise of Marxism-Leninism, preaches class compromise, unity
with the bourgeoisie, giving up class struggle, and the peaceful
road to "socialism". Modern revisionism, especially Khrushchovite revisi:>nism and other brands, Titoite revisionism, Eurocommunism and "three worlds" revisionism, have betrayed
Marxism-Leninism, attempted to liquidate the proletarian headquarters, betrayed the cause of the proletariat and j.>ined the camp
of the bourgeoisie and imperialism. When the Khrushchov clique
usurped power in the Soviet Union, internationally they preached
"peaceful coexistence" with US imperialism. This had nothing to
do with Lel)in's thesis on peaceful coexistence between nations of
different social systems out was preacning class compromise in
order that the US and USSR could "togetner becor.:~e a force for
progress in the world". This was straight revisionist propagc1.nda,
firstly, to cover. up the revisionist .leaders 1 capitulation to and
collaboration with US imperialis.m and their destructiuu of the
great socialist state, and later for the development of the Soviet
Union as a social-imperialist power.
Upon usurping power in the Soviet Union, the .Khrushchovite
revisionists betrayed and liquidated the 6ictatorship of the proletariat, restored capitalism throughout the economy, with state
monopoly capitalism headed by themselves emi:>racing the wnole
of the economy, and turned the Bolshevik party of Lenin and Stalin
into a revisi::>nist party. Since that date the Soviet Union has been
steered by the Khrushchovite revisionists on the course of being
one of the two greatest imperialist powers the world has ever
seen. Internally the party has been changed into a party of social
fascism and capitalist roaders. The Soviet people are exploited
and oppressed by the top bureaucratic bourgeoisie in the same way
as the proletariat of the western capitalist powers; they live under
a social - fascist dictatorship, as vicious and repressive as the
bourgeois dictatorships in the west. A vast percentage of the Soviet
economy is· now, and has been for some time past, put into the development of arms. This and other outright capitalist policies
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of the Khrushchovite revisionists have res.ulted in the all-r:mnd
impoverishment of the Soviet people and have greatly sharpened
the contradictions between the Soviet working class and the revisionist rulers.
The Soviet bloc of Eastern Europe is held togt;ther by fascist
repression and the dominance of Soviet finance capital under the
guise of "aid" and "trade" in each of the .satellite economies. The
Soviet social-imperialists parasitise and bleed the economies of
all their satellites whilst at the same time sharing a common capitalist interest with the revisionist rulers in each of these countries. They practise social fascism at home whilst being a vast imperialist power abroad. By their export of finance capital they have
made inroads into many of the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin
America. Adopting the same tactics as US imperialism, except that
they have worked under the signboard of "socialism", the Soviet social imperialists have a foothold in numerous countries ·and are vying
and contending with ,the US for new spheres of influence and seeking to re:.carve the world, to plunder and exploit the labour and
resources of the world's people, to exert political, economic and
military hegemony over the whole world. In the same way as the
US, the Soviet social-imperialists have their economic and military base in the economic organisation of COMECON and the
military alliance of the Warsaw Pact. These are base areas for
the Soviet social-imperialists to launch their imperialist designs
on the people of the world.
Under the signboard of Marxism-Leninism and using· the tremendous prestige of the once great socialist state of the Soviet Union,
the Khrushchovite revisionists attempted to force and push their
mod~rn revisionism throughout the International Communist Movement. For example, they promoted as a "development" of MarxismLeninism that it was possible to establish "socialism" with:>Ut
fighting the bourgeoisie. The revisionist thesis of the "'peaceful
road to 'socialism"', ' 11 socialisrn 1 through the ballot box", cornpromising with the bourgeoisie and imperialism and so on, promoted by the Soviet revisionist leaders, became a base and rallying ground for revisionists all over the world to either cap or
bring about the transformation of cofJ)rnunist parties into revisionist parties and betray Marxism-Leninism and the working class and
people in their countries. Khrushchovite revisionism became the
main ally of the bourgeoisie inside the international working class
movement in its attempts to subvert the revolution and the Mar·xistLeninist headqua,rters of the proletariat. In the national liberation ·
movement,
Khrushchovitc revisionism again did its utmost to
liquidate tl].e people's . struggles. Pr.omoting their thesis that "a single
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spark can start a nuclear holocaust", these :evisionists attempted to
th..-eaten and blackmail the people into giving up their arJned struggle
under the hoax that it would lead to a nuclear war. They called on
the people to put their faith instead in the bourgeoisie and imperialists for their "liberation". They became apologists for neocolonialisrn, promoted the "progressive nature of US imperialism
and oth.e r imperialist powers in the present era" , and called for
greater "aid" from these forces to enable the countries of Asia,
Africa and Latin America to become so-called "economically
stable and independent". Furthermore, in the 1960 s, this thesis
was also seen as nothing but a justification for the development
and penetration of Soviet social-imperialism on a world scale.
Whilst Khrushchovite revisionism crystallises the theories and
practices of modern revisionism, other_forms such as Titoite revisionism and Eurocommunism have to be exposed and fought
against.

* * * *

The Titoite variety of modern revisionism. came forward following the Second World War to attack Marxism-Leninism and further
the aims_ of imperialism and reaction. The Titoites sold out Yugoslavia to imperialism; especially to US imperialism, in return
•
for credits, pursuing the all-round development of capitalism internally. They viciously attacked the Soviet Uni'.>n of Lenin and
Stalin and put forward the counter-revolutionary theory of "nonalignment", while under the hoax of neither being aligned to the
Soviet Union no'r to the United States, they equated imperialism and
socialism and followed in practice the road of alliance with imperialism against socialism. Inside Yu_goslavia, the Titoite
clique, using its so-called "self administrative socialism", has
attacked and completely gone against all of the basic principles of
the dictatorship of the proletariat, of a socialist economy and
society. They have built and promoted a bourgeois economy, bourgeois values and practices in all fields (not dissimilar to the bourgeois "socialism" of the British Labour Party), and carry out continual and vicious attacks on the working class and people of
Yugoslavia.
The Titoite clique was denounced by the International Communist
Movement under the leadership of Stalin and again by meetings of
Communist and Worker.s' Parties fn 1957 and 1960. · The ili'eories of
Tito have formed part of the basis both of Khrushchovite revisionism and, more r e cently, of the " three worlds" theoreticia ns; c onsequently, the rehabilitation of Tito has always been one of the
first objects of the various cliques of modern revisionists.

*

* * *
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"Eurocommunism" is another variant of modern revisionism, the
one adopted by the revisionist parties of France, Italy and Spain
(a trend to which the revisioni~<ts of the "Communist" Party of Great
Britain also find themselves greatly attracted). The "Eurocommunists", in pursuit of a stake in the spoils accruing from a place
in the bourgeois state and bourgeois "governments, have hastened
to reassure their respective bourgeoisies by openly renouncir.g the
Marxist thesis of the dictatorship of the proletariat. They have
openly allied themselves with the most reactionary elements of the
ruling circles, such as tee Spanish monarcho-fascists, the Italian
Christian Democrats, the Vatican, etc. Identifying themselves still
more openly than before with the global aims of their own bourgeoisies, they have embraced the EEC and NATO, the instruments
of the western imperialist bloc headed by US imperialism in its
contention with the other imperialist bloc headed by Soviet socialimperialism. In this and other respects, the "Eurocommunists"
are close to the theoreticians of "three worlds". Like them also
their theories are a pot-pourri of all the opportunist and social
democratic theories put forward by Bernstein, Kautsky, Tito,
Khrushchov, etc. Although they "criticise" the Soviet modern revisionists and come more openly into collision with them with the
sharpening of the contradictions between the two rival imperialist
blocs, their theories merely represent the carrying to their logical conclusion of the theories of Khrushchov him self. "Eurocommunism" represents the open espousal of social dem.::lcracy by these
modern revisionists, a further step in the decay of modern revisionism.
Revisionism leads the working class to total subjug ation under
capit.alism; taking revolution off the agenda,it directs the people
to complete subservience to their own bourgeoisie and imperialism.
It is absolutely necessary to wage a most ferocious struggle
against revisionism. As Lenin pointed out, "the fight against imperialism is a sham and humbug unless it is inseparably bound up
with the fight against opportunism".

Today we see the rise of a new revisbnist theory termed the
theory of "three worlds". Its headquarters is in the new :revision-ist leadership in China. These revisionists are carrying out allround development of capitalism in all areas inside China, politically,
economically and culturally. This theory is a resurrection of
Khrushchovite and Titoite revisionis!Tl. At the heart of the "three
worlds" theory is an attempt to lead the working class away from
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the path of socialist revolution. The "three world" theoreticians
say that they "agree with socialist revolution" but because of the
"complicated situation and the changed circumstances", the struggle
of the world's people has "changed" to being merely against the
"hegemony of the two superpowers". Every single aspect of the
theory a) distorts the nature of the bourgeoisie and the imperialist
forces, saying that they have a "dual nature" and can become progressive, and. b) takes the people on another path, away from revolution and national liberation.
The theory of " three worlds'' shows this in a number of ways:
1. The "three world" theorists totally negate the fundamental
contradiction, that between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. In
the so-called " second world" they say there is not a revolutionary
situation. and that the proletariat. should unite with the bourgeoisie
and struggle for " national independence" and "defence of the fatherland". In this c ,mtext th~y support the reactionary EEC as a "progressive and independent alliance of European countries" against
the two superpowers. In the so-called "third world" the new revisionists are also atten1pting to deny th~ antagonistic contradiction
between labour and capital. They deny the decisive leadership of
the working class in the national liberation struggles, that ensures
that the struggle is not compromised at any stage but led through
to victory. They deny tl.e Leninist thesis that since the Great
October Revolution the movement for national liberation has become part of the rnovement for proletarian socialist revolution,
part of the worldwide movement against imperialism, and no longer
a narrow, bourgeoio and reformist movement. They deny that in
the colonies and neo-colonies national liberation is the iirst item
o'n the agenda for the proletariat and that _its struggle is far.
tot:a.l emanc1pation, ·leading the struggle for national liberation
through· to the proletarian socialist revolution and the overthrow
of all forms of imperiali!>rr,, capital.isn1 and reacti:ln and the
establishment of sucialism.
The "three world" theoreticians and their followers, as an example of their open revisionis1n, state cate g orically that there is ''no
revolutionary situation" in any "second world" country and that in
the so-called " third world " it would be "leftist" to eve n raise the
issue of socialist re"oluti:>n. In other words, they completely
cut off socialist revolution from the agenda anywhere in the world.
2. The "three worlds" theorists deliberately i gnor- the ex1stence
of the socialist camp, putting socialist countries 'm a par with _co~
onial and neo-colonial r e gime s, For example, they equate soc1ahst
Albania with the fa-scist ~egime~< in Chile and Iran. In thi~ way,
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the "three world" theorists go against fundamental Marxist-Leninist
principle on the contradiction between socialism and imperialism.
In doing so they are attempting to write the socia.list camp out of
existence, and to undermine and weaken the tasks of the working
pe.ople in the socialist countries, led by their Marxist-Leninist
parties, to strengthen the Q.ictatorship of the proletariat and the
building of socialism. They are attempting to undermine the tremendous achievements made by the people and their vanguard parties,
promoting, for instance, that the years of sacrifice made by the
Albanian people have been merely to establish a "third world"
country.
By denying the existence of the socialist countries,
the "three worlds" theory also attempts to destroy the important
base area's that the socialist camp provides for the world's people,
with their proletarian internationalist moral and material assiFtance to the revolutionary movements and national liberation
struggles.
By placing socialist countries in the "third world", and thus denyin~> the whole role of socialis~ count~ies in the revolutionary movement of the world's people, the Chinese revisionists are trying to
take away the lessons, perspectives, model and inspiration tha·t the
socialist camp provides for the world's people in their struggle
against imperialism and revisionism. It is a serious attempt to
undermine and liquidate the International Communist Movement
and ~he cause and achievements of the international proletariat.
3. This "theorv" promotes the so-called "third world" or "unclerdeveloped ·countries" as forces for "revolution", to the extent of labelling
them the "main force". It asserts that most of these countries
have won "political independence" and that the key is sue is to win
"economic independence", that the main impetus of the. people's
struggle should be to this end. Teng Hsiao-ping, one of the main
propagandists for the theory of the "three worlds", said. in his
speech to the UN General Assembly in 1974 : "The numerous developing countries have long suffered from colonialist and imperialist oppression and exploitation. They have won political independence, yet all of them still face the historic task of cle a ring out the
remnant forces of colonialism, developing the national economy
and consolidating national independence •••••.. They constitute a
revolutionary motive force propelling the wheel of world history
and are the main force combatting colonialism, imperialism and
particularly the superpowers". He goes on to say, "It is not the
one or two superpowers that are really powe rful, the really
powerful are the Third World and the people of all countries uniting
together and daring to fight and daring to win. Since numerous
Third World conntries and people were able to achieve political
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independence through protracted struggle, certainly they will also
be able, on this basis, to bring about through sustained struggle,
a thorough change in the international economic relations, which
are based on inequality, control and exploitation and thus create
essential conditions for the independent development of their national economy by strengthening their unity and allying themselves
with other countries subjected to superpower bullying."
This statement exposes t.he revisionist nature of the "three
worlds" theory. The main point of neo-colonialism is precj,sely
that the colonialist and imperialist powers maintain both economic
and political control, It is sheer nonsense to suggestfut an oppre-ssed nation can be economically dependent on imperialism and not
politically dependent, and vice ~er sa, What the "three world "- theorists are labelling "politically independent" is precisely the
imperialist "trick" of neo-colonialism.
It is not "protracted" struggle on the economic front, nor
"economic alliances" between "countries" that is going to liberate
the world's people from the yoke of imperialism, but national liberation ancl proletarian socialist revolution. The " three worlds "
theory is a formula to take revolution and national liberation off
the agenda for the people in the colonies and neo-colonies, and
presents a classless theory which accepts neo-colonialism and
completely leads the people off into reformism, revisionism and
capitulation to the imperialist powers and their local agents. It
also prepares the ground for the revisionist clique in China to develop China as an imperialist power under the guise of being one
with the underdeveloped countries and the non-aligned "third world" ,
and willing to form economic ties and build a " new economic order"
with these "countries" and "assist" them in developing their economies and "opposing" the hegemony of the two superpowers. This
is in total contradiction to the stand of proletarian internationalism
and is preparing conditions for China, under the domination o-f the
revisionist clique, to emerge on the stage of history as a new imperialist power. In the same way, the Khrushchovite revisionists
prepared the ground internationally for the · emergence of the Soviet
Union as an imperialist power after the death of Stalin and the
restoration of capitalism.
The "three worlds" theory negates the role of and is an apology
for neo-colonia lism. It totally goes against Marxist-Leninist principle, such as Lenin stressed when he stated "the need constantly
to explain and expose amongst the broadest working masses of all
c;:ountries the deception systematically· practised by tl:J.e imperialist
powers which, under the guise of politically independent states,
set ·up states that are wholly dependent upon them economically,
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financiaUy and n•ilitari~y."
The "three worlds" theory negates thefactthatthe majority ofthese
regimes in the su-called "third w:nld" arc ruled b~ forces th~t are
a) themselves viciuus expl ·. Jitcrs of the people, anh-democrab.c,
anti-cumm.unist and rcactiunary, b) cumpletely linked and tied to
imperialis1n, particularly with une ur uther of the superpuwers.
They are certainly nu force against imperialism. In~tea~, the
"three world" theorists promute, fur example, fasc1st d1ctators
like the Shah of Iran as "progressive" and "revolutionary", neo-·
culunial regimes as "anti-colunial", and the big compradur buurgeoisie as a" progressive national bourgeoisie". In place of fighting these hated enemies of the peuple and agents and lackeys uf
imperialism - one of the conditions shown by history to be necessary
for national liberation to be victorious - the "three world" theorists
call for the building uf a "broad united front" with these very forces
of reactiun in urder to, allegedly, "uppuse the superpuwers".
This means that they are calling upun the peuple to hand over the
leadership of their liberation struggles b pro-imperialist and_
reactionary forces, the only result being the liquidatio_n of n~h:mal
liberation and the further subjugatiun uf the peuple by 1mpenahsm,
capitalism and reaction,
4. The "three world" theorists negate the contradiction between
the oppressed people and imperialism and say instead that the
only contradiction is bctw~en the "first" and the "third" Wurlds,
between the super powers and the underdeveloped countries. This
a) ignores the robbery and plunder carried out by the imperialist
powers uf Europe, Japan, etc. and promotes the Khrushchovite
thesis that imperialism can have a "dual nature", une aspect being
"progressive" and capable of being 11 used in the people's interests",
b) calls up·un the people to lay duwn their arms and give up their
struggle against these imperialist forces and instead actually make
an alliance with them, and c) prettifies the exploitation of these imperialist puwers. F:n instance, when these imperialist powers
meet variuus neo-colonial leaders to discuss how to further plunder
and expbit the peoples uf Asia, Africa and Latin America, the
"three world" theorists call this "useful dialogue between the
second world and third Wurld". As a result the "three worlds"
theury justifies, props up and furthers the neo-cobnialism uf the
sC>-called "second WC>rld" imperialist forces,
5. The "three world" theoreticians promote the revisionist·
concept that contradictions within the imperialist camp can be transformed into contradictions between imperialism and the people, and
that various imperialist brces can be put into the camp of the
people. So, for instance, when Sadat uf Egypt opposes Soviet social-
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im_:>erialism in the Middle East, according to the "three worlds"
theory this makes Sadat a revolutionary and in the camp o£ the
people, It completely negates that Sadat only makes such a stand in
order to further the interests of a) his now most favourite superpower, US imperialism, and b) his own ruling class's interest. T4ikewise, when the imperialist countries of Europe have some contradiction with US imperialism on dividing up the spoils of their robbery of the people, according to the revisionist "three worlds"
theory this puts these imperialist forces with the oppressed people
all over the world, and means that they can play a "progressive
:role" and can and should be united with.
Marxism-Leninism teaches us to utilise contradictions amongst
the enemy in order to advat:Ice the revolution, but this can~
mean spreading confusion on the nature of imperialism, diverting
the people from the path of revolution and capitulating and compromising with imperialism and the bourgeoisie.
6. The "three world" revisionists have now gone to the extent of
dividing up even the two superpowers, and labelling the Soviet social
imperialists as the "main enemy". Their "proof" for this revisionist thesis is that "US imperialism is declining" and so they completely negate the Leninist theses that all !mperialism by its very nature
is in decline, parasitical and decaying. They deny the facts the
world over that US imperialism, whilst suffering defeats for instance in Indo-China, has become no less aggressive and ferocious
and throughout Asia, Africa, Latin America and Europe is stepping
up its schemes, aggression, plots and intrigues to maintain control
over areas under its domination and gain new areas of influence
and control. US imperialism will never cease to be a superpower
until it is overthrown and defeated,
The theory that the Soviet Union "is the main enemy" serves o·.1ly
the interests o£ US imperialism and does nothing but serious harm to
to the revolutionary struggles of the people, It attempts to disarm
the world's people as to the superpower nature of US imperialism,
and creates the conditions for US intervention under the guise of
"fighting" Soviet social-imperialism. In just the same way as the
modern revisionists in each country call upon the people to use
Soviet social imperialism to "fight" US imperialism, the Chinese
revisionists are preaching unity and alliance with the other greatest
enemy of the people, So the "three world" advocates call for a
"broad united front" of all forces against this "main enemy" and
attempt to lead the working and oppressed people along the path of
capitulation and further subjugation to imperialism, in particular
US imperialism, preaching the strep.gthening of NATO, the reactionary regimes of US imperialism etc. and lauding US presence
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in Europe, Africa and so on.
The "fhree world" theorists are peddling a revisionist theory.
It stands in total and antagonistic contradiction to Marxism-Leninism. Marxism-Leninism teaches us that there are four major
contradictions in the world today : the c ::mtradiction between labour
and capital; the contradiction between imperialism and the oppressed nations and peoples; the contradiction between socialism and
capitalisrp; and the contradiction between the imperialist powers
and various financial groups themselves. The "three world" theoreticians either completely d~ny, or they distort every single one o~
these major contradictions. Their theory and practice serves only
the enemies of the people, revolution and socialism. It s e rves to
strengthen US i~pperialism and its war preparations, strengthen
the imperialist powers of Europe, Japan etc., strengthen neocolonialism and reactionary regimes throughout the wo-rld, undermine and liquidate all revolutionary struggles of the people, and
prepare the conditions for the emergence of China as a new superpower. Under the cloak of Marxism -Leninism they are promoting
outright social chauvinism and calling upon the working and oppressed people to act as cannon fodder for the imperialists and the
rea·c tionary bourgeoisie to further their imperialist aims, under
the guise of "defending the national interests".
ate the Marxist-Leninist centres the world over. They have launched a ferocious attack on the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
with their cessation of aid and other attacks. They have done their
utmost to split Marxist-Leninist parties and organisations in numerous countries, and they have gone all out to finance, promote and
organise revisionist groupings in many countries to peddle their
revisionist and counter-revolutionary strategy. A life and death
struggle must be waged to defeat this latest revisionist theory
being promoted in the international working class movement. The
path for the working class in Britain is the same path as for the
working and oppressed people of the whole world: proletarian
socialist revolution. By carrying out this task under the leadership
of its Marxist-Leninist party and actively upholding proletarian
internationalism, the British working class will play its part in the
class struggle of workers of all countries against the entire imperialist system.
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4
The Present Situation in Britain
The present situation in Britain is that the British monopoly capitalist class is in the throes of a serious all-round crisis, a crisis
th~t .is hitting every aspect and corner of its exploitative system, a
cns1s of the econ-o mic system, a crisis of politics, culture and
ideology, a spiritual crisis, a "credibility" crisis. This crisis is
hitting the entire imperialist world. In Britain it is compounded
by the sharp decline of British imperialism since World War II.
The crisis has weakened the entire monopoly capitalist system and
shows the concrete correctness of Comrade Lenin's statement that
it is "the parasitism and decay of capitalism which are characteristic of its highest historical stage of development, i.e., imperialism".
At the same time, this does not mean that the British monopoly
capitalists can or will ever change their exploitative, oppressive
and murderous nature. In fact quite the opposite is the case and •. as
the crisis has intensified, in order to maintain their massive rate
of profit and their system, the monopoly capitalist class has become even more aggressive, more vicious and warmongering. At
home they are doing their utmost to unload their economic crisis
onto the backs of the working class and people. Daily the people
are suffering the lowering of living standards, constant raising of
prices, lowering of wages, massive unemployment, cuts in welfare,
social and medical services, greatly stepped up exploitation at the
place of work, growing health and safety risks as a result of this
and so on. Any attempt by the monopoly capit~list class to "solve'"
the crisis only paves the way for a deeper crisis a short period
after, as for instance even the bourgeois economists are admitting is about to occur in the next few years. Furthermore, in
order to force the people to bear the brunt of the crisis, att!'!mpt to
crush their resistance to this and forcibly attempt to destroy the
seeds of revolution, the bourgeoisie are fast developing fascism.
This is reflected not only by the growth and promotion of the fascist
gangs, but by the overall fascisation of the state which is :>ccurring.
As part of these attempts to resolve the overproduction crisis, and,
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most importantly, to escalate, along with other imperialist powers
and social imperialism, their contention for greater spheres of
influence and markets, and to prepare to drown the peoples' revolutions in blood, the British bourgeoisie is carrying out increasing
militarisation of the economy and preparations for war. Abroad,
British imperialism has stepped up all of its aggressive and deceptive schemes to crush the peoples' liberation struggles and cling
onto its colonial and neo-colonial "possessions". Its barbaric
aggressive activities against the people in Ireland and its schemes
and manoeuvres in Zimbabwe are just two of the many examples
illustrating this fact·.
The Conservative, Liberal and Labour Parties and the Hitlerite
National Front are all parties of the bourgeoisie and, in slightly
differing forms, are all engaged in the process of unloading the
capitalist crisis onto the people, developing fascism and war and
trying by all means to suppress the inevitable revolution.
The state is not above classes, as the opportunists promote, but
is the instrument by which the mon~poly capitalist class suppresses
the working class and maintains its rule. The bourgeois parties
are merely vying with one another to become the executive of the
monopoly capitalist class and run the daily affairs of the state
through the government. The Conservative and Liberal Parties are
old and open spoke·smen for the monopoly capitalist class and its
system. The Labour Party attempts to mask its anti-working class
and capitalist and imperialist policies with demagogic references to
the "democratic" way of achieving "socialism", to its being a Party
of "labour" and the "working class". It claims to ber "representing"
the working class, whereas the actual state of affairs is that it is
making deals with the labour aristocrats, highly paid and bought
off leaders in the working class movement, to further attack the
working class, with the sole aim of increasing the exploitation and
political repression of the workers. Through this demagogy it
tries to disarm the working class, liquidate or greatly limit its
struggles, divert it from the path of revolution, calling upon it instead to put faith and trust in this Party of "labour" to achieve
"socialism". Once in government, whether with a small or large
majority, it carries out essentially the same vicious economic attacks and racist and fascist attacks on the working class and people.
In carrying out its role the monopoly capitalist Labour Party is
assisted by the so-called "Labour left". Under the hoax of allegedly "opposing" certain policies of the Labour government and
pushing the Labour Party to the "left", they preach faith in social
democracy and the impossibility of any other :J;"Oad than voting the
Labour Party to power fore-ver. In practice, despite their croc30

odile tears and "opposition", they support the Labour government in
all its anti-working class and imperialist policies. Along with the
modern revisionists and trotskyites, the Labour "left", in fact,
continually attempt to prop up the Labour Party, attempt to maintain its influence in the working class movement by creating illusions
that it can be "moved. to ·the left" and that "socialism" can be won
in this way.
The bourgeoisie and its government also utilise the trade unions,
which are openly manipulated and controlled by the labour aristocrats and the Labour Party, to carry out attacks on the working
class. Under the guise of being "independent working class defence
org-a nisations", they join with the government of the day not only in
trying to liquidate and mislead every single struggle of the workers,
but participate with the government in introducing laws and schemes
to make the working class pay for the crisis, such as its "social
contract".
THE OPPORTUNISTS OF ALL HUES WORK HAND IN GLOVE WITH
THE MONOPOLY CAPITALISTS

Working hand in glove with the monopoly capitalists are the opportunists of all hues, in particular the modern revisionists. In the early
1950s, the modern revisionists usurped power in the then party of
the proletariat which had led the revolutionary struggles of the
working class since its formation in 1920 - the Communist Party of
Great Britain. In 1952 the revisionists launched their "British Road
to Socialism"; this programme represented an open betrayal of
Marxism-Leninism, the revolution and the interests of the working
class. They liquidated the proletarian party and converted it into
a bourgeois party of reform and a "left-wing" prop o~ the Labour
Party, promoting and justifying the latter in the worklng class
movement. They revised and distorted every single principle of
Marxism-Leninism and in its place promoted in the working class
open social democratic ideas. For example, they replaced the
Marxist-Leninist theory of the necessity of the overthrow of the
bourgeois state machine by the modern revisionist thesis of the
"peaceful and parliamentary road to socialism", saying that
11
socialist revolution can be carried through ..... without civil
war, by a combination of mass struggles outside Parliament, an_d
the election of a parliamentary majority and government determmed
te> implement a socialist programme". They abandoned the necessity of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the path of the October
Revolution, saying that "Britain's road to socialism will be differ31

ent fr:>m the S:>viet r:>ad. " They vpcnly preached s:>cial dem:>cracy
and faith in the m:>n:>p:>ly capitalist Litb:>ur Party, which they describe as "the mass party :>f the w:>rking class", calling for " a
Labour government which will carry :>ut a left policy". They denied
the Marxist thesis :>f the need f:Jr the pr:>letariat to smash the b:>urgeois state machine, treachcr:>usly saying that "the nature :>f the
British constitution, under which Parliament has supreme auth:>rity,
gives a left government the democratic right and the means ... t:>
carry through drastic and necessary reforms in the state apparatus .. ~·
They openly supported imperialism and neo-coloniali~m. In Ireland,
for example, they :>penly pr:>m:>ted ne:>-c:>l:>nialism in an attempt
to oppose the national struggle :>f the Irish pe:>ple, saying that the
tr:>ops should be only "withdrawn t:> the barracks" and that the
British g :>vernrnent sh:>uld implement a "bill :>f rights". Theil"
programme never :>nee opp:>sed ne:>-col:>nialism, and instead
called f:Jr the stepping up :>f the ne:>-c:>bnialist "aid to the third
w:>rld countries" whereby British imperialism plunders the
peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
In every single struggle :>f the w:>rker s the m:>dern revisionists
promoted class compromise, c:>nciliati:>n and peace with the b:>urgeoisie and called up:>n the workers to give up their struggles or at the
"be~t" t:> limit them s:J as n:>t t:> "cause t:>o much tr:>uble" and s:>
harm the pr:>fits and p:>wer of the capita]ists. Today, many of the
modern revisionist chieftains have found themselves niches in the
labour aristocracy, in the H:>use :>f L:>rds, in the bourge:>isie itself.
Their pr:>gramme c:>nsists of giving advice to the bou'rgeoisie as
to how best t:> run its exploitative system, in particular, to implement its brand :>f state mon:>p:>ly capitalism. These m:>dern revisionists are nothing but agents of the bourgeoisie in the working
class m:>vement, preaching faith in the Lab:>ur Party, faith in the
fraud of bourgeois democracy, and faj.th in the bourge:>isie itself.
Furthermore, they are the chief spokesmen and agents of Soviet
social imperialism in the country, prettifying and justifying its
superpower aggression throughout the world and the need for it t:>
"as sist much more in Britain".
In the face of the growing attacks :>n the working class by the
bourgeoisie, the modern revisionists are blatantly trying to lead
the working class d:>wn the path of social democracy, reformism
and subjugation to capitalism, seriously trying to disarm the
workers organisationally, politically and ideologically in their
growing battles against the mon:>poly capitalists.
The revisionist party has bec:>me the fifth c:>lumn of the British
bourgeoisie and Soviet s:>cial imperialists in the working class
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movement to oppose the working class and revolution in ' every way
possible.

* * * *
In the middle and late 1960s, faced with the nsmg struggles of

the workers, youth and students and the increasing isolation and discrediting of the revisionist pa~ty, the bourgeoisie, whilst not giving
up their support and backing for the modern revisionists, also
needed to promote a new and more "revoluti:>nary" sounding revisionist trend in the working class in :>rder to liquidate its
struggles and spread maximum ideological confusion. S:> in this
period the bourgeoisie began to resurrect tr:>tskyism, a political
trend that had long been discredited in the international working
class movement. By the 1930s, Trotskyism had been exp:>sed as
openly opposed to Marxism-Leninism, a proven enemy of s:>cialism which had degenerated to such an extent that the tr:>tskyite
leaders were straightforward agents and sab:>teurs for the b:>urgeoisie and the imperialists in the revolutionary movement, as
exemplified by their treason :Jus activities in the Soviet Union and
elsewhere on behalf of the German nazis. The trotskyite movement and political line is a trend promoted and organised bf the
bourgeoisie. It owes its very existence to the bourgeoisie's financing and promotion of the tr:>tskyite organisations and line at a
time when the liquidation of the Communist Party by the revisi:>nists albwed the b:>urgeoisie free rein to pour every kind of bourgeois and opportunist ideology into the w:>rking class movement._
Following the revolutionary upsurge :>f the y:>uth and students in
the late 60's and the birth and devebpment of the Marxist-Leninist
centre - the Internationalists . - tr:>tskyism was greatly promoted
by the bourgeoisie, prwsely in order to o_QPose the Marxist.I,..eQinist cent;r!l and liquidate the revolutionary upsurge. The tr:>tskyites claim to be militant and "left", a lie that is ·always backed
to the hilt by the b:>urge:>isie's propaganda, as has been seen in the
anti-fascist struggle where the b:>urge:>is press has done constant, massive propaganda for the "leadership" :>f the trotskyite
organisati:>ns, whilst the Marxist- Leninists have been rarely mentioned. The b:>urge:>isie's aim in doing this propaganda is to give
the trotskyite :>rganisations s:>me credence and supp:>rt am:>ngst
the people. Once in this p:>siti:>n, the activities :>f the trotskyites
are to attempt to split, liquidate and subvert the rev:>luti:>nary
struggles and movements :>f the people, and, on every single issue,
to promote exactly the same basic line as the m:>dern revisi:>nists.
Thus the tr:>tskyites promote the doctrine :>f "moving the Lab:>ur
Party to the left", either fro~ within n with:>ut. They negate the
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dictatorship of the proletari.at ~nd equate socialism with state
monopoly capitalism with their slogan of "nationalisati on without
compensation under workers' contr::>l". They keep the workers'
struggles confined to narrow trade unionism, and promote the line
of 11 peaceful opposition" to racism and fascism, In all aspects the
politics peddled by the trotskyite s is simply a ''left", "militant"
variant of revisionism.

* * * *
As well as the bourgeois parties, the revisi::>nists and trotskyites, there stand opposed to the working class also the nee-revisionists. Under t"ne hoax of .''upholding" Marxism-Leninism and "opposing" Khrushchevite revisionism (and even in s::>me CC\-ses the "thre~
worlds" theory), these forces promote the saxne basic revisionist
line for the British revolution, including: the confining of the
workers' struggles to economism; peaceful and in some cases no
opposition to fascism and racism; maintaining the leadership of the
workers' movement in the hands of the labour aristocrats; opposition
to actually building a Marxist-Leninist Bolshevik party; by one
means or the other, promoting the revisionist and chauvinist programme of "fighting for" the "independence" of Britain; opposition
under various guises to actually taking Marxism-Leninism to the
working class and people and .arming them with it; etc.

* * * *

In short, all these forces, combined with various ::>ther brands
of opportunism, are enemies of the working class, standing against
the revolut\i.on and the struggles of the working class. In Britain, _
as a result of the long-standing traditions of bourgeois rule, the
working class movement is still considerably under the influence
of these revisi::>nist and social-democratic parties and the various
matJs organisati::>ns manipulated by them .. Lenin on many occasi::>ns
spoke ::>f t;he power of the British labour movement and of how the
bourgeoisie are forced to use much deception in attempting to restrain it. Hence the exposure and repudiation of these revisionist
lines .in the .working class movement, and the winning of the working people away fr::>m their poisonous influence, are of crucial
and decisive importance in the work of our Party in order to advance the cause of the working class and the revolution.

THE WORKING CLASS AND PEOPLE ESCALATE THEIR STRUGGLE
. AGAINST MONOPOLY CAPITALISM

In response to all the attacks being launched by the mottOpoly capitalist class, its parties and institutions, the working class and
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other sections of the people have, greatly escalated their struggles
against m::>nopoly capitalism. Many militant struggles have broken
out in the fact::>ries and places of work against the attempts to unload the crisl.s onto the workers; all secti::>ns have c::>me int::>
struggle including the unemployed, w::>men, national minorities,
students, etc. Large numbers of :working people have taken up the
fight against the devebping racism and fascism .. The y::>uth and
students have c::>ntinued t::> wage and escalate their militant struggles.
In the educati::>nal institutions, for instance, large numbers of students have engaged in many f::>rms ::>faction against such things as
the cuts, racist and fascist ide::>logues and the wh::>le decadent educati::>nal system. In the anti-fascist struggle the y::>uth have played
a significant and f::>refront r::>le. Many other wide secti::>ns of the
pe::>ple have c::>me ::>ut in rece~t years to wage increasing struggles
against the attempts by the monop::>ly capitalists t::> unbad their
crisis ::>nt::> all secti::>ns ::>f the people. The Lab::>ur Party has become increasingly discredited and exposed in-the eyes ::>f large
secti::>ns ::>f the w::>rking class, whilst the lab::>ur arist::>crats have
c::>me under increasing attack and ::>pp::>sition. More and m::>re
w::>rking pe::>ple are seeing, in deeds at least, the treachery and betrayal ::>f the m::>dern revisi::>nists ::>f the s::>-called "C::>mmunist"
Party ::>f Great Britain, the tr::>tskyites and various ::>ther ::>pp::>rtunist trends. The w::>rking class and ::>ppressed people are becoming
acutely aware that the system is bankrupt and that a fundamental
change is necessary. Their struggles are increasingly taking ::>n a
p::>litical nature, with their interest in the p::>litic s of revoluti::>n
bec::>ming daily str::>nger. These struggles and the growing c::>nsci::>u::>ness of the w ::>rking class and pe::>ple reflect nothing but their
rev::>luti::>nary aspirati::>ns and sentiments. Under the leadership ::>f
the Marxist-Leninist Party, f::>lbwing the Marxist-Leninist p::>litical
line, these aspirati::>ns and sentiments cann::>t but be turned into a
c::>nsci::>us rev::>luti::>nary m::>veme nt ::>f the entire w::>rking class
with all ::>ppressed and pr::>gressive elements rallied ar::>und it,
...imed against British m::>n::>p::>ly capitalism, and with the missi::>n
::>f bringing ab::>ut its c::>mplete and t::>tal ::>verthr::>w and de structi::>n.

5

The Decisive Role of the (Marxist- leninist)
Party in the Revolutionary Movement
If there is to be a revolution in any country, then there must be a
revolutionary Marxist - Leninist party. Such a party, tempered and
steeled in the class struggle, built on a professional Bolshevik basis,
having strong links, roots and support among the ~asses of the people,
and always adhering to Marxism-Leninism, is the only force capable of
leading the working class through to victory. Without such a party, embodying the advanced experience of the working class throughout the
world, it is impossible for the proletariat to steer itself through all of
the complex situations and struggles, withstand all of the attacks of the
bourgeoisie and opportunists, successfully seize state power and furthermore maintain and strengthen the dictatorship of the proletariat once
the capitalist system is overthrown. As Comrade Stalin pointed out:
"No army at war can dispense with an experienced General Staff if it does
not want to be doomed to defeat. Is it not clear that the proletariat can
still less dispense with such a General Staff if it does not want itself to be
devoured by its mortal enemies? But what is this General Staff? Only the
revolutionary party of the proletariat can serve as this General Staff."
Because of the history of the working class movement and, in particular, the entire line of the trade union aristocrats and sham "socialists"
that "the trade unions are all the workers need", it is crucial that this
decisive question be kept to the fore in all of the Party's work. If the
Marxist-Leninist Party is not constantly built and tempered, if its influence among the working class and people is not constantly expanded,
if it does not strive to give "the spontaneous movement a politically
conscious, planned character", if it does not strive to unite and lead
the people in their struggles against capital, or if its role and line are
not continually kept to the fore, then the conditions will never be ereated to defeat the attempts of the bourgeoisie and all of its "left" opportunist elements to mislead the workers away from revolution into reformism and subservience to capitalism. The Party, in providing such
leadership, is not merely a co-ordinator, it is the general staff, leading
all of the revolutionary work in the country.
The Party is not a "consulting organisation" that is visited from time
to time to seek advice, provide papers or check on work. This is a
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-seriously erroneous line which can only lead to a situation where: a) the
party becomes a group of "individual militants", who follow parts of the
party's line, but who are not fully and firmly united around the single
Marxist-Leninist line and organisation, without which there is no possibility of the party exercising systematic and organised leadership of the
entire working class; b) the leading and advanced role and line of the
Party, the work of constantly building and tempering the Party, etc. ,
are kept out of the revolutionary mass movements and the work of the
Party's cadres is reduced to making the spontaneous struggles of the
workers "more militant" and "better organised", not giving "the spontaneous movement a politically conscious, planned character", as Comrade Stalin said, "but belittling the role of the conscious element in the
movement". This issue is one of the utmost importance, because any
undermining of the decisive role and nature of the Marxist-Lenin:tst
party and its cadres, any undermining or downplaying of the role of the
"conscious element" in the working class movement, only opens up the
way for the strengthening of the influence of the bourgeoisie amongst
the working class and people. As Comrade Lenin stated in "What is to
be Done?":
"All belittling of the role of the 'conscious element', of the role of
Social Democracy, means, quite independently of wbether he who belittles that role desires it or not, a strengthening of the influence of
bourgeois ideology upon the workers". "· .. The spontaneous development
of the working class movement leads to its subordination to bourgeois
ideology .... the spontaneous working class movement is trade unionism .... and trade unionism means the ideological enslavement of the
workers by the bourgeoisie. Hence our task, the task of Social Democracy, is to combat spontaneity, to divert the working class movement
from this spontaneous, trade unionist striving to come under the wing of
the bourgeoisie, and to bring it under the wing of revolutiqnary Social
Democracy."
It is an imperative question that the leading role of and crucial
necessity for a Communist Party, the task of continually building the
Party, are constantly explained to the people, explaining that such a
Party exists and carrying out constant positive propaganda upholding
the Communist Party of England (Marxist-Leninist), its line, ·
programme and history among the people.
The task of building and strengthening the Party has to be carried out
at all times. There can never be a situation when the task of building the
Party is over or becomes secondary. The Party has to develop specific
and concrete internai programmes to constantly educate and consolidate
the cadres in Marxism-Leninism, in the Party's line and history, in the
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strategy and tactics of the revolution, etc., in order to train them as
uncompromising, staunch vanguard fighters of the proletariat.
The building of the Marxist-Leninist Party, and 'the unity of advanced
elements of the working class around its line, can onlybe developed in
the course of participating in and stage by stage striving to lead the mass
struggles of the people against the 'e nemy, in the course of organising
and preparing the people for revolution. It is only by participating in
such work and struggles that the Party and its cadres are tempered and
steeled it~ revolutionary struggles, that the Party is expanded on the
basis of the advanced elements from the centre of these struggles of the
people, and that the mass movements are provided stage by stage with
the necessary--Marxist-Leninist leadership and line The Party would
cease to be a Communist Party if it divorced itself from the masses of
workers, if it did not strive to lead them in struggle. It would convert
the Party into an organisation of wind-bags and sectarian cliques,
uniting only with similar elements who have no basic interest to engage
in revolution, whilst leaving the mass movements under the sway
and domination of the bourgeoisie and opportunists.
The two basic tasks of the Party, a) building the Party, and b) arousing, mobilising and preparing the masses for revolutionary struggl e,
whilst being distinct and separate activities, are at the same time closely bound up, each serving and strengthening the other. To counterpose
the two, to suggest that they are totally opposed activities, ca,n only lead
to serious setbacks and harm to the revolutionary movement . Whilst it
is true that in certain periods programmes are organised which place
more emphasis on one or the other of these tasks, the whole standpoint
is in order to strengthen and deve l op the other and the overall revolutionare process.
Not to uphold this integral nature of these two basic tasks of the Party
leads only to the neo-revisionist position and line of: a) developing a socalled "correct" theory and organisation, totally divorced from the
masses and their struggles, which not only turns the o r ganisation into
a side-line group of wind-bags, but, as the experience in the neo-revisionist movement has shown, leads to the inevitable degeneration of
this "correct" line into revisionism; b) building a "party" as a loose
organisation merely to co-ordinate the work of leading various spontaneous struggles of the people. The latter means not only that the
working class is without a steeled and disciplined party to lead it in
revolution, but that the line the oeoole are organised around must inevitably be populist and economist, merely bowing to the spontaneous upsurge of the people, but never prov iding these struggl es with the revol·
_utionary, scientific and conscious line and lead er s h ip that they require.
3B

6
On Inner Party Affairs and Cadre Policy

The Communist Party of England (Marxist-Leninist) has been
built as a professional core of advanced elements, united around
a single Marxist-Leninist line. It is a Party of the "new type",
that is, its organisational structure and methods of work enable it to be a vanguard force, integrated with the masses of the
working people and able to lead their struggles to overthrow monopoly
capitalism and establish the dictatorship of the proletariat. It is a
Party with a revolutionary style, a Marxist-Leninist theoretical
line, upholding democratic centralism, steel-like conscious discipline, mass-democratic method of work and the struggle against
alien ideas.
Our Party has been built along Bolshevik lines, following the
principles of Lenin and Stalin. Lenin pointed out that for the revolutionary struggles of the working class to be successful, they
needed a "new type" of Party, · as opposed to the old style European
parliamentary party. He said that it was necessary to transform
this type of Party into the "vanguard of the revolutionary proletariat,
without allowing it to become separated from the masses, but, on
the contrary, linking it more and more closely with them and imbuing them with revolutionary consciousness and rousing them for
the revolutionary struggle." ("Notes of a Publicist"). In
"Foundations of Leninism", Stalin quotes Lenin as saying that
"the Communist Party will be able to perform its duty only if it is
organised in the most centralised manner, if iron discipline bordering on military discipline prevails in it, and if its Party centre is a
powerful and authoritative organ, wielding wide powers and enjoying
the universal confidence of the members". Stalin also pointed out
that "the Party ... must at the same time be a detachment of the
~. part of the class, closely bound up with it by all the fibres
of its being".
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THE ENGLISH INTERNATIONALISTS, THE FORERUNNER OF OUR
PARTY, MADE A FUNDAMENTAL BREAK WITH REVISIONISM IN
ORGANISATION AND IN METHODS O;F WORK

Our Party came out of the upsurge in the youth and student movement of the 1960s .. The English Internationalists represented the
most advanced elements of this upsurge, those who saw the concrete
need to adopt Marxism-Leninism and rebuild the Marxist-Leninist
centre. At that time, following the total betrayal of Marxism-Leninism by the modern revisionists of the CPGB, the so-called antirevisionists had refused to carry forward the work begun by Michael
McCreery,of re-establishing the basic Marxist - Leninist lines, to
the next stage of actually rebuilding the revoiuti :mary Party. In
fact they attacked McCreery for being "too centralist" and "authoritarian"- thereby opposing any basic concept of a centralised and
disciplined organisation. Organisationally this was reflected by
their blatant splittism and by their theory of "many centres", a
principle that was even institutionalised by one organisation which
based itself on a "federation". These anti-revisionists refused to
unite to rebuild the Marxist-Leninist centre in Britain , they refused to unite to defeat revisionism practically (in terms of organisati:m and methods :>f work, etc.) as well a ·s defeating revisionism
theoretically. The English Internationalists, having failed to find
any leadership from these so-called Marxist-Leninists, took up the
responsibility of building the Marxist-Leninist centre. The Internationalists alone made a thoroughgoing and fundamental rupture
with the methods of work and organisation of the old party, which
had in the main simply been carried over intact by the anti-rev isionists. The Internationalists grasped the fundamental i mportance
of waging stru.ggle against "bourgeois hangups ", i. e·. , agains.t all
forms of self-interest and manifestations of alien ideology inside
the organisation, in order to uphold and str"engthen the Party's role
as the vanguard organisation of the proletariat. The Internationalists'
emphasised the unity of theory and practice in all work, emphasising
conscious participation in the reaching of decisions and the carrying
out of all agreed upon decisions. They also upheld the necessity of
building and consolidating a conscious and voluntary · disciplined
and united core group to lead the work among the people. They est ablished guidelines for developing fraternal relations between antiimperialist, anti-revisionist individuals and groups which ensured
unity in practice in the common struggle against imperialism. The
T nternationalists paid attention to investigating the concrete con ditions in order to carry out agitation among the people and lead
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~heir struggl:s, upholding the mass democratic style of work -for
~nstance, takmg the political line out among the people and developlnr means, such as papers, to do this- and consolidating the pol~tic ': l line among the people and building connections and organ- · ·
ls a hon~< among the people. The principles of organisation and
meth:>ds :>f work devel:>pe d by t h e Internati:malists in opp:>sition t:>
the modern revisi ::mists (summed up in the 1968 publication "One
St r u gg l e , Two Enemies, Three Guidelines, Four Le vels of wo·rk'l)
we:e essentially the Bolshevik principles :>f pc.rty :>rganisation · ·
devebped by Lenin and Stalin, principles that have formed the
basis up:>n which our Party has been built.
The Internationalists were an organisation of a "new type", laying
stress on the building of a democratic centralist leading group,
building close links with the masses, and arousing the masses. This
put them in direct contrast to the organisations of the opportunists,
which were either loose bureaucratic co~ordinating centres or open
bourgeois type organisations, like the revisionist party, interested
only in numbers and trailing behind the spontaneous struggles, or
cliques of "experts", commenting from the sidelines on the struggles
of the people.
ORGANISATIONAL PRINCIPLES OF THE PARTY
The Communist Party of England {Marxist-Leninist) has followed
and d eveloped the Internationalist guidelines and has adhered to the
Leninist principles of the Party. The Party has always paid attention to building a pro£ e s sional centralised leader ship and strengthening the centralised organs of the Party, without which it w~uld
be impossible to provide the necessary scientific and systematic
leadership and work for the Party as a whole and to direct and lead
the struggles of the working class. The Party and its forerunner
organisations always adhered to democratic centralism and the
Bolshevik style of a Communist Party; stage by stage in the course
of its history, the Party strengthened its adherence to these principles in theory and practice.
THE STRUGGLE AGAINST ALIEN IDEAS
Erroneous anti-Party lines and factions have never been tolerated
inside the Party and vigorous struggle has been waged against them
to defeat them whenever they have . appeared. Great stress has also
been laid :>n uniting the cadres around Marxist-Leninist principl e s
and the correct line of the Party. The Party uph :>lds that a Marx istL e n i nist Party is a mon:>lithic Party, a Party with a single
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Marxist-Leninist line, a Party with a steel-like unity being forged
throughout its ranks around this single Marxist-Leninist line.
Marxism-Leninism is the science Df revolution, its teachings are
universal and eternal. There can never be twD Dr mDre MarxismLeninisms Dr two or mDre l'v1arxist-Leninist lines. There is Dnly
one Marxism-Leninism - the revDlutionary ideDl·Dgy Df the proletariat - whilst there are the various brands of bDurgeDis and DppDrtunis t
ideologies which all represent the reactiDnary ideDbgy ·Df the bDurgeDisie. To allDw "twD lines" Dr "lfactiDns" inside a MarxistLeninist Party can only lead b Dpen splits Dccurring in the Party, b
the hegemDny of the Marxist-Leninist line l>eing undermined and tD
bDurgeois, opportunist lines eventually becDming d·Dminant.
Our Party has always upheld that it has Dne basic line br th~
revolution and that it is necessary tD c:::mtinually deepen the un1ty Df'
the Party activists arDund this line.
Our Party fully upholds the words of Enver Hoxha, who in the
Report to the 7th Congress of the Party of Labour of Albania
pointed out: "A self-respecting Marxist-Leninist _Party cannot .
allow the existence of two tines in the Party; thus 1t cannot perm1t
the existence of one or several factions. Even if such a thing
does occur the Party cannot and must not allow their existence
even for a ~hort time". In this he was re-emphasising the principle
put forward by Stalin in "Foundations of Leninism". Stalin said:
"The theory of 'defeating' opportunist elements by ideological
struggle within the Party, the theory ·Df overcom_ing these ele~ents
by ideDbgical struggle within the confines Df a smgle Farty, lS a
rotten and dangerous theory".
The Party uphoids that it is a crucial question to wage a constant
struggle to defeat and eradicate all errors, distortions, violations,
shortcomings, all manifestations of opportunist lines etc., that
arise inside the Party. Not to do so, and not to be constantly vigilant
against such lines, can only lead to their ~rowth and tre conseq_uent
weakening of the Marxist-Leninist centre. This is not a "two line
struggle", but a struggle to defend, strengthen and implement the
Party's Marxist-Leninist line and a struggle actually to defeat and
throw out all alien ideas and practices from its ranks.
BUILDING THE MONOLITHIC PARTY
It is essential that all cadres be united around and trained in the
single Marxist-Leninist line of the Party and in Marxism-Leninism
and that their grasp of this line and ideology be constantly strengthened and deepened, so as to continue building the Party's steellike organisatrdnal, political and ideological unity around its
Marxist-Leninist line.
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7
The Party Has to be Built in the Heart
of the Working Class
The proletarian socialist revolution in Britain has to be led by
the WOJ;'king class with the industrial proletariat at its core. The
Party must have its main membership and its consistent base in
the proletariat, and the Party's programmes, decisions and
organisational forms must reflect this basic Leninist principle.
As a result Df their large numerical concentration in the largescale factories, as a result of the organised, disciplined and united
relations arising from the socialisation of production in monopoly
capitalist society, and as a result of the acuteness of the class
contradictions and exploitation that occur in the working class, the
proletariat is the revolutionary core and leadership of all oppressed
sections of the people in the struggle against monopoly capital. The
Party has to go all out to mobilise and win it to its ranks.
The history of the international communist movement, and the
rise of revisionism in the old communist parties, show tha
whilst
the decisive question is the Marxist-Leninist line of a PartJ, the
class composition of all levels of a Party's units and leadership
also has a significant role to play in ensuring that a Party does not
degenerate into revisionism. If its programmes and decisions are
not orientated to enhancing their proletarian composition, then the
seeds of the growth of revisionism and social democracy within the
communist parties a;re l!:reatlv strengthened.
The opposiuonal line to build1ug the party in the heart of the
working class is the modern revisionist thesis which holds that the
party should be based generally on "all working people" and have
its base in the community. In the 1920s and 30s the Communist
Int~rnational waged a fierce struggle within the communist parties,
especially those of the western capitalist countries, against this
line.
For instance, sections of the leadership in the Communist Party
of Great Britain, who were later to betray Marxism-Leninism and
liquidate the proletarian headquarters, continually opposed this
Marxist-Leninist principle, stating that the CDnditions in Britain
were "different" and that it was "being extreme" to say that the
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Party· in Britai~ should be based in the heart of the proletariat. In
fact when the leadership staged a coup in the Party and launched
•
. li
11
their revisionist" programme, "The British Road to Soc1a sm ,
one of the first things that they did was to change this basic orientation of the Party.
The whole programme of "community type politics" leads to
generalised revolutionary work which is not specifically geared to
the proletariat at the place· of 'w ork. It therefore tends to . diffuse
off into all kinds of secondary issues and not to take up and deal
with the fundamental questions facing the working class; it does not
put the working class at the centre of things and therefore open·s the
way to other class interests, specifically to corruption thr~ugh .
.
social democracy and modern revisionism; finally, the bas1c umts
and organisation ~f the Pa~ty cannot be consolidated and built on a
fully Bolshevik basis. Th.~ core of the line of "community. politics
bein·g the main work" and of basing the Party on "commumty
b·ranche·soi. iB the .modern revisionist!'!' thesis ~hat. "sociaHa~" can be
wO'Il by the ball~t box. According to this the Party has. to be. geared
to winning "socialism" through parliament and therefore the1r
entire organisation must reflect this, being based and organised in
the same way as any other bourgeois party, like the Labour Party
itself.
Our Party, and its forerunner organisations, have always upheld the crucial importance of going to and organising the working
c.lass and, in particular, the industrial workers. Ever since its
birth in 1967, the Party has worked both in the factories and in the
communities to carry out such organising.
The crucial and decisive problem facing us today is to advance
this work and make it the predominant feature of the Party's work.
As the class contraclictions mature in the society, struggles will
break out a:qd intensify in many areas and amongst many sections
of the people~ It is important that the Party and its various specific
mass organisations participate in and lead these ilelds <Jf work, such
as the student struggles, the anti-racist and anti-fascist strugglel:l
in the community, struggles on the cultural fronts and so on, for all
these things will and do make a contribution to the revolutionary
movement in the country. But the overall revolutionary movement,
and the Party's work, cannot decisively advance unless it is geared
to advancing the work of building the Party in the heart of the work!ng class and the industrial proletariat in particular.
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THE LINE OF THE PARTY
IN THE WORKING CLASS MOVEMENT
The second issue in building the Party in the heart of the working
class is the nature and line of the Party's work. The Party upholds
two basic Leninist principles in leading the workers in their
struggles to overthrow British monopoly capitalism and establish
the dictatorship of the proletariat. These principles (which are elosely bound up with one another) are as follows: 1. it is the Party that
has to strive stage by stage to lead, on a revolutionary basis, the
economic and all other struggles being waged by the working class;
2. all the political issues and struggles, all of the Farty's programmes and lines, the ideology of Marxism-Leninism, have to be
taken into the working class and the workers' support has to b~ won
for them.
In direct opposition to this stand the Labour Party chieftains, the
labour aristocrats and opportunists of all hues. As representatives of
the bourgeoisie in the working class ·movement they are doing their·
utmost to limit the workers' struggles to the confines of the capitalist system, to keep them under the wing of the bourgeoisie, by
preaching : a) that it is the reactionary bourgeois trade unions which
must le;~.d the struggles of the workers, and b) that the workers
should limit their struggle merely to the economic struggle
- within which they should merely be concerned with the winning
· of one or two concessions from the monopoly c~pitalist class and its
government - and to reforming the capitalist system and maintaining
the rule of capital over labour.
All of these elements advocate confining the struggles of the worke .rs to so-called "economic solutions", detaching these struggles
from the political issues in society, from the fundamental contradiction in society between labour and capital, and from the historic
mission of the working class to bring about the overthrow of monopoly capitalism and the establishment of socialism. Within the economic struggles themselves, they advocate taking the struggles down
reformist and social democratic channels, preaching faith in and
conciliation with the government, faith in and conciliation with the
bourgeoisie, and doing their utmost to convert the militant economic
and other struggles of the workers into impotent reformist struggles
which do not harm the profits or the rule of the monopoly capitalist
class, but actually serve to strengthen them. The essence of this
line is to preach to the workers that it is the bourgeois trade unions
and their trade unionist- bourgeois - politics that should lead and
dominate their struggles.
When the working class first shed its blood to build trade unions
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in the early 1800s, these trade unions were the first ever national
organisations of the workers as a class, distinct from and independent of the capitalists. They represented a: tremendous advance for
the workers, providing them with their first ever class defence organisation against the attacks of capital. As Marx and Engels stated
in the Communist Manifesto: " ••• the collisions between individual
workmen and individual bourgeois take more and more the character
of collisions between two classes. Thereupon the workers begin to
form combinations (Trade Unions) against the bourgeois; ... "·
With the development of the working class movement, the struggle
and the consciousness of the workers took on a more political character, marked by an awareness on the part of the workers that their
struggle was not merely a defensive one but a political class struggle
against the bourge9isie. With the rise of the revolutionary ideology
of Marxism, and the birth of revolutionary parties in various European countries including Britain, the stage was set for the working
class to adopt revolu-tionary p~ogrammes and policies. This meant a
qualitative break from the situation where bourgeois theories and
ideology dominated even the economic struggles of the workers which
were essentially aimed against the bourgeoisie. For although the economic struggles of the workers were essentially revolutionary in content,
reflecting as they did in one form the great and antagonistic contradictions between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, left to themselves
they inevitably tended to develop along the path of reformism, narrow
economism and fighting the capitalists within the confines of the capitalist system. The trade unions, although defence organisations of
the working class - but at the same time not revolutionary organisations - , tended only to reflect this process and to reflect the demands of the workers in a narrow, reformist and economist way. The
injection of Marxism into these struggles of the workers would provide the working class with the revolutionary theory to break from
this reformism and economism, whereupon their struggles could be
seen as part, and waged as part of a conscious revolutionary movement against the bourgeoisie, a movement that had as its historic
mission the overthrow of capitalism and the eventual abolition of all
exploitation and all classes. But the British trade unions and their
leadership resisted this revolutionary ideology, and the trade unions
were further opened up to the ideas and influence of the dominant
class, to bourgeois ideology. So the trade unions and their leadership
became more consciously and deliberately narrow, economist, reformist and against revolution. Furthermore, when the bourgeoisie~
after a fierce struggle, were forced to accept the trade unions, they
soon set about buying off the upper strata of workers, turning them
into trade union aristocrats to represent their interests in the trade
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union movt:!ment.
With this, the trade unions became more and more a reflection,
propagandist and instrument of the bourgeoisie. They failed to
remain "p.u rely economic organisations" - the cliche with which their
leaders rejected revolutionary politics - and became increasingly
polarised with the bourgeoisie in the intensifying class struggle in
the society.
In the latter part of the last century, for example, the main leaders of the trade unions were members of the openly capitalist
Liberal Party, supported the Liberals in parliament and preached
"responsibility" to the proletariat. By the First World War, the
main trade unions and their leadership were openly allied with _the
bourgeoisie, fully supporting the imperialist war; they prom_o ted
the reactionary call of "defence of the fatherland", participated in
.sending millions of workers as cannon fodder to fight for the
capitalists and engaged in numerous deals with the bourgeoisie (such
as the banning of strikes) to force the workers to accept even fiercer
attacks on their livelihood to "help the war effort". In 1926 also the
TUC was on the side of the bourgeoisie in the General Strike and
desperately attempted to liquidate and betray this great upsurge and
oppose the revolutionary slogans and calls of the workers.
Today, despite the development and growth of new militant trade
unions towards the end of the last century and especially in the first
30 years or so of this century, this feature and character of the
trade unions has not changed but instead has been even further consolidated. Through their well paid labour aristocrats, the bourgeoisie utilises the reactionary bourgeois trade unions to carry out
their attacks, to foist their crisis onto the backs of the workers and
attempt to compromise and liquidate every single etruggle that the
workers take up, and to do their utmost to ensure that revolutionary
programmeS and. ideas are kept OUt Of the WOrkerS I movement.
The Labour Party chieftains and labour aristocrats claim that they
are the only "real" leaders of the workers ' economic strugg l e, that
the workers should rely on their "skilled ne·gotiation" and " expertise" in "handling the government and management" and "keep politics out of this economic affair", etc. Under this signboard, they
proceed blatantly to subvert and sell- out every single struggle of
the wo_rkers and push their entire social-de-m ocratic politics of
unity with the Labour government, of "doing our bit to save the
country or industry from the crisis" and of limiting the workers'
struggle to begging for one or two reforms from the bourgeoisie.
Th~ opportunists of all hues- in particular the modern revisionists of the so- called "Communist" Party of Great Britain and the .. .
bourgeois-inspired trotskyite movements, as well as various neo47

revisionist trends - preach this same basic line. They promote
the following "theories" in the wo1king class movement:
a) They hold that the workers' economic struggle should be led by
the bourgeois trade unions, and that the workers should reduce their
struggle to winning one or two "left" trade union leaders and "correcting" the trade union aristocrats or to building "new", "rank and file"
bourgeois trade unions. ·
b) The heart of this line is that the workers' struggles should be
waged strictly within the confines of the capitalist system, within
the walls of reformism. Theories are advanced to say that the workers should limit their struggles to this because they may "rock the
'Labour' boat and weaken its chances of winning the next election",
or because "there is a limit to what the capitalists can afford" or
because the workers should "put their faith in the 'le.f t' trade union
lea.ders who have their interests at heart" and "know how to wage
a 'di·sciplined 1 struggle with the capitalists".
c) The opportunists maintain that these reformist trade union
struggles are the ultimate struggles for the workers; they hold
that the only task is to make them more "militant" and/ or to adorn
them with glittering "revolutionary" - in fact reformist - slogans,
and that doing these things in themselves will give the workers a
"revolutionary" consciousness and bring about socialism.
d) Under such pretexts as that "the economic and political
struggles of the workers are separate'\ that the "workers will not
understand politics" or that "it is arrogant to give the workers a
political line", attempts are made to keep revolutionary MarxistLeninist politics out of these struggles of the workers.
e) In place of Marxist-Leninist politics bourgeois reformist
politics, slogans and programmes are promoted, and the workers
are called upon to confine their· struggles to "getting a 'left' Labour
government in power", "nationalisation" of one oi two industries,
"gaining the 'right' to work", "winning the 'right' to be able to bargain with the capitalists", and so on.
The essence of the entire line of the opportunists is to maintain
leadership of the workers' struggles in the hands of the trade union
aristocrats of various forms, promote faith in the capitalist system
and its si;a.t"e, and confine the workers' struggles to the limits of the
capitalist system and the politics of the bourgeoisie.
Another, but far less significant opportunist line is the "theory"
that, because the workers' economic struggles are led by the trade
union hacks, revisionists and trotskyites, the "true revolutionaries"
should not ''dirty their hands" in such struggles, that the struggles
themselves are "m~rely reformist" and therefore should be left
al.one whilst these "true revolutionaries" get on with the task of
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"organising for socialism". (Even then these opportunists' "socialism_" i~ one particular brand or other of "nationalised" monopoly
cap1tahsm.) The effect of this line is the same as that of all other
opportunism, namely to ensure that the leadership and political
line of the workers' economic and other battles are left in the
hands of the bourgeoisie and so can never be led or develop along
the path of revolution.
In all of its work in the working class and in the working class
struggles, it is a decisive question for the Party to expose and defeat all these forms of opportunism, which are the dominant trend
in the workers 1 movement attempting to liquidate their revolutionary
struggles in every sense.
THE PARTY'S PROGRAMME AND TASKS
The tasks of the Party in building its mass revolutionary organisations amongst the working class are:
1) To support, participate in and develop the appropriate programmes to stage by stage lead the economic and all other struggles of the
workers, including the struggles for higher wages, against unemployment, racial discrimination and attacks, etc., and give these
struggles the revolutionary vigour and content that the workers are
demanding so that the battles can be waged with the strategy and tactics of REVOLUTIONARY CLASS STRUGGLE and not class compromise.
2) In the course of these struggles, to deveiop the crucial work in
the working class movement to expose and to combat social democracy, modern revisionism and all forms of ideology that
preach class conciliation; t<J bring to the fore the CLASS NATURE
of the state, gov~rnment, labour aristocrats and opportunists of
all hues, etc., so as to assist in the development of the consciousness of the workers that their interests are antagonistic to those of
the bourgeoisie and its institutions; and to take Marxism-Leninism
~nd all the policies, programmes and lines of the Party and mobillSe the workers 1 support for them, in particular, continually
raising amongst the workers the crucial necessity of the leadership
of the Marxist-Leninist party and the absolute necessity and inevitabilitl_ of the mission which the working class has to take up as its.
decisive and prime programme, the socialist revolution.
~) To constantly build and expand, on the basis of its line, the
Party and its mass organisations.
, The work and programme. of the P<nty oppose the opportunist
.hnes and programmes - which attempt to keep the working class
movement under the dominance of, un<ler the wing of the bour4q

geo1s1e, by the folio.wing means.
a) Building various committees on the basis of a purely economic
programme which merely entails making the workers' struggles
."more militant" these inevitably end up as "militant" wings of
the trade unions, subordinating to the struggle for reforms (or
leavin!l out altogether) the decisive programme for the working
class of socialist revolution.
b) Limiting the factory work to generalised propaganda and not
relating this to or dealing with the concrete conditions in the factory, actually defeating the policies and programmes of the
labour aristocrats and opportunists and uniting and organising the
workers on a revolutionary basis, providing the essential revolutionary leadership to their struggles,
This does not mean that the Party and its comrades should not
also work in the trade unions, for not to do so would leave millions
of workers under the influence of the trade union aristocrats, social
democrats and other forms of revisionism. We have to organise
and lead the workers to expose and fight all the activities and
schemes of the labour aristocrats and opportunists in the trade
unions,· oppose all of their betrayals of the workers' struggles,
their policies of class compromise, their trade unionist and reformist politics, etc. The basic standpoint of waging such struggles,
however is not to attempt to convert and change these institutions
which h;ve been incorporated into the bourgeoisie's weaponry
against the workers, but to win the workers away from social
democracy •. modern revisionism, etc., to win them to the strategy
and tactics of revolutionary class struggles, to the mass organisations of the Party in the working class, to Marxism-Leninism
and the Party.

* * * *
A further ·specific problem facing the Party, in its work amongst
the proletariat, is the question of unorganised labour. There
e'xists a situation in the country where just under half uf the
working class and people are basically totally unorganised, in the
sense of not even having in their factories and work places the
rudimentary organisation of trade unions. The vast majority ·Of
these sections of the working class suffer the most acute and extreme capitalist exploitation and oppression, including very low
wages, long working hours often without extra overtime payments,
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terrible working conditions and safety measures, wholesale sac·kings when struggle is taken up against these attacks, and so on.
Throughout the country, increasing numbers of workers who suffer
these conditions are waging many militant struggles, and amongst
many other demands, are fighting to form trade unions.
The Party fully supports thls movement amongst the unor.ganised
sections of the working class. As a basic policy for these sections,
the Party upholds the necessity of ORGANISING UNORGANISED
LABOUR and, as a first step towards this, organising the unorganised sections of the working ciass to form and join trade umons.
Furthermore, the Party upholds the necessity of all sections of
the working class supporting and assisting in the ORGANISING OF
UNORGANISED LABOUR.
The trade unions are reactionary bourgeois institutions, and
tbis basic fact must be constantly explained and upheld amongst all
sections of the working class. At the same time, the proletariat
and its Party must utilise all forms of struggle and organisation in
order to advance the overall ctass 1nterests of the proletariat. As
a result of the history of the trade unions and the fact that they are
national organisations containing millions of workers, who are
constantly fighting the labour aristocrats and their policies, the
formation of trade unions amongst the unorganised sections of the
workers will assist in: a) to some extent reducing the degree of exploitation suffered by these workers; b) developing the class consciousness
of the workers, the consciousness that their struggle is part of the
national struggle of all sections of the working class; c) giving the
workers some degree of legal backing and support for their
struggles, such as facilitating the organising of support regionally
and nationally; d) bringing these sections of the working class further into the arena of the struggle against the labour aristocrats
and the opportunists of all hues.
The :Party states that 1n <.:<Lrry1ng out this work amongst the unorganised sections of the working class, it is essential: a) never to
cease from exposing the reactionary and bourgeois nature of the
trade unions and the labour aristocrats who constantly attempt to
compromise and betr2.y every single struggle of the workers, and .
b) to uphold that the joining of the trade unions is only a first step m
ORGANISING UNORGANISED LABOUR and that the Party programm!"
of uniting and organising the working class on a revolutionary basis
is the basic programme which must be taken to and around which
must be organised all sections of the working class.

* * * struggles
*
In order to advance the economic
of the workers in the
factories and throughout the country, the Party has advanced the
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slogan: "OPPOSE ALL ATTEMPTS TO MAKE THE WORKERS
PAY FOR THE CRISIS".
This slogan and programme have played an important role in
providing the workers with a clear-cut programme which serves to
unite them in their struggle and opposes all the propaganda carried
out by the bourgeoisie that it is the workers who have "caused the
crisis" through their so-called "high wage demands" and who,
therefore, should "make sacrifices" to s<;>lve it. It opposes the propaganda of the social democrats and other opportunists who constantly
assert that the workers have a "responsibility" to "solve the economic
crisis" in the country. The Party's slogan, first advanced in 1975,
exposes all these schemes and lies of the bourgeoisie and its agents
as nothing but a deliberate attempt to make the workers pay for the
crisis in order to maintain and boost their vast profits. The slogan
has served to show to the workers that their struggle for higher
wages, against unemployment and so on, is part of the political
class struggle against the attempts by the bourgeoisie to unload
their crisis onto the backs of the people, part of the struggle of the
working class to resist the attacks of the monopoly capitalist class.
It opposes all the programmes of the opportunists which have tried
to suggest to the workers that merely by "smashing the social contract", "winning a flat-rate £10 increase in wages" or "regaining
free collective bargaining" all of their problems will be solved.
The Party's slogan has shown that these struggles are directed
against the overall process whereby the bourge..:>isie are consciously
and deliberately increasing their all-round attacks on the workers,
thereby opposing the schemes of the opportunists to mislead and
disarm the working class into merely asking for a "new social contract" or the "right to bargain" with the capitalists,- under which
the self-same attacks are going to continue, and the bourgeoisie's
rule and profits be unharmed.
In summing up the Party's policy on the work in the working class
movement, we quote from Lenin in "What is to be Done?", where
he states:
"Revolutionary Social-Democracy has always included the struggle
for reforms as part of its activities. But it utilises 'economic'
agitation for · the purpose of presenting to the government not orily
demands for all sorts of meas•ues, but also (and primarily) , the
demand that it cease to be an autocratic government. Moreover,
it considers it its rluty to present this demand to the government on
the basis, not of the economic strug gle alone, but of all manifestations in general of public and political life. In a word, it subordinates tne struggle for reforms, as the part to the whole , to the
re:voluti_onary s t ruggle for freedom and socialism".
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8
The Party's Line and Programme in the
Struggle against Racism and Fascism
THE DEVELOPMENT OF FASCISM BY THE
MONOPOLY CAPITALIST CLASS
The Party considers. that the struggle against the growing fascism
of the monopoly capitalist class is a crucial and frontline political
struggle for the working class and people. On the one hand the basic
and overall direction of the bourgeoisie is to develop fascism and,
whilst recognising and lighting the various other weapons in the
arsenal which the bourgeoisie uses against the workers, if the frontline attacks on the working class are not fought, the most serious
set-backs in the revolution, in the interests of the people, are going
to occur. On the other hand, the struggle against fascism, illustrated in the militant battles in Lewisham, Ladywood, Digbeth, etc.,
highlights and shows the path forward for the working class as a ·
whole, the path of revolutionary struggle against the forces of the
state, representing a decisive break with the peaceful trade union
type struggles to which the opportunists attempt to bind the working
class.
Fascism is becoming an increasing danger to the working class
and people in Britain, as it is for the people throughout the world.
Fascism is the most openly terroristic form of the dictatorship of
the bourgeoisie over the working class, of the rule of capital over
labour. It is the form to which the bourgeoisie increasingly resorts
when it can no longer suppress the revol ution, no longer suppress
the workers' struggles whilst still maintaining its cover of "democracy". Today , the British monopoly capitalist class is more and
more resorting to fascism as it attempts to force the working class
to pay for its crisis and accept its bankrupt political system.
This whole trend of fascism is being used by the bourgeoisie
because it increasingly finds the other weapons in its arsenal
against the workers, in particular social democracy and deception,
are failing it . On top of this, the crisis hitting the entire capitalist
world , and in particular the British monopoly capitalist economy ,
is daily intensifying C!-S a result of the inherent , insoluble and sharpening contradictions within the capitalist and imperialist system
and as a result of the rising revolutiona ry struggles of the people
throughout the world. The bourgeoisi.e is determinedl y trying to cling
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onto its parasitical and decaying exploitative system and is prepared to go to any lengths to defend its system and defend the massive
pr~fits robbed from the Br_i~ish workmg class and the world's people.
Th1s does not mean the Bntlsh bourgeoisie is not using many other
tac~ics and methods to try to suppress the working class, such as
soc1al democracy and the opportunists of all hues. Force and
~eception are the two basic methods used by the bourgeoisie to maintain
1ts rule and to suppress the people. Both tactics are used, either
together or separately, by the bourgeoisie in its class struggle
against the working class and people. Whilst the British monopoly
eapitalist class has historically placed much emphasis on its weapon of deception, social democracy and reformism, in its rule over
the working class and people, the overall direction of the B.ritish
bourgeoisie is to use and develop fascism more and more as its
other tactics and methods increasingly fail.
This trend of developing fascism in society is seen for example in
the financing, promotion and fostering of the nazi movement, with
such organisations as the Hitlerite National Front. But these nazi
thugs and. gangs are merely one arm of the state 1 s apparatus. The
process of developing fascism is manifested throughout bourgeois
society. It is being seen in the all-round fascisation of the state.
Increasi_ng legislation and harsh prison sentences etc.; proposals to
greatly mcrease such attacks on all sections of the working people;
numerous laws and measures such as immigration acts and "dep~~dents' registers" to further attack the national minority communlties; stepped-up police harassment of the working people in the
communities, attacks on strikes and pickets, racist attacks on nation~! minorities, attacks on communists and open protection of the
n!lz1s, and so on; the greatly increased propaganda for fascism
in the bourgeois media, including propaganda for racism, forced
repatriation, "law and order", a "stronger" state, the glorification
of Hitler, etc; the grooming and promotion of "acedemics" in the
univ_ersities to concoct totally unscientific theories in the attempt
to g1ve credence and justification for fascism and racism; the
delibe~a.te apartheid-style housing policies being practised by local
authontles; all these are part of this process. In this process are
participating all sections of the bourgeoisie, as represented by
the three main bourgeois parties, Labour, Conservative and
Liberal; in slightly different ways and to a lesser or greater extent
all of them are engaged in this process and in propaganda for
fascism in soc1et,

* * * *
The nazi parties are being groomed by the bourgeoisie to play a
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very specific role in this process going on throughout the society.
Firstly they are being groomed to act as a front-line for the bourgeoisie, an armed militia, in the communities and factories, carrying
out fascist and racist physical attacks and murders against national
minority people and workers as a whole, and to provide an open
centre for rabid nazi and racist propaganda, in a way and to an extent which would be impossible for the other parties without becoming totally discredited; in this way the nazi moye~ent paves the way
and acts as a spearhead for the whole development of fascism in the
society. Secondly,the nazis are being groomed with the aim of building and · training a nazi organisation to be brought to power by the bourgeoisie when the need arises to become openly and totally fascist, when
the other bourgeois parties fail to suppress the revolutionary struggles
of the people and the bourgeoisie culminates the whole process that
it is a~::veloping by installing the nazis as the governing party.
Thirdly, the nazis are being groomed as a party that is attempting to win the workers over to racism and fascism. The bourgeoisie are, . and always have been, racist and fascist.
Their
aim today is to build a mass fascist party. In the mid-1970s they
assembled and organised a collection of fascists to establish various
national parties. Over the last four years, they have been going allout to develop these into mass nazi parties, promoting them as
"workers' parties" that "care" about the plight of "British workers".
They have promoted these organisations as being against "corruption", "monopoly capitalism", "the US", etc., gearing their propaganda to appeal to sections of the working class to try to win them
to fascism, in exactly the same way that the National "Socialist"
Parties set out to do in the '20s and '30s.

* * * *
The ideology of "British patriotism", "British nationalism",
glorification of the monarchy and the "union jack" are ideological
weapons of the bourgeoisie in its attempts to consolidate this growth
of fascism. This ideology is totally racist, colonialist and antiworking class, based on the alleged "superiority" of the British
nation, on the alleged "common" interests withi~ the "nation"
between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, and on the glorification
of the bloody colonial robbery, plunder and aggression of the British
Empire.
This ideology is used and promoted by all sections of the bourgeoisie. It is for instance the heart of the propaganda of the trade union aristocrats who try to force their "Labour" Government's wage
policies onto the workers and who, under the plea of "everyone pulling
their weight to get the nation out of the crisis", call upon the work-"
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ers to "make the nation great again". It is the heart of the propaganda of. all the bourgeois politicians and news media in promoting
their racism; it was also the heart of the massive reactionary
"jubilee" campaign organised by the bourgeoisie in 1977. The open
fascists merely concentrate this entire reactionary ideology. All
sections of the bourgeoisie promote it (as they have always done)
and at this time they are spending a lot of time and money trying
to force the workers to accept it.
A decisive part of the bourgeoisie's propaganda for fascism is
its racist ideology. The roots of this racism lie in the barbaric
plunder, first by the British colonialists and then by the British
imperialists, of the peoples of Asia, Africa, Latin America, etc.,
where its racist and "white suprem?-cist" ideology was used and is
used today to justify its brutal aggression, annexation and plunder
of these peoples and their countries and the attempted suppression
of their revolutionary movements. Today, for instance, this racist
ideology is still used on a large scale against the Irish people to
attempt to justify to the workers British imperialism's economic,
political and military domination of Ireland. This racism of the
bourgeoisie is nothing new; it is a basic feature and cornerstone
of its exploitative system and of its robbery of the people.
The promotion of racism is further assisted by the opportunists
in the working class movement. Their propaganda centres around
pretending that the working p-eople are the source of racism, not
the monopoly capitalists. From this standpoint they promote such
erroneous and basically racist ideas as that, for instance, the fascis~
gangs are only against the interests of "black people" rather than
all working people. They state that the cause of rac;:ism is "high
unemployment and bad conditions", suggesting that one section of
the working class will "naturally" turn against another when faced
with such problems. They state that racism is designed to "divide
and rule the people". They negate the fact that racism is used to
justify and further vicious attacks against sections of our class;
they distort one of the purposes of the bourgeoisie's racism and
other attempts at creating disunity in the working class which is to
further their attacks against the entire working class; they promote
the idea that the working class is easily divided rather thanincreasingly united as a class in the common struggle against capitalist
exploitation and oppression. These examples, together with their
slogans of "black and whne unite", etc., are all promoting the same
basic ideology of the bourgeoisie, which boils down to saying that the
issue is not oneof class against class, but is one of race,of"black"
and "white" workers fighting or being divided, of there being a few
"racist bigots" who merely stir up this "inherent feeling" amongst
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the people. Such an analysis merely serves to exonerate the
monopoly capitalist class as the actual source of racism and racist
attacks in the society.

* "' * *

The fight against racism and fascism is part and parcel of the
revolutionary class struggle of the proletariat against the bourgeoisie. Our Party holds that the anti-fascist struggle must be led
by the working class and its Party and waged on the basis of revolutionary class struggle against the bourgeoisie. This entails not only
fighting the nazi movement, but all the manifestations of the develop- ·
ment of racism and fascism in the society, the reactionary ideology
of British patriotism! etc. The Party holds that in this struggle it is
necessary to ally with all forces or individuals who are opposed to
fascism. However, it is the working class and its Marxist-Leninist
Party that must lead this strugg-le and at all times the Party must
constantly explain to the people, and organise them on the basis of
the fact that it is monopoly capitalism which is the source of and
force behind ·the development of fascism and that it is only with its
overthrow that fascism will be ultimately defeated.
OPPORTUNISTS OF ALL HUES ATTEMPT TO LIQUIDATE THE
ANTr-FASCIST, ANTI-RACIST STRUGGLE

In developing the anti-fascist struggle, the· Party has had to
isolate and oppose two main opportunist trends in the working class
movement on this question. In furthering the anti-fascist struggle
it is crucial to be constantly vigilant against all manifestations of
these erroneous trends and lines.
The first of these lines detaches the anti-fascist struggle from
the class struggle against the bourgeoisie. The anti-fascist, antiracist struggle is promoted as a struggle in itself, directed only
against the open nazi thugs. The main programme of the antifascist struggles is said to be forming a "broad united front" with
all forces and classes to fight for and protect so-called "democratic
rights" under the capitalist system. This line creates illusions that
basic democratic rights for the working class and people can be
gained under the monopoly capitalist system; it hides the actual
source of racism and fascism and the entire fascisation of the state
being organised by the monopoly capitalists and attempts to organise
the anti -fascist, anti-racist struggle on a reformist basis, totally
divorced from the revolutionary struggle against British monopoly
capitalism.
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The modern revisionists and trotskyites promote this line in its
most concentrated and blatant form. They present fascism and racism as some "nasty" and "unacceptable" features of the society,
and promote the view that the problem with the government, police
and other state agencies is that they "do not go far enough or do
enough" to stamp out the fascist and racist gangs. These opportunists call upon the workers to "fight" fascism and racism by allying
with the bourgeoisie itself, reducing their struggle basically to
"forcing" the government, police, etc. "into action". The opportunists oppose the principle of ACTIVE OPPOSITION TO FASCISM
under such pretexts as "the police are not the enemy", "it will
antagonise the government and 'progressive' politicians", "it will
give the anti-fascists 'bad' publicity" (in the bourgeois medi~)~ etc.
Their line is to promote class compromise with the bourgeo1s1e and
use the anti-fascist struggle to spread their entire social democratic politics of diverting the working class movement away from
revolution into reformism and maintaining the capitalist system.
They are attempting to liquidate the anti-fascist struggle by tying
it to and handing over leadership to the very forces which are.
developing fascism in the society, the monopoly capitalists, by
attempting to spread ideological and political confusion within the
anti-fascist, anti-racist movement and-increasingly by resorting to
physical attacks to try to suppress its advance.
.
The second erroneous trend which the Party has fought aga1nst
detaches the anti-fascist struggle from the class struggle, but from
the standpoint of completely opposing it on the grounds that it is
"only a reformist struggle" and not the "real struggle" against
monopoly capitalism and for socialism. This line attempts to counterpose other important tasks which the Marxist-Leninists have to
engage in and lead (such as exposing social democracy, the economic
str~gle, building the Party, ideological work amongst the people,
etc.)' to the task of leading the anti-fascist struggle.
The J;~eo- -revisionists and some of the trotskyite cliques promote
this line' in its most concentrated form, with such theories as:
a) the anti-fascist struggle is a "diversion" from the economic
struggles of the workers and from working ir. the proletariat;
b) the "Labour" Party and social democracy are the "main enemies
of the working class" and the Hitlerite National Front is "not worth
worrying about";
c) since racism and fascism are caused by capitalism. the task of
the people is to get organised for the "real" struggle of overthrowing capitalism; a struggle which, according to these opportunists,
has nothing to do with fighting the racist and fascist attacks of the
bourgeoisie;

d) whilst the anti-fascist struggle is "important", nevertheless
because the "'Party' is being built" there is "too much oth~r work"
to be able to engage in it.
All these lines of the nee-revisionists and other opportunists go
entirely against Marxism-Leninism and the interests of the working
people. Firstly they begin by separating the economic and political
struggles and declare that there is a basic contradiction between
them, in particular between the economic and the anti-fascist
struggles. But, as Comrade Engels pointed out, the economic and
the political are just two of the three constant forms of proletarian
struggle (the other being ideological). Having falsely separated
them, the opportunists and especially the nee-revisionists then
take "sides" as to which is the "most" important struggle and try to
divide the workers' movement on the basis of calling upon the
workers to participate in only one ~the other of these struggles
against the bourgeoisie. Furthermore, having separated and isolated the two struggles in this way, they then set about raising the
most narrow a:nd economist slogans in the economic struggle
(which is bound to occur as soon as it is declared separate from
politics) and in the political struggle raise similar narrow reformist
slogans and demands which are . basically no different from those of
the revisionists and trotskyites.
The second principle that is violated is to separate the immediate aims of the working class movement from its overall comprehensive struggle to overthrow the system. Aga1n the opportunists
"take sides" on the issues. Some state that the "short term" needs
of the working class (by this they mean the struggle for reforms)
are all-important and the "long term needs" (i.e., "socialism") are
subordinate to this and should in fact be forgotten. This is the basic
reformist bourgeois politics. Other opportunists state that
"sociallsm is everything" from the standpoint of saying that the
working class movement and its immediate aims are nothing and
thereby turn their "socialism" into empty and sideline windbagging
programmes. The Marxist-Leninist Party leads and builds the
revolutionary movement of the working class, guiding the
proletariat in its struggle to overthrow the monopoly capitalist
system and establish socialism. It fights for the immediate aims
and needs of the working class movement as an integral part of, and
to further prepare and organise, the whole revolutionary movement
to overthrow British monopoly capitalism. As Marx and Engels
stated in the Communist Manifesto: "The Communists fight for the
attainment of the immediate aims, for the enforcement of the momentary interests of the working class; but in the movement of the .
present, they also represent and t;tkc care of the future of that
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movement." Also Comrade Stalin stated: "Thus, the spontaneous
working class movement, the working class movement without socialism, inevitably becomes petty and assumes a trade unionist character -it submits to bourgeois id~ology ... On the other hand, socialism without the working class movement, no matter on what scientific basis it may have arisen, nevertheless remains an empty
phrase and loses its significance .. . Socialism can be combined with
the working class movement and thereby be transformed from an
empty phrase into a sharp weapon. "
In the anti-fascist struggle, for instance, the party carries out
constant propaganda and preparations for the overthrow of monopoly capitalism and ensures that the struggle is led along this
path. At the same time fascism is one form of capitalism, and not
to fight the fascists today means not to take on and fight the
monopoly capitalists' front-line attack on the workers. It merely
serves to let the fascist ta~tics of the bourgeoisie develop unhindered, whilst waiting for the "real" and "pure" struggle to arrive in
the distant future.
UNDER PARTY LEADERSHIP THE ANTI-FASCIST MOVEMENT
HAS DEVELOPED STAGE BY STAGE
The Party of the proletariat leads the working class in fighting
the economic, political and ideological struggles against the
bourgeoisie. The Party holds that it is all these struggles of the
working class that must be strengthened and developed on a revolutionary basis and provided with Marxist-Leninist leadership, integrating Marxism-Leninism a nd the Party's line with these
struggles and leading them alon~ the path of proletarian socialist
revolution.
The heroic and militant struggle of the people against racism
and fascism is a testa:ment to the fine, self-sacrificing and revplutionary spirit of the working class and people never to accept
fascism and to wage uncompromising struggle against the bourgeoisie until its final and inevitable defeat. This movement has
developed stage by stage over the past years guided and led by the
Marxist-Lenimst Party. The struggle erupted in the late 1960s and
early 1970s, when the youth and students led by the Party took up
the active struggle against racist and fascist ideologues. The Party
raised the slogan that "FASCISTS HAVE NO RIGHT TO SPEAK OR
ORGANISE" and developed a nationwide campaign against these
ideologues. This campaign culminated in the militant struggles
against the fascist ideologue Eysenck in late 1972 and early 1973,
resulting in him being thrown off the platform in a number of
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colleges. The Party had constantly stressed in these struggles that
the bourgeoisie was making the ideological preparations for the
promotion of fascism in the working class on a large scale. During.
the middle and latter part of 1973, the Party gave the call to develop
the struggle in the comm·.mities against the Fitlerite National Front
as the concentrated force of the bourgeoisie's development of
fascism. Throughout this period the opportunists had at each stage
vehemently opposed active resistance to the fascist ideologues,
saying that it was "too extreme" and that people like Eysenck
"should not be called fascists", etc. But because of the work of the
Party and because of the growing upsurge amongst the people as
a whole, by l974 the line of FASCISTS HAVE NO RIGHT TO
ORGANISE had been taken up nationally in nearly every college
and university up and down the country .
By early 1974, the monopoly capitalists had begun the promotion
of the nazi movement, in particular the Hitlerite National Front,
·in the communities on a large-scale, especially with the holding of
a numlJer of nazi demonstrations in the main cities, the escalation
of racist attacks and propaganda and the bourgeoisie's wide .... scale
publicity for the fascist groupings in the press; etc. Throughout this
period, the Party participated in numerous demonstrations against
the fascists and racists and more and more working people began
taking up the struggle against them. The Party went through a long
period of struggle in these demonstrations and in other programmes
(a) to put forward the line that racism and fascism had to be actively
fought and defeated, and the anti-fascist struggle organised as part
and parcel of the class struggle against the bourgeoisie, and (b) to
d efeat the influence of the revisionists and trotskyites who, whilst
now "agreeing" to the necessity of "fighting" racisnl and fascism _(as
opposed to their line in the universities), were all saying that there
should be peaceful "resistance" to fascism, that, for instance, antifascist demonstrations should go nowhere near the na.zis and that
the entire struggle should be organised on the basis of social
Jemocratic bourgeois politics. As the Party struggled against this
line and as the programme of ACTIVELY FIGHTING BACK was
increasir.gly taken up by the broad masses of the people, the
opportunists became .more and more exposed in the anti-fascist
movement.
By late 1975, the consciousness of the mass of the people was
such that the revisionists became quite discredited and the main
body of the anti-fascist movement rejected their line and leaderShtp. Seeing the way tne anti -fa scist movement was developing, the
trots;kyites "changed" their lipe on peac eful resistance and declared that they "agreed" with the line of active resistance. The
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Party stated then, and events in the recent anti-fascist struggles
have subsequently vividly proved, that the trotskyite leadership
was definitely not interested in active resistance to fascism. They
were sent into the movement by the bourgeoisie as a contingent to
try to spread every confusion on the line of active resistance, and
by one method and theory after another attempt to liquidate and
diffuse the people's resistance.
In the middle of 1976, at a time when deliberate and calculated
attacks, murders and open racist propaganda against the national
minority people were b.eing escalated by the National Front, police,
Government and press, the Party declared that the working class
and people could no longer tolerate "peaceful demonstrations" and
so-called "peaceful resistance" and that a whole struggle ·had to be
put in motion in which battles were actively waged against the
fascists and raCists.
In that year the Party raised the slogan "FIGHT BACK AGAINST
NAZI AND GOVERNMENT ORGANISED RACIST ATTACKS", both
to centre the struggle around the line of FIGHTI NG BACK and also
to oppose the line of opportunists of all hues that the Government
was not racist .and could be relied upon to fight the nazis.
Under the leadership of the Party, defence committees were
established and built in the national minority communities to unite
and organise the people to FIGHT BACK to defend their .communities
agai nst racist attacks, whilst a number of units in the Party built
anti-racist, anti-fascist committees around this line and progr amme in the communities and factories. In the demonstrations, for
example, the Party began organising its contingents to arouse the
people to actually engage in active struggle against the fascists.
Then in the summer of 1977, the National Executive gave the call
for the formation of PEOPLE'S FRONTS, mass organisations to
unite and organise the people in their struggle against the attacks
of the bourgeoisie, especially the racist and fascist attacks. These
mass organisations provided the Party and the peopl e with the
necessary programme and organisation to consolidate and lead the
upsurge that was developing in the anti-fascist movement.

With this upsurge, the task confronting the Party was to actually
lead it. Having created the conditions for it to be brought about, it
was then necessary to follow this through, not just to sit back and
applaud the heroic spontaneous fighting spirit of the working people
but to provide scientific, tactical and ideological leadership to
these struggles.
As a result of the leadership and participation of the Party in the
anti-fascist struggle, large numbers of comrades have been jailed,
fined and arrested. Such sacrifices by our comrades are entirely
necessary and are not a "waste of time" or "detracting from the
factory work" as the opportunists suggest. It is a necessary
response, which must be carried through, to lead the people in
active struggle against the racists and fascists, against the bourgeoisie's class strategy, against its frontline attacks on the workers.
The Party o! the proletariat has to be right in the thick of the
struggle and leading the fight back on a proletarian class basis.
Anything else would make the name of the Marxist-Leninist Party
a sham and would represent a frank betrayal of the people's struggles.
THE PARTY'S PROGRAMME FOR THE STRUGGLE
AGAINST RACISM AND FASCISM

It is as a direct result of the Party'.a work, as detailed above, and
the basic sentiment of the working cla~s and people, that the upsurge
agains,.t fascism and racism has occurred over the last year or two.
Broad sections of working people on a nation-wide scale have taken
up the line of active resistance and fighting back, as was seen by the
battles in Lewisham, Ladywood and Digbeth amongst others, with
the influence of the opportunists and their peaceful "opposition"
being seriously weakeneJ.

As pointed out pr eviously the Party established the PEOPLE'S
FRONTS in a number of areas in order to advance the work of. uniting the people in their struggle a gainst the bourgeoisie. The programme adopted b y th e PEOPLE'S FRONTS was as follows:1. to fight b a ck aga inst nazi and government organised racist
attacks ;
2. to oppose all attempts to make the working people pay for the
economic crisis;
3. to support the struggles of the working and oppressed people of
the whole world;
4. to oppose all manife stations of the r e actionary "nationalism" and
"patriotism" which is promoted by the bour,geoisie and which
forms the ideological basis of the fascist movement.
The Party gave the call for building the PEOPLE'S FRONTS in
order to further its work of goi ng de e p amongst the people and
seizing the initiative to lead th e ir militant struggles against the
attacks of the bourgeoisie.
The situation in the country a t th a t tim e was that firstly the
bourgeoisie was intensifying its ;Ill-round attacks on .the working
people, while, secondly, a s a· l"l' sult of th e work of the Party over
the previous year {for instanc,• .it s popularising of the line of FIGHT-
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ING BACK AGAINST NAZI AND GOVERNMENT ORGANISED RACIST
ATTACKS) and as a result of the militant s·entiments of the masses
of people, tremendous upsurges were taking place against these
attacks, especially against the growing racism and fascism, but
also on all other fronts. In order further to unite the people, carry
through their struggles and provide them with correct MarxistLeninist leadership, the Party gave the call to build appropriate
organisations, the PEOPLE'S FRONTS, amongst the working people.
The PEOPLE'S FRONTS adopted a programme that firstly was
able actually to gain the support of the people and unite and organise
them around the line of FIGHTING BACK. Secondly, the programme
was aimed at ensuring that these struggles were not organised as
isolated struggles in themselves, as for instance had been the
experience in a number of areas in regard to anti-fascist committees, but instead were organised on the basis of being part of the
whole class struggle against the bourgeoisie, an integral part of the
revolutionary movement. So, whilst the policy of the PEOPLE'S
FRONTS concentrated on leading particular struggles in loc~l
areas, such as the anti-fascist, anti-racist struggles, also embodied in the programme were the tasks of fighting all the attacks of
the bourgeoisie, opposing the reactionary ideology of the ruling
class and supporting the struggles of the people all over the world.
Large- numbers of people are up in arms and making heroic
sacrifices to oppose and defeat the reactionary schemes of the
bourgeoisie. The Party has a serious responsibility to provide
scientific and all-round Marxist-Leninist leadership to advance
these struggles tu the next stage in FIGHTING BACK AGAINST NAZJ.
AND GOVERNMENT ORGANISED RACIST ATTACKS and upholding
the programme that NAZIS HAVE NO RIGHT TO ORGANISE. It is
necessary to ensure that effective resistance is prov1ded to deal
with the increasing racist and fascist attacks being launched
against the people. It is necessary further to unite and organise the
people to advance the anti-racist, anti-fascist struggle. Finally it
is necessary that this struggle led by the Party is guided to solve
the problem of defeating racism and fascism once and for all, with
the overthrow of British monopoly capitalism and the establishment
of socialism.
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The Crucial Role of Ideological Work
in the Revolutionary Movement
The role of theory and of serious ideological work amongst the
Party's cadres and in the working class movement are very imp::>rtant questions in the revolution, in the work of the Party and in
the work of the mass organisations. As Comrade Stalin stated in
"Foundations of Leninism":
"Theory is the experience of the working class movement in all
countries taken in its general aspect. Of course, theory becomes
purposeless if it is not connected with revolutionary practice, just
as practice ~s in the dark if its path is not illuminated by
revolutionary theory. But theory can become a tremendous force in
the working class movement if it is built up in indissoluble connection -with revolutionary practice; for theory, and theory alone, can
give the movement confidence, the power of orientation, and an understanding of the inner relation of surrounding events; for it, and
it alone, can help practice realise not only how and in which direction classes are moving at the present time, but also how and in
which direction they will move in the near future. None other than
Lenin uttered and repeated scores of times the well-known thesis
that:
'Without a revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary
movement. "'
At all levels of the Party's work, it is a crucial necessity to
carry out serbus, detailed and continuous ideological work to criticise and expose bourgeois ideology, to deepen the Party comrades'
grasp of Marxism-Leninism and the Party's line and to arm the
working class with revolutionary ideology.
For instanc e , in the economic struggles, despite all the tremendous militancy shown by the workers, the dominant line in the
workers' movement is still that of social democracy which, with its
class compromise and conciliati on, etc., constantly tends to hold
back, diffuse and promote ideas of reform in each and every
struggle that the workers engage in. Among the advanced workers
modern revisionism is the chief force upholding social dem o cracy
and obstructing the decisive rupture with it. In the anti-fascist
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struggle, the bourgeoisie and opportunists are going all out to
spread maximum ideological confusi:m as to the source of racism
and fascism and the nature of the attacks, as to who should be relied upon to fight back and :how the ultimate victory over racism an~
fascism will be brought about. It is a crucial necessity for the
.
Party, in the course of providing practical revolutionary leadersh1p ·
to these struggles of the people, to constantly expose and criticise,
right amongst the people, all of these social democratic, opp:: >rtunist
and other bourgeois ideas, and particularly the ideas of modern
revisionism.
The Party, since its inception, has always recognised the importance of this ideological work, and has paid serious attention,
for instance, to a) building a centrally organised research institute
to take up and deal with important ideological questions faci.ng the
revolutionary movement both nationally and internationally , and
b) organising national and local programmes in the units of the
Party for the study of Marxist-Leninist classics, the Party's line
and history, and for doing research etc.
The standpoint in carrying out this work has always been to further consolidate the cadres around Marxism-Leninism and the
Party's line and to advance the revolutionary movement, dealing
with the main ideological questions confr\lnting it and ensuring that
the Pa:rty d·~velo;>s the correct and ap?:':D;>riate strategy and tactics
to lead a~'ld .3 .dvance this movement. Th·~ Party has ta:~en a firm
stand against the tw·.> ba.sic opportunist lines as prom:>ted by the
neo-revisionists :a) Developing so-called "correct" Marxist-Leninist theory totally
divorced from revolutionary practice and work. Ideological work
is turned into an academic exercise that has nothing to_do with
the ~hort and long term needs of the Marxist-Leninist centre and
revolutionary movement, whilst theory becomes a dead dogma that
is never used to guide revolutionary practice and taken to the people,
so thc>.t, for instance, wrong lines that exist in the mass movements
are not concretely and effectively exposed and criticised.
b) Stating that the working class has no need of revolutionary
theory, that thi& theory .will "emerge in the course of struggle",
anG that it is "arrogant to give the working class theory". This
line states that Marxist-Leninists should be content with the most
generalised and superficial analysis, study and grasp of revolutionary theory in consolidating its ranks and guiding revolutionary work
and the mass movements of the people.
It is important to guard against all manifestations of these
nee-revisionist l.ines, and that the Party continuously advances and
strengthens its ideological work in line with the policy outlined above •

A decisive organ in the Party's ideological work and propaganda
is WORKERS' WEEKLY. Workers' Weekly is the central organ of
the Party in disseminating its line and programme both to the
Party's cadres and activists and to the working class and people in
the mass movements. The Party has always upheld the importanc·e
of producing a national Marxist-Leninist newspaper and
building
a professional centre in terms of cadres and resources to bring
the production of such a newspaper about, The specific form and
orientation of the paper has changed from time to time in accordance with the concrete needs of the Party and the mass movement,
For instance, in 1972 and 1973, when the paper first went daily, the
decisive task was to implement the building of the central organs of
the Party and to solve a number of technical problems in production
and distribution and so, for a period, the paper contained quite a
large number of reprints from revolutionary. journals and organisations from other countries. In early 1974, the production of a
weekend edition was initiated in order to solve the specific problem
of escalating the mass work of the Party in various areas. At the
same time, the basic orientation of the Party's organ has been to
represent and disseminate the Marxist-Leninist line of the Party,
in oz:der to raise the ideological level of the cadres and masses
and as an instrument for organising revolutionary work, arming
the comrades and masses of people, especially the advanced sections, with the line, policy, analysis and directives of the Party.
The Party has consistently opposed the opportunist line that 'states
that a "revolutionary" newspaper of the proletariat should be a
populist "rag", that aims itself at the lowest political and ideological level of the working class movement.
The Party's policy on .propaganda also includes the producing by
the local units of leaflets, local newspapers and other forms of
propaganda. This is important work in order that units can carry
out specific agitation, deal with specific conditions in their areas,
organise wide-scale distribution etc., that ~ould not necessarily
be covered through Workers' Weekly. This propaganda all serves
to supplement the work of distributing Workers' Weekly and is
never an alternative to it. Not only does this form of propaganda
have a specific role to play in the revolutionary work, that must
be supplemented by the circula~ion of the Party's newspaper, but
also this form of propaganda provides an introduction for the paper,
acquainting workers with the concepts and ideas of Workers'
Weekly and creating the conditions for the expansion of its readership.
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THE ROLE OF THE PARTY'S ORGAN, ''WORKERS' WEEKLY"

The crucial necessity of exposing, criticising and defeating the
ideas of the bourgeoisie and o pportunists in the working class
m ovement can never be underestimated or taken for granted as
something that will " occur spontaneously in the course ::>f struggle",
as the ne::>-revisi::>nists suggest. All of the guidelines which have
been presented have to be implemented, the pr::>blems confr::>nting
the Party in this work have to be resolved, and an all round development and deepening of the Party's ideological and prcpaganda
'~,YOrk brought about.

10
The Party's Policy on
National Minorities in Britain
The national minorities form an important section of the working
class in the country. As national minority workers they are subjected to double exploitation and attack by the monopoly capitalist
class. They suffer all the economic, political and ideological
oppression suffered by the working class as a whole . and in additi:m,
because they are national minorities, they suffer further attacks on
all these fronts.
Most of the national minorities in Britain ar·e peoples of the
countries that have suffered and are still suffering from the brutal
plunder, domination, aggression and annexation by British imperialism. Throughout this century, and in particular in the last thirty
years, the British ruling class has in furthering these attacks been
"encouraging" and forcing people particularly from its colonies and
neo-colonies to come to Britain. They have done this for one reason
and one reason only, to make maximum profits from the immigrant
community, from the double exploitation and oppression that they
impose.

-

The national minorities are subjected to the most vicious exploitation by the monopoly capitalists, being forced to wor}t as cheap
labour in their plants up .and down the country. They fa~e open
racial discrimination in terms of jobs, housing and on all other
fronts by the monopoly capitalists and their government. Increasing
racist attacks, intimidation and abuse are launched against them by
the nazi and police thugs, and other agencies of the state. In order
to further these atf~cks, the bourgeoisie does its utmost to slander
and debase the national minorities through its racist propaganda,
both to create the conditions for furthering the attacks and also in an
attempt to intimidate the national minority people into liquidating
their resistance against them. Furthermore, this racist propaganda
is consciously used by the bourgeoisie to attempt to spread ideol ogical confusi :m and create p::>litical dj.v~rsions in the working class
movement as to the nature and cause of the exploitation and oppression that is suffered by the entire working cla,ss.
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These attacks on the national minority workers and people are
attacks on the entire working class. ·Not only is it a section of the
working class that is being attacked in this way, but also the
bourgeoisie uses these attacks to further its oppression and exploitation of the entire working class.
Our Party totally denounces all the 'racist attacks, discrimination
and oppression being launched against the national minority people.
It totally denounces· any and all forms of racist immigration acts
and legislation aimed at any section of the international proletariat.
It denounces and actively opposes the racist and great power cha,uvinist ideology and practice of the British monopoly capitalists,
which are backed up and repeated in various ways by the labour
aristocrats and opportunists.
THE PARTY'S BASIC POLICY
ON THE QUESTION OF NATIONAL MINORITIE5
The Party's basic policy on the question of nationaJ minorities in
Britain can be summed up in the folbwing points:1. The national minorities in this country are an integral part of the
British working class, united in the common struggle against
mon:>poly capitalist expbitation and, _like all secti:>ns ofthe working_
class, have the revolutionary aspiration to bring about the overthrow
of the monopoly capitalist class and the establishment of socialism.
The Party and its organisations organise national minority workers
and people alongside and as a contingent of the British working ,class
to fight back against all the attacks being launched by the monopoly
capitalists and for proletarian socialist revolution in Britain.
z. As is the case for all revolutionary work amongst all sectj.ons of
the people, it is the proletarian Party that must lead and organise
any specific work carried out amongst the national minority people.
Furthermore, all Marxist-Leninists in Britain, whatever country they
are from and whatever natio~ality they are, should unite with and join.
the Marxist-Leninist Party, come under its discipline and carry
out their responsibilities to the full in building and strengthening
this Party and providing the essential Marxist-L-eninist leadership
to all the revolutionary struggles of the people. ,From the inception
of the Internatio11alists and the birth of the Party, national minority
revolutionaries have played an important and integral role in building the Marxist-Leninist centre in Britain and in developing its
work.
3. The Party holds that it is necessary to organise specific revolutionary work amongst national minorities in order to further the
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work of organising them for revolution. This requires the Party
establishing specific national minority OJCganisations to deal with
the concrete problems facing the communities. The task of organising the various national minority people rests primarily on the
shoulders ofthe Party's cadres from the respective communities, and
specific cadres are designated by the Party. to lead this area ofwork.
4. In carrying out its proletarian internationalist duty, the Party
has a serious responsibility to organise the British working class
to actively support the revolution and ·Marxist-Leninist Parties
throughout the world, build concrete ties and relations with these
Marxist-L~ninist Parties
and
strengthen the ties between and
the unity of all sections of the international proletariat.
Since Britain is an imperialist power with the result that large
num':>ers of people have immigrated from other countries, the
Party also has a further specific responsibility, as well as the opportunity, to advance this work. In particular this involves organising
among the national minorities, primarily through the Party's
national minority organisations, to provide concrete assistance and
support for the revolutions and Marxist-Leninist Parties in
the national minorities' countries of origin, through such means as
propagating and gaining support for the line of the respective Parties,
exposing and criticising all lines promoted by the opportunists in
these countries and by their representatives in Britain, providing
financial and other material as si stance and, when appropriate,
through the sending of cadres.
In implementing its line on the question of nationai minorities,
the Party has established and led a number of national minority
organisations, such as the Caribbean Workers 1 Organisation,
Pakistan Progressive Study Group, African Progressive Study
Group and the Indian Workers' Movement (Britain) (the latter
taking its general ideological and political leadership from the
Hindustani Ghadar Party - Organisation of Indian Marxist-Leninists
Abroad).
These organisations are mass organisations led by the Party;
their basic programmes centre on supporting the revolutions, the
Marx1st-Leninist Parties and organisations and the Marxist-Leninj.st
line for the revolutions in the various countries from which the
respective Marxist-Leninists originate. Thej.r programmes include:":) leading their communities to fight back against all attacks being
launched against them by the monopoly capitalist class, especially .
the racist and fascist attacks;
b) mobilising their communities as an integral part I>f the British
working class for the revolution in Britain and for the work and
programmes of the Party.
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In developing the national minority"work the Party has fought
against and repudiated two main opportunist lines, promoted
particularly by the neo-revisionists. The first of these holds that
to establish specific national minority organisations to resolve particular problems in the revolution facing these peoples and communities is "racist" and "causing divisions" in the working class. The
proponents of this line promote the bourgeois theory that the task of
national minorities is to first "integrate" with the British workers.
Starting from this bourgeois and racist premise that there is a basic
difference between national minority and "British" workers, they
assert that the Marxist-Leninists should address themselves only to
dealing with the problems of "British" workers. This straightforward chauvinism towards the national minority peoples states
that the national minority people should lose their nationality once

they become citizens in Britain and members of the British
working class. It opposes the right of a section of the working class
to get organised under Party leadership to defend its interests and
to fight back against the particular attacks against it. It completely
negates the fact that the organising of national minority workers
to resist the attacks on their community both serves to meet the
immediate needs of the community and also, in doing so, • serves to
strengthen the resistance and defend the interests of the wd~king
class as a whole. Furthermore, this line violates basic principles
of proletarian internationalism as to the duty of the · proletarian
party outlined previously.
The second of these opportunist lines holds that national minorities
in Britain are not an integral part of the British working class, its
struggles and its revolution, and should not support the MarxistLeninist centre in Britain. Instead, it holds, they should only be
concerned with supporting the revolution in the mother country and
on occasions organise the national minority community, for instance
to fight racist attacks, but as something totally divorced from the
overall struggles of the British working class. The so-called
Marxist-Leninists who promote this lir.e state that they should
remain "neutral" on the question of the proletarian Party in this
country because this is the "concern" of the "British" MarxistLeninists. Since thi~ line is a frank violation of Marxism-Leninism
and proletarian internationalism, its promoters have increasingly
exposed their betrayal of Marxism-Leninism on every other question
as well. Thus, for instance, they are now promoting open
bourgeois and opportunist propaganda that the indigenous workers
are all"racists" and "cannot be united with", whilst on the revolutions in the countries of origin of the national minorities, they have
done everything to spread confusion as to the correct MarxistLeninist path for these countries. They have treacherously become
centres for opportunist lines and programmes and participated in
attacking the genuine Marxist-Leninists both here in Britain and in
the various countries.
A few years ago the Pa!!J expelled from its ranks a revisionist
Slique which attempted to peddle a version of this line inside the
Party. This clique paid lip service to Marxism- Leninism and to the
need for a Marxist-Leninist Party to lead all the revolutionary work
in the country. In practice they atten·.pted to put themselves above
the discipline of the Party, refused to unite actively to build and
_!trengthen , the Fa~ and implement its line, stati~ that whilst
the Party should lead "E~lish work", national minority work should
!>e led .Qy "national minorities"._ or in other words .Qy this revisionist clique. Under the hoax that this work was "under the discipline
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T:> solve the particular problems of the racist, fascist and
other attacks be~ng launched against their peoples, the Party and its
national minority organisations h·ave set up and built organisations
to unite the people specifically around the line of fighting back to
defend their communities from such attacks. These include
West Indian Defence Committee, East and West Pakistani People's
Association and Indian Defence Committee. These organisations
have been established and built whenever it has been appropriate,
depending on the internal and ·external conditions in particular
periods or particular areas.
The Party has a policy of establishing and leading mass organisations to support the national liberation struggles and struggles for
proletarian revolution of the people in countries the world over, and
to oppose attacks of the British state on national minority peoples
from these countries in Britain, organising support and solidarity
for their struggles among people of all nationalities in Britain. On
this basis the Party for example set up Irish Support and Fri~ndship
Committee in 1976 to build support and friendship for the Irish
people's struggle.
In order to advance the overall work amongst national minorities,
the Party has paid serious attention to forming, under the leadership
of the Central Committee, commissions and committees, etc. to
concentrate on solving particular ideological, political and organisational problems in the work.
THE PARTY HAS FOUGHT AGAINST THE MAIN OPPORTUNIST
LINES ON THE QUESTION OF NATIONAL MINORITIES

of the Party back home", they attempted to make the Party's
national minority organisations totally separate from the collective
:iiscipline and line of the Party and organise them on the basis of
their own brand of revisionist politics, which of course had nothing
to do with the line and programme of any Marxist-Leninist Party.
They declared that to subject their work to the democratic centralist proceaures and princ1ples of a Marxist-Leninist Party (i.e.
reporting to leading organs, participating in all the basic programmes of the Party and implementing in all areas the line of the
Central Committee) was "interference", "manipulation", "fascist
activity" and otner openly anti-communist lines. Finally, when called
upon to account for their criminal activities, they made a futile
attempt to split the Party. Subsequent to being expelled from the
Party, this clique have further exposed themselves as nothing but
a gang of trotskyites, splitters and wreckers of the revolutionary
movement, adopting open revisionist politics and becoming informers to the state.
The Party's work amongst the national minorities has made a
number of advances in the last year. In carrying out the necessary
programmes and tasks to further strengthen and develop this work
it is of the utmost importance to be constantly vigilant on both of
these opportunist lines concerning the question of national minorities
in -Britain.

11

On the Question of Organising Students
and Intellectuals and Other Sections
of the Petit Bourgeoisie and on the
Question of Organising Youth and Women
Mobilising students, intellectuals and other sections of the petit
bourgeoisie for revolution is an important question for the MarxistLeninist Party. All these sections of the people have an objective
basis to support and participate in socialist revolution, suffering
serious economic, political and cultural oppressiQn under the monopoly capitalist system. Students and intellectuals have played a
most important role historically in the revolutionary movement,
both in Britain and throughout the world. The roots of our Party
came from the upsurge in the youth and student movement in the
middle and late 1960's, and in the initial stages they provided a
most powerful force taking up the task of re building the Party and
taking Marxism-Leninism to the people.
This role played by the intellectuals is an inevitable and necessary outcome of the development of the revolution in any country.
As Comrade Lenin pointed out in "What Is To Be Done? 11 :
"Class political consciousness can be brought to the working class
only from without, that is, only from outside the economic struggle,
from outside the sphere of relations between workers and employen, , The sphere from which alone it is possible to obtain this
knowledge is the sphere of relationships of all classes and strata
to the state and the government, the sphere of the interrelations
between all classP.s".
~·rom this overall movement in society, and the taking of revolutionary politics into the working class movement and to all sections
of the people, the intellectuals and students have played, especially
in the initial stages, a crucial role. As Comrade Lenin further
described in "What Is To Be Done? 11 :
"The history of all countries shows that the working class, exclusively by its own effort, is able to develop only trade union con-
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sciousness, i.e. the conviction that it is necessary to combine in
Wlions, fight the employers, and strive to c::>mpel the g::>vernment
to pass necessary labour legislation, etc. The theory of socialism,
however, grew out of the philos::>phical, historical and econ::>mic
theories elaborated by educated representatives of the propertied
classes, by intellectuals. By their social status, the founders of
modern scientific s::>cialism, Marx and Engels, themselves bebnged to the bourgeois intelligentsia. In the very same way, in
Russia, the theoretical doctrine of Social-Democracy arose altogether independently of the sp::>ntaneous growth of the working
class movement; it arose as a natural and inevitable outcome of
the development of thought among the revolutionary socialist intelligentsia. "
It is a crucial task for the Marxist-Leninist Party to organise
and unite all ::>ppressed sections of the people around the most advanced and revolutionary class - the working class - in the revolutionary struggle. The Party has consistently opposed the ::>pp::>rtunist distorti::>ns of the c::>rrect Marxist-L .~ninist stand towards
the students, intellectuals and ::>ther sections ::>f the petit bourgeoisie.
One such dist::>rti::>n ~tate s that all secti::ms ::>f the petit b::>urgeoisie are reacti::>nary, and that they cann::>t and sh::>uld n::>t be
mobilised for revolution. Proponents ::>f this line state that it is
only the working class that can take up rev::>luti::>nary p::>litics and
become commWlists, whilst fr::>m am::>ngst the petit b::>urgeoisie
it is ::>nly possible t::> mobilise ::>ne or two "enlightened individuals".
Apart from the fact that it excludes a large section of the pe::>ple
from the revolutionary struggle, this line is part and parcel of
and derives irom the entire s::>-called "working class" line which
denies the absolute necessity ::>f taking revolutionary politics int::>
the working class m::>vement and instead organises the working class
ar::mnd economist and trade union politics.
An::>ther version ::>f the same line, and one that is pr::>moted by
the neo-revisionists, states that it is necessary t::> re-define
students, intellectuals, etc., as "workers", saying that the petit
bourge::>isie exists ::>nly in the most narr::>w sense, in terms ::>f
small sh::>pkeepers, etc. On this basis, they go on t::> say that it is
theref::>re "justifiable" t ::> w::>rk amongst these sections of the people
because they are in fact "workers". Such a line denies that it is
possible and necessary for the pr::>letarian party t::> ::>rganise
am::mgst all sections of the working and oppressed pe::>ple, and promotes the same basic s::>-called "working class" line that it is ::>nly
w::>r ker:; wh::> are capable of participating in rev::>luti on and joining
the Party.
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This line not only leads to the consequences detailed above, but
by classifying sections of the petit bourgeoisie as "workers" it
leads to the ::>ther opportunist line that there is no difference in
basic class outl::>ok and stand between the working ~lass and the
petit bourgeoisie. In the late 1960's the proponents of this line
held that it was the students who would have to lead the revolution,
as the "workers were so backward". Today its proponents hold
that the working class "should be mobilised", but in practice the
main base of their organisations is in the petit bourgeoisie.
The petit bourgeois sections of the people, whilst they should
be mobilised for revolution, in fact form a social basis for opportunist ideology in the revolutionary movement. This arises from
their class position in society, the actual relations that exist between these sections of the people and the bourgeoisie. To suggest
that no distinction should be made between the working class and
the petit bourgeoisie inevitably means that the way is opened up
for the growth, consolidation and domination of bourgeois ideology
in the revolutionary movement.
It is the proletariat that must lead the revolution. This has to be
reflected at all level~ in the class comp::>sition of the proletarian
party, At the same time, under the leadership of the working class
and its Marxist-Leninist Party and armed with Marxism-Leninism,
the petit bourgeoisie can be ::>rganised for revolution, with the advanced elements coming forward to throw off all the negative features
of this class and take their position as !=Orrununists in the Party.·
The Party, in implementing its line, has carried out consistent
revolutionary work amongst secti::>ns of the petit bourgeoisie.
In particular, the Party has continually paid serious attention to
the work amongst students, recognising the tremendous revolutionary enthusiasm and eagerness to take up revolutionary ideas that
exists amongst this section of the people.
As stated above, the roots of our Party come from the revolutionary youth and student movement of the middle and late 1960's.
In this period, there occurred a tremendous upsurge in the youth and
student movement. In the universities, colleges, schools and communities through::>ut the country, the youth and students dared to stand
up and rebel. They opposed the entire decadent bourgeois education
•ystem, as well as the consumer and "pop" cultur-:: being foisted onto the people by the imperialists. They came forward in their thousands to oppose imperialist wars of aggression, especially that of the
US imperialists in Vietnam, and to support the struggling masses
all over the world, They rebelled against the atmosphere of class
conciliation, passivity and "peace!' promoted by the revisionists and
fought many militant battles, especially against the education auth77

orities in the colleges.
The bourgeoisie did its utmost to divert and dissipate this movement. They floated their "flower power", drug culture, "music revolution" and other such reactionary schemes. The "new left" went
all out to mislead the upsurge with their talk of "student liberation"
and other well-worn pseudo-revolutionary reformist programmes.
But this movement could not be suppressed. It was a basic reflection of the fine revolutionary sentiments of the youth and
students. The motion and direction of the upsurge was against the
m·onopoly capitalist system as a whole, and in fact it was the beginning of a new era of struggle of the entire people against imperialism and revisionism. This fact was soon evident in the upsurge
that took place in the working class movement during the 1970s.
From the heart of this movement of the youth and students, and
representing·its most conscious and advanced elements, came the
Internationalists, forerunner of our Party. The Internationalists
arose put of the struggle against imperialism, capitalism and revisionism, and against the "new left" and other opportunist trends
that came up at that time to attempt to divert the movement. The
revolutionary youth and students who came forward to establish and
build the Internationalists represented those who saw the need to
adopt Marxism-Leninism, the revolutionary ideology of the proletariat, and concretely take up the task of re-building the MarxistLeninist- Party after its liquidation by the revisionists and the refusal of the so -called anti -revisionists to tc>ke on this responsibiiity _
As part of this work, the Internationalists built student movements in many universities and colleges, and throughout the late
1960's these led the upsurge of the students. Through their work
in leading actual struggles of the students in a number of colleges
and propagating the Marxist-Leninist line of the Internationalists
and Marxism-Leninism nationally through a number of "Learn from
the People" campaigns, the Internationalists established MarxistLeninist leadership and the supremacy of the Marxist-Leninist line
in the national student movement. This work provided an important
source of cadres to take Marxism-Leninism to the people at large,
and participate in re-building the Party. In January 1970, the
English Student Movement (ESM) was formed to consolidate and
fn,.ther the national Marxist-Leninist leadership that the then
English Communist Movement (Marxist-Leninist) {and later the Par!}')
was pr~viding_ to the student movement !h!:oughout this period_.
'T'h; .. rlecilliVP l:"ole that the F.n~>lish Stunent Movement played was
demonstrated in the development of the anti-fascist struggle in
the colleges. From the early days of the Student Movement a
number of local struggles were waged against fascist speakers in
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the colleges. In 1971/72, large-scale ideological work was done
nationally by ESM against fascist ideologues such as Eysenck. In
1972/73, ESM led a number of large and militant mass struggles
against Eysenck in London, Birmingham and Leicester. Through
this and other such programmes a situation was created by the end
of 1973 where the line of the ESM that "FASCISTS HAVE NO RIGHT
TO SPEAK" was taken up by the vast majority of students throughout the country. This was reflected in the resolution - callinl! for
the implementation of this programme using whatever means were necessary - which students forced the NUS to adopt in February 1974.
The Party cons1ders that it is now necessary to further organise
the student work. The existing situation is that the opportunists, in
particular the modern revisionists and trotskyites, have been doing
their utmost to liquidate all the revolutionary struggles of the
studet'lts, and liquidate the advances made under the Party's leadership in the early 1970s. Preaching their class collaborationist politics, they have capitulated to the right wing and its attempts
to regain influence in the student movement and even - in the
case of the modern revisionists -made open alliances with it. They
have attempted to reverse all the correct and just stands taken by
the students, such as on Ireland, the anti-fascist struggle, etc.
Despite the efforts of the opportunists to impose economist and
reformist boureeois politics on the students and their frank betrayal of various struggles, the students have escalated their resistance to the attacks of the bourgeoisie. They have fought against
the reactionary education system, and adopted various militant
tactics to back up their struggle on the economic and other fronts
for higher grants, etc., against racism and fascism, a~ainst the
cuts, etc. Students have increasingly come out in support of the
struggles of the working class. Overseas students have played
a militant role in all these strugjlles, as well as mobilising support
for the reyoiutionary struggles at home. _5}ver the issue of the
government's racist imposition of discriminatory fees, the overseas students fought militantly alongside the entire student body to
op~ae this. In a number ot areas the advanced sections of the
students have come forward in this period to take up MarxismLeninism and get organised under the Party's leadership.
The basic programme of the English Student Movement is as
follows:1, To organise support in the student movement for proletarian
socialist revolution, for the Party's line and programme and for
Marxism-Leninism. As an integral part of this programme, to
build the ESM and its local branches as a contingent of the Party in
the universities and colleges.
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To wage a fierce ideological struggle against all forms of opportunism,
Finally, to provide a reserve of cadres for the Party and to
organise students to actively support and participate in the programme of the local branches of the Party, thus in practice upholding the principle that it is only under the leadership of the
working class and its Party that students can make their contribution to the revolution.
,
2. To provide actual leadership to the various struggles of the
students against all the economic, political and ideological attacks
being launched against them by the bourgeoisie.
Also, through providing such leadership, to defeat in practice
the opportunists 1 programmes of betrayal.

*

* *

~~
The Party's policy concerning intellectuals who are not in educational institutions and who cannot join and participate in t:qe
programme of ESM is the f:>lbwing. Besides participating in the
basic work of the local units of the Party, these supporters should
apply the Party's line in their areas of professi:>nal work and develop revolutionary work and appropriate organisations in these
fields. "0 as to influence professional people on a wide scale in
support of the revolution and the Party.

* * * *

Anlongst other sections of the petit bourgeoisie, the Party's pr :>grammes will accord with the actual needs and situations in the
Party and in the revolutionary mass movement. The Party will always uphold the basic principle of the necessity for the proletariat
and its Party to mobilise and organise all sections of the working
people for revolution.

The Internationalists and the Party have always attached due importance to the question of org anising the youth. The English Internationalists consciously took the line of the Necessity for
Change Conference to the youth, as well as to the working class
and the national minorities. For a period a newspaper was pub..,
lished for youth entitled "English Revolutionary Youth".,~ and in some
local areas conc.rete organisational steps were taken to organise
the youth.
The life of the youth under the capitalist system is one of largescale unemployment, acute exploitation in the factories, a decadent
educational system, and a life devoid of prospects and future. The
agencies of the state carry out naked repression against the youth,
in order to try to quell their rebellious enthusiasm. The activities
of the police against the youth on the streets, in the clubs, etc.,
are concrete examples of this. Furthermore, the bourgeoisie are
going all out to attempt to divert and pacify the youth, with their
so-called "social schemes", punk rock, and other such reactionary
programmes. The bourgeoisie is also encouraging its organised
nazis to concentrate on the youth and attempt to mobilise sections
of them for fascism.
A tremendous revolt against all this injustice and fascist oppression is seething amongst the youth. This has been demonstrated by
their militant participation in the anti-fascist struggles, by the
recent upsurges in the struggles in the schools, and by the struggles
:wer the past decade and more in the colleges and universities. The
Party has a serious responsibility to continue to provide leadership
and organisation to the youth and students, taking up their revolutionary enthusiasm and spirit and uniting it with the drive, the aspirations and the leadership of the working class so as to direct it
along the path of socialist revolution.

ON THE QUESTION OF ORGANISING THE YOUTH

ON ORGANISING W0 .\1EN FOR PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION

The necessity of organising the youth is a further issue t:> be
taken up for solution. In the recent anti-fascist struggles in particular, wide sections of the youth and students have been taking a
forefront role, coming forward to make n:any sacrifices with
tremendous revolutionary spirit. The youth and students constitute
a great reserve for the revolution, a force with great revolutionary
enthusiasm which. armed with Marxism-Leninism and organised
under the leadership of the proletariat and its Party, can and will
make ·great contributions to the revolution and provide a source of
cadres for the Party.

Only with the complete :JVerthrow of the monopoly capitalist
aystem and the establishment of socialism can women achieve
their emancipation. Under capitalism, the vast majority of women
face double exploitation and oppression. They are exploited and
oppressed as part of the working class as a whole; they also suffer
further economic, political, cultural and ideological attacks as
a result of their particular position as women, For example, they
are expbited economically as a source of cheap labour; they are
Jl)lilically discriminated against; they are the target of bourgeois
and imperialist education and culture which teaches passivity and
subs e v1enc e on all fronts, the circumscription of woman's role
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to marriage, the family and the home.
With the decay of imperialism and the development of fascism,
monopoly capitalism more and more viciously attacks women,
attempting to degrade and dehumanise them, to turn them into
mere chattels. In so doing it attacks the working class to its very
core, attacking women, the family and men also.
The line of the so-called "women's liberation movement" however does not serve the emancipation of women. It promotes that
women should have the same aspirations as bourgeois men, or
that women should reduce and limit their struggle to gaining the
same "freedom" and "independence" as men. It strives to create
diversions in the working class movement, stating that the issue
is one of "men versus women" and not class against class, as well
as to discredit the cause of genuine women's emancipation. It promotes the reformist illusion that women's double oppression can be
reduced. within the capitalist system, to the "single" oppression
suffered by men. In fact both the double oppression of women and
the "single" ·o ppression of men are inescapable consequences of
the capitalist mode of production.
Emancipation of women can only be achieved as part of the emancipation of the working class and all oppressed people, through
proletarian socialist revolution. Hence the task of women is to
participate actively in revolution as part of the entire working class,
led by its Marxist-Leninist Party, to overthrow the imperialist
system.
In actively participating in the revolutionary movement certain
objective problems confront women. These include, amongst
others, the problem of caring for and bringing up children whilst
being involved in revolutionary politics, and of building•a communist family life and providing a communist education for the children. Under the leadersh!£ of the Pa.E_!y, the Little Red Guards was
established in Novemb'er 1977. This was an important step ill
s~lving the problem_9f how to educate the children in communism,
providing an £_rganisation where the_y can assist the Parry, learn
about revolution and make their contribution to the revolutionary
movement. This concretely assists parents and families who wr>nt: to
work full time in the revolutionary movement and who want to bring
up their children according to communi st principle.
The solving of the concrete problems of organising women for
proletarian revolution and genuine emancipation is an important
question that the Party has paid and will always pay serious
attention to, developing the necessary and appropriate programmes
and organisations to ensure this.
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The Party's Work on Culture
Since it·s inception as the English ln_ternationalists, the Party has
consistently upheld the importance of the question o~ culture. Culture
is part of the superstructure; it reflects the e~o~om1c base of a.
society. It is used by the imperialist bourgeo1s1e to protect theu
· base . Therefore culture does not stand above classes
but
econom1c
. .
is an important arena of class struggle between the bourgeo1s1e and
the proletariat.
.
Following W::>rld War 11, the imperialists, particularly t~e US .
imperialists, as part of their plans to dominate the worl~, mten.slfied their schemes to swamp the entire capitalist world w1th ~h~ lmperialist culture. Fostering parasitism and decay, egocen!r1c1~y,
passivity, mysticism, nihilism, detach.ment,. al.l the characte~lst
ics of the imperialist bourgeoisie, the lmpenah.st culture. s~nves
to enslave the working people and convert them 1nto the w1lhng servants of big capital. The fact that this culture is al~o one of the
most profitable sectors of the economy is a reflection of the parasitism and decay of the bourgeois class, which em~loys v~st human
and material resources in the business of propagating the1r degenerate ideology. This culture is presented as something "popular"
in an attempt to destroy the real aspirations of the people for
social emancipation and proletarian revolution.
The imperialist culture, in ideology, life style, social form,
ideas, literature, art, etc., represents the savage frontal attack
by the imperialist bourgeoisie on the culture and ~deology of t~e
working class on Marxism-Leninism, with the a1m of rendenng
the working ciass and people powerless to resist its on~laug~ts.
Consequently, the opposition to the imperialist culture 1s an mtegral part of the revolution, and one which can only rest on the
foundation of Marxism-Leninism. Lenin pointed out that:
"The Marxist doctrine is omnipotent because it is true. It is C·o mplete and harmonious, and provides men with an integral w~r.ld
conception which is irreconcilable with any form of supersbbon,
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reaction, or defence of bourgeois oppression. 11
F :>r the victory of the proletarian revolution and the triumph of
Marxism-Leninism it is absolutely necessary to continually fight
and repudiate imperialist culture and . ideology in a thoroughgoing
and systematic fashion.
As well as the struggle against imperialist culture and ideology,
an important task of the Party is the promotion of art and culture
that serves the development r:~f proletarian revolution. The proletariat and its Marxist-Leninist party develop revolutionary culture
;
to serve and advance the proletarian socialist revolution, as part of
the Party's programme, serving to assist in arousing the people for
revolutionary struggle and in arming them with the Party's MarxistLeninist line. Out of the revolutionary struggle of the working
people under Party leadership to achieve their historic mission
develops genuinely popular culture of revolution. This culture,
together with the revolutionary culture of the world proletariat and
the historical-revolutionary culture that has sprung from the revolutionary movements of the working class, is what constitutes our
revolutionary culture.
lxnperialist culture is used massively in the development of
fascism and to create the conditions for war. The Party's forerunner, the English Internationalists, took up the issue of imperialist culture in an all-sided way, exposing, for example, how the
imperialists float hundreds of ps~udo-sai.entific, metaphysical
ideas (such as the so-called "population explosion", fascist genetics,
etc., etc.) which distort reality and create the ideological basis
for all manner of fascist measures such as mass sterilisation,
euthanasia etc. Popularisation of fascist violence, sadism, bourgeois individualism, escapism and so on through war films, punk
rock, pornography, science fiction, crime fiction, etc., are all
part of this imperialist offensive.
The youth in particular are the target of this kind of attack: being
a skinhead, a punk, a mod or a rocker, or pelonging to some nazi
sect is presented as the way to break out of ''the system". Senseless
violence, degeneracy, prostitution, drug addiction, etc., are offered as an "alternative" to the oppressive life of bourgeois society,
which is characterised as "the Establishment". This is an attempt
to subvert the revolutionary aspirations and potential of the youth,
and spread confusion as to what the actual situation is, namely that.
the nature of the bourgeoisie and its state is violent and degenerate
and the only alternative is to take up the path of proletarian socialist
revolution.
The Internationalists took up the issue of imperialist culture in
the 1960s in the context of the struggle against modern revisionism,
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which had capitulated to imperialism over the whole front of culture,
as :m all other questions. In the 1960 s the modern revisionists and
trotskyites held that imperialist culture was "progressive", reflected the "rebellion" of the people against the "old establishment" and
was a reflection of "working class cult\lre". They became one of
the prime centres for the promotion of this imperialist culture within the working class movement. Today, the opportunists of various
hues are hard at work producing and prorr,oting plays, films, songs,
etc., .that regurgitate imperialist ideology using "left" phras~s, such
as their proni.oh:Jn of "punk rock" and the so-called "working class"
culture of merely highlighting evil symptoms of "the system". There
is nothing "revolutionary" about this culture. This "left" culture of
the opportunists is not a culture of class struggle and revolution,
but a culture of reformism and maintaining the rule of capital. The
issue is sharp and clear-cut: imperialism or proletarian revolution.
A radical break with imperialism is just as necessary in culture and
ideology as it is in politics and organisation. The "moving left'r
policy of the revisionists on the cultural front is nothing but the cultural expression of their " parliamentary road" and reformist programmes and is intended to obscure the actual nature and direction
of the class struggle. Just as the anti-fascist struggle must be
waged with the perspective of proletarian revolution, and not some
"anti-fascist reform" of the system, so in the field of culture there
can be no intermediate "progressive" culture which serves neither
the bourgeoisie nor the proletarian revolution. Only if this issue is
grasped can opportunism in culture be dealt with whatever forms
it adop~s.
The Party holds that culture is something that embraces social
form, personal relationships, family, dress, life-style, morality,
etc., etc., and not just art, literature, theatre, film, music and
the circumstances of their production and performance. The
Party's experience is that the revolutionary political work cannot
be.fullyconsolidatedunlessthesebasic issues of culture are resolved
and definite lines and policies put forward to transform them in a
t'ey-olutionary way. The necessity to make a thoroughgoing break
with the culture of imperialism, its life-styles, moral values,
social forms and art, has been upheld by the Party and its forerunners ever since the days of the Necessity for Change Conference
in 1967. As with the revisionists, trotskyites, etc., any compro_rnise on this issue, such as depicting some aspects of imperialist
eulture as harmless or "not entirely bad", represents opportunism in ideol-ogy and is bound to lead to opportunism in political
practice and line.
Throughout its history, the Party has paid attention to ensuring
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that appropriate progranunes and work are dev-oted to developing
the criticism and opposition t-o bourgeois/ imperialist culture, as
well as stage by stage, in the course of revolutionary struggle and
executing the P::.cty' s line and programme, developing new revolutionary culture lor the Party's -work and the revolutionary movement.
In 1970the English Student Movement held a conference :m literature
and art, and in 1972 a conference on culture was h"'ld under the slogan
"Seek Truth from Facts to Serve the People". Then in 1974 the
Party held a one-day conference with a group of artists who, under
the influence of the Party, were taking up the struggle against the
metaphysics and anarchism of the bourgeois avantgarde. As "progressive artists came forward as a result of the Party's work, the
issue of Party leadership and putting revolutionary politics in command (rather than culture, or anything else, in command) became
central to the work am::mg these sections of the people. It was in
the context of leading this struggle that the Party set up the Progressive Cultural Association (PGA) in 19'12.:
Over the past two years, in the course of setting up and leading the
work of PGA, the Party has taken further steps to solve various practical and theoretical questions relating to revolutionary art and culture.
It has done this in the course of criticising and defeating a number

of opportunist lines, such as that artists are "a special kind of
person", that they are "difficult" to organise, that they have to ''do
their own thing", or that in order to attract people, artistf have to
make some kind of compromise with the bourgeoisie, either as regards content or as regards form. Other such lines include the
idea that producing "revolutionary culture" is an activity in itself,
totally divorced from the needs of the Party and the revolutionary
movement,· or that cultural work is a ''special" kind of a~>tivity that
does not need to come under the leadership of the Marxist-Leninist
party, etc. In particular, the Party has fought against the "working class line" in art and culture which states that the way workers
live and what they produce in the way of art is inherently revolutionary; that anything the workers "like" must be progressive; that
the revolutionisation of art and culture is a secondary question;
that culture is. a separate activity from "politics" etc. All such
lines and views represent resistance to developing art and culture
to directly serve the revolution; they amount to hanging onto bourgeois _art and culture, allowing the continuation of bourgeois rule in this
sphere of life, and are incompatible with proletarian socialist revolution.
In April last year, the First Revolutionary Conference of the
PCA summed up these struggles and all the work and took a number
of decisions and practical organisational steps to concentrate and
develop further the cultural work of the Party. The main opportun-
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ist deviations were exposed and repudiated at the Conference, and
the role of the PCA as the Party's centre for cultural work was
further elaborated.
The ~onference put forward that the criterion for distinguishing
revoluhonary culture from opportunist culture is whether or not it
assists ,in actually taking revolutionary politics and ideology to the
people and assists in the whole process of organising the people for
revolution under Party leadership. For culture to do this it must
popularise the Party and its Marxist-Leninist line on all the issues
facing the working people, it must take to the people, and serve to
arm them with, revolutionary ideology and politics, MarxismLeninism, and it must be integrated with and spring from the
actual class struggles being led by the Party. PCA has to develop
culture which actually serves the all-round practical needs of the
rev·o lutionary movement and the Party. Revolutionary cultural work
and the activists concerned with its production and dissemination
are not separate from or above this movement; they are an integral
part of it, directly serving, and integrated with, all the Party's
work and programme and the class struggle against the bourgeoisie.
The Conference put forward the slogan "Destroy the old to build the
new" in order to stress that struggle and criticism against bourgeois
and :>pportunist culture is an absolute necessity in developing the
new revolutionary culture and that this struggle should be continually
waged and deepened.
Working people have cause to celebrate, and a duty to learn from,
the advanced achievements and struggles of the world 1 s proletariat
~nd people and the Conference upheld the responsibility of PCA to popularise these achievements, in particular to popularise the glorious
achievements of the Albanian people under the leadership of the
Party of Labour of Albania.
The overall line of the Conference was that our new culture and
art must serve the needs of the revolutionary movement and its
~arxist-Leninist Party.
With the solving of these basic problems, the Conference highlighted that the main emphasis in the work of PCA and in cultural
work in general is the development, production and dissemination
of new revolutionary culture, especially in music, theatre and film,
and through the PCA 's journal, in accordance with the needs of the
Party and the national and international revolutionary movement.
The Party will continue, at all times, to pay due attention to
developing its work on the cultural front, as an important auxiliary
in the Party's overall programme for organising the proletarian
volutionary movement.
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The situation in monopoly capitalist society is that the working
class and people live under a bourgeois dictatorship. Under this
dictatorship, exercised by means of the monopoly capitalist state
machine, the working class is denied all basic rights of ownership and control over the means of production, the fruits of their
labour, and the society at large. It is the power of capital that
rules and dominates the entire society; basic rights exist only for
the monopoly capitalists to exploit and plunder the working people
to make their maximum profits.
The capitalists came to power in the country with such slogans
as "freedom", "liberty" and "democracy", as part of their opposition to feudalism. But these slogans have~ been applied to
or meant for the working class and people. In fact, the only basic
difference, in terms of freedoms and rights, between workers
under capitalism and serfs under feudalism is that the workers have
the "right" to sell their labour power to the capitalists. They have
the right to "choose" who is to exploit and oppress them. Outside
of this "freedom", the workers still have no basic rights or freedams. They remain slaves, wage slaves, who are viciously exploited and who, in the words of Marx and Engels, live "only so
long as they find work, arid who find work only so long as their
labour increases capital."
In the course of history, as the struggle of the working class
against the bourgeoisie developed, the bourgeoisie at certain stages
of the struggle were forced to concede various legislation
concerned with granting certain so-called rights to the working
class. These "rights" have never changed the basic position of the
working class under the capitalist system or altered the nature of
the bourgeois dictatorship.
Even the meagre "rights" that the bourgeoisie were forced to .
concede were only gained after many years of the
fiercest
struggle and sacrifice by the proletariat. The bourgeoisie conceded

such "rights" only in order to attempt to diffuse the struggle of the
prole tariat and consolidate and maintain their state power. History
has shown that the bourgeoisie have never hesitated to attempt to
forcibly take away even these concessions whenever they have considered it necessary to their rule to do so, and will never hesitate
to do so in the future. History also shows that such turns towards
open fascism through the declaration of "a state of emergency",
martial law, etc., can take place with extreme rapidity. Thus fo:r"
instance, the bourgeoisie today are carrying out an all round
fascisation of their state, as they have done on occasions in the
past, withdrawing many of the supposed "rights" of the working
class, such as demonstrating, ·striking, picketing, etc., in order
to foist their crisis onto the backs of the workers and suppress the
mounting revolutionary movement.
Furthermore, history has also shown that," as soon as the bourgeoisie were forced to "grant" such concessions to .the working
class, they set about attempting to manipulate them so that they
actually served their own interests. Thus, for instance, as soon as
the bourgeoisie, after many decades of struggle, were forced by
the workers to concede the right to form trade unions, not only did
they set about implementing such measures as banning strikes and
pickets etc. to attempt to make their concessions a mere formality,
but they also set about buying off the leaders of the trade unions and
stage by stage turning the trade unions into their own instruments
for carrying out attacks on the working class.
These facts show that the rights of the working class under the
capitalist system are a sham. Bour g eois "democr<tcy" is a hoax
and a fraud for the working class and people. Whilst the proletariat
and its Party must fight resolutely for the maintenance and extension of such meagre "rights" as exist within bourgeois "democracy"·.
true and genuine proletarian democracy can only be and will only
be achieved with the overthrow of the bourgeois dictatorship and the
establishment of the socialist system under the dictatorship of
the proletariat.
The Marxist-Leninist party can have no illusions and has none
about bourgeois " democracy" and totally repudiates the revisionist
thesis as to the supposed "democratic or liberal aspect of the bourgeoisie". Tbe centre for this opportunist thesis are the modern reVisionists who assert that the British bourgeois state can be peacefully transformed into a proletarian state, that the British "democratic" system and eonstitution are such that socialism can be won
t h l' ou:h the ballot box, that the "democratic" nature of the British
bourgeoisie will mean that they will succumb to "mass pressure",
and that parliament is a basic instru1nent of democracy for the
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On Bourgeois ''Democracy " and the
Bourgeois Dictatorship

proletariat in the country and will continue to be so under socialism. They echo al( the bourgeoisie's propaganda concerning bourgeois "democracy" and attempt to create illusions in the working
class that basic democracy and rights exist or can be won under
the capitalist system, Being open collaborators and agents of the
bourgeoisie, the modern revisionists are attempting to bolster up
and prettify, right in the working class movement, the tattered
mask of bourgeois democracy. They are seriously attempting to
disarm the proletariat on all fronts for the mighty battles with the
bourgeoisie that are fast developing in the society. By so doing,
the modern revisionists are atte·mpting to achieve their aim of leading the working class on the road of further subjugation, attack and
oppression - an aim which the Marxist-Leninists must go all out
to defeat. In repudiating the revisionist theses and methods of work,
the Party states that there must be constant vigilance against all
their manifestations; the Party activists and the broad masses of
people must be constantly educated in the fraudulent nature of bourgeois democracy and against the treacherous features of the modern
revisionist line'S. The Party and its mass organisations must be
organised on the basis that there exists no basic democracy or
rights for the pr::>letariat under the m:mopoly capitalist system.
At the same time, as Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin const antly
explained, it is necessary for the Marxist-Leninist party to take
advantage of any legal conditions and rights that have been conceded,
however temporarily, by the bourgeoisie, and carry out legal work
on a nwnber of fronts. It is necessary to utilise these conditions
to the .maximum in order to further the work of the Party on specific fronts; this includes wide-scale distribution and propaganda,
::>r standing in elections when and where appropriate, etc., etc.
In carrying out this legal work, it is crucial that the basic nature
of the revolution and bourgeois "democracy" be kept to the fore,
firmly opposing all opportunist ideas which get the principles of the
necessity of legal work caught up in social democratic illusions
about the bourgeois dictatorship. Therefore the legal work itself
cannot be organised on a social democratic basis, and, when part i c i pating in this kind of work, due preparations, both ideological
and o r ganisational, must be made to ensure that it develops on a
Mar.xist- Leninist basis.
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The Struggle of the Welsh and Scottish
People and the Proletarian Revolution
in Britain
The Party fully supports the struggle of the Welsh and Scottish
people against national and class oppression. The Party considers
that the Scottish and Welsh working class and people comprise
definite nationalities, within t}:le British working class and people,
who have been ruthlessly colonised, deprived of their national
rights and turned into cheap labour for British monopoly capitalism.
Scotland and Wales are nations within the state of Britain. They
became so as a result of brutal annexation and colonisation by the
English colonialists in the 16th Century and onwards.
The Scottish and Welsh working people suffer double exploitation
at the hands of British monopoly capitalism. First and fbr~most,
they suffer exploitation and oppression as sections of the British
working class and people. Secondly, they suffer national oppression,'
discrimination against them on the economic and political fronts,
and the suppression of their national culture, language and way of
life. These attacks on the national rights of the Welsh and Scottish
working people are aimed at the working class and other oppressed
sections of the people, The big bourgeoisie do not suffer such
national oppression; the bourgeoisie of Se otland and Wales have
long since been fully incorporated into the British monopoly
capitalist class.
The Party c -o nsiders that the c::>rrect and only path for the ending
of the class and national oppresshn facing the Scottish and
Welsh working class and people is with the English working class,
ls one class, the British working class, with all oppressed sections
of the people unified around it, under the leadership of~ Party.
The task to be accomplished is to overthrow the source and basis
of both the class oppr e ssion of the entire British working class and
people and the national oppression of the Scottish and Welsh working people; the British monopoly capitalist class, and establish
a proletarian state of the British working class. The Party upholds
that it is onlv under such a state that the national rights of the
Scottish and .Welsh working people will ever be fully respected and
upheld.
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The Party considers that this basic line accords with the wishes
and aspirations of the Scottish and Welsh working people. This
was the line taken up in the 1920s, when the vast majority of the
advanced sections of the Scottish and Welsh working class came
forward with the advanced sections of the English working class to
build the then revolutionary Communist Party of Great Britain for
the entir~ British working class.
The Party is totally opposed to the great power chauvinism of
the labour aristocracy and sections of the opportunists who state
that there is no issue of national oppression facing the Scottish and
Welsh people, and that there is no issue of the working class
having to solve the historical question of the national rights of the
two peoples.
The Party is equally opposed to the bourgeois, narrow nationalist
line that attempts to divert the Scottish and Welsh people away from
striking at the cause of both their class and national oppression,
the British monopoly capitalist class. This line promotes that their
future does not lie with the entire British working class, but instead
that the'ir struggle should be to first establish an "independent"
Scotland or Wales within the British monopoly capitalist system
(i.e., devolution government) or to establish separate national
states (either under monopoly capitalism or socialism).
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Unity with the Irish Working Class
and Small Farmers and our Sister Party,
the Co1nmunist Party of Ireland
(Marxist-Leninist) : On the Relations
Between the Two Revolutions
Led by their Respective Parties
The Party upholds the crucial importance of the British working
class and people actively supporting the struggle of the Irish people
for national liberation against British imperialism and for class
emancipation from all forms of capitalism. It holds that the British
proletariat must be mobilised in support of the slogan BRI TISH
IMPERIALISM GET OUT OF IRELAND! and that all of British
imperialism's economic, political and military domination of the
country must be actively opposed by the British working class.
The British working class must oppose all of the British bourge::>isie's anti-Irish propaganda, oppose all of the racist attacks
carried out against the Irish community in Britain by the state and
demand the C::>mplete and total end of British imperialism's connection in Ireland, The Party has consistently developed this work
in an all-sided manner, one aspect being the formation of the Irish
Support and Friendship Committee.
In supporting the struggle of the Irish people, the Party upholds
the necessity of the British proletariat actively supporting the leadership of the Irish workers and small farmers, their Marxist-Leninist
Party, the Communist Party of Ireland (Marxist-Leninist). It is
necessary to uphold the line and programme of the CPI{M-L), to
take and explain this programme to the Party's membership and to
the working class as a whole. Unity with the Irish workers and
small farmers, support for their struggles against British imperial•
ism and Irish monopoly capitalism, and support for their MarxistLeninist leadership, must be an active stand, an important component part of the programme of the Marxist-Leninist Party in Britain.
In the course of the development of the rev::>lutions in Ireland and
Britain, the two Marxist-Leninist Parties have built the most pro-
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found unity and the closest links with each other. The Party has,
over the years, received considerable ~upport and assistance ::m
many fronts from the CPI(M-L), first ' in establishing the English
Internationalists and in strengthening and building the MarxistLeninist centre in Britain. The Party has likev.ise given assistance
to the CPI(M-L) on a nwnber of fronts. This close cooperation and
unity with our sister Party is something that the Party will always
cherish, uphold and strengthen. It is a basic reflection and manifestation of th~ close and unbreakable unity that exists between the
British .working class and the Irish workers and small farmers.
ON THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TWO REVOLUTIONS
It is necessary to consider what are the Marxist-Leninist principles on the relation between the British and Irish revolutions.
Marx pointed out:
"For a long time I believed that it would be possible to overthrow
the Irish regime by English working class ascendancy. I always expressed this viewpoint in the New York Tribune. Deeper study has
now convinced me of the opposite. The English working class will
never accomplish anything until it has got rid of Ireland."

Lenin says:
"At first Marx thought that Ireland would be liberated, not by the
national movement of the oppressed nation, but by the working class
movement :>f the oppressing nati:m ••••• However, it turned out that
the British working class fell under the influence of the Liberals for
quite a long time •••• The bourgeois liberation movement in Ireland
grew str:>nger and assumed revolutionary forms. Marx reconsidered
his view and corrected it. 1How disastrous it is for a nation when it
has subjugated another nation. 1 The British working class will
never be free until Ireland is freed from the British yoke. Reaction
in Britain is strengthened and fostered by the enslavement of Ireland •••• If capitalism had been overthrown in Britain as quickly
as Marx first expected, there would have been no room for a bourge-ois-democratic and general national movement in Ireland. But
since it had arisen, Marx advised the British workers to support it,
to give it a revolutionary impetus and lead it to completion in the
interests of their own liberty."
1

Thus in Marx s time he considered on the basis of the concrete
historical conditions that rather than Ireland having to obtain her
freedom as a result of the victory of the socialist revolution in
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Britain, the situation was that the British workers could not achieve
victory in their struggle with:>ut the liberation of Ireland, and that
therefore it was vital for their own revolution for British workers
to support the national liberation struggle of the Irish people. Our
party considers that this analysis, based on the concrete conditions
of Marx's time, is valid also today, in the concrete conditions of
today. For this reason, while it is true that the support of the proletariat of Britain and of all lands is an indispensable factor for the
success of the Irish revolution, it is not true that for the Irish
revolution to succeed it is necessary for the proletarian sociali9t
revolution to take place in Britain. The development of the Irish
working class, the traditions of armed revolutionary struggle of
the Irish people, the decay of British imperialism, the expansion of
the prospects for anti:..imperialist revolutions of small countries in
the world today, the existence and strengthening of the MarxistLeninist Party, etc. - all these mean that the possibility of the
overthrow of British imperialist rule in Ireland prior to the victory
of suc1al1Sm in Britain is not excluaed. Any thinking to the contrary has the effect of placing a brake :>n the revolutionary initiative
of the Irish people and represents in its effects succwnbing to the
"great power" demagogy of British imperialism.
'fhe revolution in Britain is proletarian socialist revolution
against British monopoly capitalism, while the revolution in Ireland is also proletarian socialist revolution against the British imperialists and Irish monopoly capitalist class, but with the first
item on the agenda being the working class leading the people to
overthrow British imperialist domination and establish a nationally
independent, reunified People's Republic . Britain is an oppressing
nation, and Ireland is an oppressed nation, and on this concrete
particularity the unity of the two peoples is founded. As Lenin
pointed out:
"The pr o letariat of the oppressing nations •••. must demand freed:>m of p:>litical secession for the colonies and nations that are
oppressed by 'its' nation", while "the Socialists of the oppressed
nations must particularly fight for and put into effect complete and
absolute unity, including organisational unity, between the wor~ers of the oppressed nation and the workers of the oppressing nation.

*
The CPE(M-L) rep4diates all varieties of bourgeois and opportunist thenries on the national question and on the relation between the
Marxist- Leninist Par tics in Britain and Ireland. Thus, for example,
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it totally opposes the revisionist theory upheld by the "Cornrn.unist"

Party of Great Britain of the British party being the "mother"
party to the parti~s in the colonial and neo -colonial count;ries, including Ireland, as instanced by the proposal of the revisionist
leadership in earlier years for a congress of Cornrn.unist Parties
of the "Cornrn.onwealth", and by the interference of the revisionists
both in the old party in Ireland and in the national movement. This
is "great power" chauvinism and entirely contrary to the Leninist
principles outlinad above. Similarly, the CPE(M-L) repudiates the
trotskyite theory of a sit}gle party for Britain and Ireland. The
CPE(M-L) repudiates the' theory put forward by the trotskyites and
others that the reason the British working Class should support the
Irish people is because the repression being developed in Ireland
will otherwise be used in Britain. It is the proletarian internationalist duty of the British working class to support the struggles of the
Irish people. In point of fact, only by supporting the Irish people
and the people of the whole world, can the British working class
bring about the proletarian socialist revolution in Britain. Whilst
~he British proletariat must wage struggle against all repression,
1ts support for the Irish people is not a question of and is not from
the standpoint of "avoiding repression" per se. In any case such
repression is occurring against the British workers at the present
time and it will certainly increase as the class contradictions in
Britain intensify.
The CPE(ML) further opposes the nee-revisionist theories and
practice in relation to Ireland which are characterised by:
1. ~x~ending .g~neral "support" to the Irish people but, contrary to
Lemmsm, fa1hng to do so through recognising and supporting the
Marxist-Leninist party in Ireland;
2. Providing lip service to supporting the Irish people but failing
concretely to agitate in support of the national liberation struggle;
3. Opposing the national liberation struggle, branding the petitbourgeois nationalist forces, who combat the terrorism of British
imperialism through the erroneous tactic of terrorism! as "fascist".

THE MARXIST-LENINIST PRINCIPLE OF ONE PARTY FOR EACH
COUNTRY
The question of the necessity of separate parties for Britain and
Ireland depends on the Marxist-Leninist principle of there being one
party for each country.
Owipg to the manner of development of capitalism the world is
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divided into nations and, whilst ea pi tal continually transcends national _boundaries, this has the effect of exacerbating not eliminating contradictions between nations and nationalities. Hence the abolition
of national division cannot be achieved except through the overthrow of capitalism and the development of socialism and communism. Consequently the proletariat, whose principle is thoroughly internationalist, must nevertheless deal with the problem of
organising the socialist revolution in the context of existing national
boundaries.
However, nations are comprised into various national or multinational states. The existence of these states on the one hand gives
rise to the tendency to break down nationalities and form a single
national life based on the integrated economic life while on the other
hand it forces the proletariat of the different nationalities into a
comm.on struggle against the exploiting classes whose state it is.
Thus there arises a specific cornrn.on motion of the whole society,
distinct from that of any other state. From these circumstances
arises the necessity of organising revolution on the basis of existing states. The problem of organising revolution in each country
has its own particularity based on the particular relation of classes
and nationalities. Whilst the proletariat of each country depends on
the support of the proletarians of all countries, no revolution i,;
totally dependent on any other. It is on this basis that the MarxistLeninist principle of one vanguard party of the proletariat in each
country arises.
The proletariat of each country has its own separate leadership
while the proletariat of each country supports the proletariat'of
every country. Hence, the principles of fraternal assistance and
proletarian internationalism on the one hand and, on the other, of
one Marxist-Leninist party and one revolution relying on its own
efforts in each country.
The Seventh All-Russian Conference of the Russian SocialDemocratic Labour Party in April 1917 adopted a resolution which
concluded:
"The interests of the working class demand the amalgamation of
the workers of all the nationalities of Russia into comm.on proletarian organisations, political, trade union, cooperative, cultural and
so forth. Only such amalgamation of the workers of the various
nationalities into cornrn.on organisations will permit the proletariat
to wage a successful struggle against international capital and
bourgeois nationalism."
Stalin pointed out at this Conference:
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"We have still to settle the question of how to organise the proletariat of the various nations (in Russia) into a single, common
party. One plan is that the workers should be organised on national
lines - so many nations, so many parties. That plan was rejected
by the Social Democrats. Experience has shown that the organisation of the proletariat of a given state on national lines tends
only to destroy the idea of class solidarity. All the proletarians
<;>f all the nations in a given state must be organised in a single,
indivisible proletarian collective.
"Thus, our views on the national question can be reduced to the
following propositions:
a) Recognition of the right of nations to secession;
b) Regional autonomy for nations remaining within the given state;
c) Special legislation guaranteeing freedom o{ development for
national minorities;
d) A single, indivisible proletarian collective, a single party, for
the proletarians of all nationalities of the given state."
In applying the above considerations to Britain and Ireland it can
be seen that in the conditions of a single state of UK and Ireland,
it would, under definite conditions, not be inappropriate to organise on the basis of a single party with certain definite organisational
principle~. For example, the Executive Committee of the Comintern passed, on the basis of the recommendations of the Second
Congress of the Comintern and on the special appeal of Lenin, a
resolution calling for a unity congress to include all communist
groups and organisations of Great Britain and Ireland:
"In Britain, a single Communist Party must be organised on the
basis of the decisions of the Second Congress of the Communist
International. To achieve this in the space of four months a
general congress of the communist groups and organisations of
Great Britain and Ireland must be summoned. In this congress
there must participate
1) The United Communist Party,
Z) The Communist Party (BSTI),
3) The Shop Stewards,
4) The Scottish Communist Group,
5) The Welsh Groups,
6) The Irish Communists (on a federal basis),
7) The Socialist Labour Party,
8) The left wing of the Inde pendent Labour Party. "

when the "United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland" was a
single state, and even then it is to be noticed that Lenin advocated
Irish membership on a federal basis.
The massive upsurge in the nati:Jl'l al liberati:m struggle of the
Irish people during and immediately after the first imperialist
w:>rld wa;r led to the break up of the so-cal~tl "United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland." A new bourgeois state, formally
!ndependent from Britain but neo-colonially dependent on it, was
formed in Ireland. This state laid claim to the entire tli:irty-two
counties of Ireland in accordance with the whole history of Ireland
as a single nation and in accordance with the wishes of the· entire
nation with the exception of a handful of national'traitors. However,
in order to continue its plunder of the Irish people, the British imperialists forcibly partitioned the country, arbitrarily truncated
Ireland to a twenty-six county state and annexed six counties as a
direct colony into the so-called "United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland". This colony was administered through the
colonial government at Stormont on the basis of special colonial
legislation. Thus there arose the situation where there are now
two states: England, Scotland and Wales constitute a unitary state
of Britain, comprising the English, Welsh and Scots nationalities;
Ireland constitutes a state which is arbitrarily truncated, part of
its territory and its people being forcibly annexed as a col:my by
Britain. The Party is completely opposed to the theory of "two
nations", or two states, in Ireland and does not recognise the socalled "United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland".
From these considerations there arises the principle of one
Marxist-Leninist Party for Britain, one for Ireland.

On the basis of the principles of Marxism-Leninism, of fraternal
assistance and proletarian internationalism on the one hand and of
one Marxist-Leninist F-arty in each country on the other - it is on
this basis that the relations of our two sister Parties have been
based and will always continue to be based. It is on this basis that
our Party pledges itself to furthering the unity between our two
peoples, to furthering the unity between our two sister Parties and
to furthering the support for the heroic struggle of the Irish workers
and small farmers, led by their Marxist-Leninist party, against
British imperialism and Irish monopoly capitalism, for national and
class emancipation.

This was put forward in particular circumstances and at a time
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16

On the

Question of Uniting with
Marxist-Leninists Outside the Party and.
Dealing with the Neo-Revisionists
The first principle that the Party has upheld throughout is that
the CPE(ML) is the Marxist-Leninist Party of the proletariat. The
CPE(ML) arose from the ECM(ML) and this in turn came fr~m the
English Internationalists which was founded in August 1967. Since
the inception of this movement, the M1~.rxist-Leninist centre has
grown and strengthened, and the CPE(ML) was founded in 1972 "as
the genuine Marxist-Leninist Party in the country. The CPE(ML)
has never entered and will never enter into any discussions or
programmes on the basis of liquidating this glorious Party, its
history and Marxist-Leninist line. The .e.utir_~ pers~g_i_ve of the
Party is that it is the Party which is going_to lead, which is leading
the British working class in proletarian socialist revolution, and that
ther: is no other group or organisation in the country which is going to •
prov1d~ the necessary Marxist-Leninist leadership for this revolution.
The second principle is that there must be~ and only one Marxist-Leninist centre in any country. The situation whereby there
are individuals and organisations outside the Party who are at least
claiming to be Marxist-Leninists is a situation that the Party has
always considered ·as its responsibility to deal with and resolve. It is
necessary for the proletarian party to ensure that these groups or
individuals either become associated and united with the Party or
their line and organisation is exposed as being against Marxis~
Leninism, so that there is no basis of unity with them.
This question of there being one Marxist-Leninist headquarters
in the country is a very basic question for the success of the
British revolution. In this our Party is in accord with the words
of Comrade Enver Hoxha who stated at the 7th Congress of the
PLA that "Facing a savage enemy of many faces, who strives to
infiltrate our ranks by all manner of means, the Marxist-Leninist
parties also thoroughly understand the need which the working class
of each country has for unity, for a truly revolutionary leadership,
its Marxist-Leninist Party, of which there is only one, because
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Marxism-Leninism is only one and the proletarian-s have no differing
opposing interests among themselves."
Ever since its inception as the Internationalists, the Party has
carried out its responsibilities in dealing with groups and individuals
outside its ranks who claim to be Marxist-~eninist.
It has always taken an open and resolute stand against neo-revisionism, as it has done against all forms of oppo.r tunism. In fact,
the Internationalists grew up out of the struggle against, not only
the betrayal by the modern revisionists, but also against the lines
and methods,.of work of the neo-revisionists. The historic Necessity
for Change Conference, in 1967, which culminated with the forming
of the English Internationalists, represented such a fierce struggle
against neo-revt'l!lionism, in particular against all its lines such as
the "impossibility of rebuilding the Party" "the impossibility of
taking Marxism -Leninism back to the wor)<ers, youth and students",
"the impossibility of leading the people's struggles", "the backwardness of the British working class", agamst its opposition to the
psurge of the youth and student movement and against the pro.ramme of the anti-revisionists of merely "developing more
theory" and engaging in sideline and factional polemics against
one another. It was at this conference that the English Internati.onalists recognised that there was no force in the country capable of
taking up or willing to take up the task of re building the proletarian
party; at this conference the English Internationalists took upon
themselves the solemn task of carrying out this decisive undertaking. Throughout the Party's history, it has always taken ~uch a
11tand and never compromised on its opposition to and struggle
gainst neo-revisionist lines, methods of work and organisation. It
has upheld that the unity of all Marxist-Leninist forces must be
around the Marxist-Leninist line and policy of the British revolution
and in opposition ~o all forms of opportunism.
At the same time, the Party has also always encouraged, between
serious groups and or·ganisations which claim to be Marxist-Leninist
and which participate in the revolutionary struggle, a spirit of
meeting to discuss and clarify lines, seeking possibilities of resolving differences and attempting to unite on specific practical
programmes in the struggle against monopoly capitalism. Whilst
never capitulating or compromising on its Marxist-Leninist line, the
Party has consistently upheld the spirit of organisations attempting
to reach agreement on the fundamental issues of -the revolution, and
not letting secondary and other differences harm the unifying of the
Marxist-Leninist forces. It is by engaging in such a process that
the Party has been able, stage by stage over the past 11 years, to
C:reate a situation whereby a) all genuine Marxist-Leninists can be
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unified and united with around the Party and b) basic differences
between Marxism-Leninism and neo-revisionism can be exposed to
the members and supporters of various organisations and to the
working class movement as a whole.
Thus, in carrying out this work, the Party has opposed the two
basic erroneo~s lines on unifying the Marxist-Leninist centre as
follows:
1) Narrow sectarianism, which states that it is sufficient merely
to declare all forces outside the Party sham and counter-revolutionary and declare that no attention whatever should be paid to them by
the Marxist-Leninist Party. The Party has always considered that
the problem of groups and individuals outside the Party could
never be resolved simply by declaration or by ignoring them. The
proletarian party, to deserve its name as such, cannot remain on
the sidelines on this question, but must take an active stand to deal
with and resolve the problem.
2) The right opportunist line which upholds "unity at all costs" and
"unity on the basis ::>f 'rev::>lutionary' the :ny abne"_::>r
"unity by declaration". This line completely ignores the fact that
unity must be based on revolutionary theory and practice, clarifying
and resolving basic questions of the revolution and strengthening
the single Marxist-Leninist line and policy for the British revolution.
It negates the principle that unity of the Marxist-Leninist forces can
only be built and forged in the struggle against the monopoly capitalist class and for socialist revolution and in the struggle against
opportunism ::>fall hues. This "unity for unity's sake", and "unity"
in isolation from furthering the common struggle against the enemy,
can only bring about a situation where the Marxist-Leninist line
becomes compromised and revisionist and neo-revisionist tendencies
are brought into the Marxist-Leninist centre.
Furthermore, the experience of the · British communist movement
over the past 13 years has shown that this kind of "unity" is geared
to perpetuating all of the factional lines, petty fiefdoms and basic
sectarian attitudes of various groups. Any such unity by its very
nature can only be short-lived and lead to fiercer and more extensive splits and divisions occurring. This line, in fact, has been
seen to be one of actually obstructing the genuine uniting of the
Marxist-Leninist ·forces. It has been raised consistently over the last
13 years by certain groups every time their existence. has become
more threatened in order to try to avoid either being forced into
agreement around the Marxist-Leninist line and organisation or
e..xposed as having no interest in leading the revolution.
In applying these principles to the vanous organisations claiming
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to be Marxist-Leninist, and deciding to what extent the possibility
of unity exists, the Party has always been guided by the line and
practice of each group separately, studying this in relationship to the
stage and state of the revolutionary movement at any particular time.
The Party .is confidfmt that by upholding its Marxist-Leninist line
and practice on the British revolution, persisting in dealing witR and
sorting out all those individuals and groups outside the ranks of the
party who claim to be Marxist-Leninist, the situation in the next
few years will be clarified even further, and greater advances will
be made in unifying all the. genuine Marxist-Leninist forces around
the party, and in further exposing in the communist and workers•
movement all the sham Marxist-Leninist individuals and organisations which represent nothing but another form of opportunism in
the working class movement.
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~re different in each country and which we must be able to discover,

17
The Party Will Play its Role to the Full
in Strengthening the International
Marxist - Leninist Communist Movement
WORKERS OF ALL COUNTRIES, UNITE !
The slogan raised by Comrades Marx and Engels in the "Communist Manifesto" - WORKERS OF ALL COUNTRIES, UNITE! is a basic principle guiding the Marxist-Leninists and proletarians
throughout the world. The Party's key task is to lead the revolution in Britain, and this revolution must be carried through as part
and parcel of the revolution of the workers and oppressed people
throughout the world to overthrow irnperiali'Srn and all reaction on
a world-wide scale. The Party considers that all genuine MarxistLeninists are also internationalists. They are linked by the ideology
of Marxism-Leninism and by the common cause of the world's
people, with the revolutionary centre in every other country. This
basic principle of Marxism- Leninism has to be actively implemented by building and strengthening the close cooperation between
Marxist-Leninist parties and organisations throughout the world,
and thus strengthening the International Marxist-Leninist Communist Movement - a task which is of' crucial importance for the world's
people.
In each country there must be and can only be one Marxist-Leninist party. This party leads the revolutionary struggle in the country,
and to do this it must be based on Marxism-Leninism, fully mobilise all the forces for revolution in that country, rely on its ?Wn
re sources and on the strength and wi adorn 'J f the working class and
revolutionary masses in the country. It must rely on its own
analysis, based on the application of the universal truths of Marxism-Leninism, of the particularity of the class struggle in the
country and develop its strategy and tactics for successfully leading it to victory. No one else can do this. As Lenin said, communists have to learn "to apply the general principles of communism
to the specific relations between classes and parties, to the specific
features in the objective development towards communism, which

udy and predict."
~he second point is that the Party upholds the Marxist-Leninist
princ1 ple of proletarian internati onalism. This proletarian internati~:>nalisrn 1s based firstly on each Marxist-Leninist party solving
the strategy and tactics of the revolution in its own country; and
eecondly on actively building and strengthening the unity with the
other Marxist-Leninist parties in the International Communist
Mgvernent and actively supporting all the revolutionary struggles
of the world's people. The struggle of the workers and oppressed
people throughout the world is one struggle, a common struggle for
the victory of communism, and the Party must seriously share its
revolutionary experience with, and learn from, the other MarxistILeninist parties and in an all round way strengthen the International
t,{arxist-Leninist Communist Movement, which serves, not only to
·tr •'n"lhcn the Marxist-Leninist movement internationally, but also
1 "1.i::mally in each and every country.
The call of Marx and Engels, WORKERS OF ALL COUNTRIES,
'UNITE! , points to the unity of the international working class in
their common struggle against imperialism and all reaction, whose
•tirnate goal is the establishment of communism, the classless
saci ety and the abolition of all national boundaries. The struggle
atween proletariat and bourgeoisie rages throughout the world.
It is a fight to the death over which system for the world: capitalism and imperialism or socialism. The imperialist bourgeoisie
) f an · s es internationally against the international proletariat; the
evi i onists do likewise. The organising of the proletariat internati:>nally is an essential task to ensure the victory, on a world wide
ICale, over the forces of imperialism. So proletarian internationalism is a fundamental principle of Marxism; WORKERS OF ALL
NTRIES, UNITE ! is a fundamental principle of Marxism.
The dialectical relationship between parties' self-reliance and
their internationalism is summed up by Lenin:
,,There is one, and only one, kind of real internati::malism, and that
is working whole-heartedly for the development of the revolutionc..ry
uggle in one's own country, and supporting (by propaganda, sympathy and material aid) this struggle, this, and only this, line, in
~ery country without exception".
This is the direct opposite of the so-called "internationalism" of
the loviet modern revisionists who, under such slogans as "international dictator ship 3f the proletariat", interfere in the affairs
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of other parties and c:mntries in an attempt to take away their
self-reliance and make them submit b revisionism, b disarm
them and leave them defenceless against Soviet social imperialism.
With similar abuse of Marxist terms, the Chinese revisionists are
now calling for an "internationalism" which, under the hoax of a
so-called "world united front" against one or two superpowers,
negates the decisive fact that the proletariat and its party in each
country has to overthrow its own bourgeoisie, and that this is its
primary contribution to the defeat of the imperialist system on a
world scale. In place of this they preach outright class collaboration. These kinds of "internationalism" are complete distortions
of the Leninist principle of proletarian internationalism.
The -other, "opposite" distortion negates internationalism with the
slogan "internationalism begins at home", which implies that as
long as you are fighting the bourgeoisie at home you are automatically doing your internationalist duty and so there is no need for the
Marxist-Leninist parties to actively build the International MarxistLeninist Communist Movement. Marx scathingly opposed this line
~hen it was advanced in the Gotha programme of the German
party in 1875. To the programme's pious phrase: "The working
class strives for its emancipation first of all within the framework of the present-day nati.onal state, conscious that the necessary
results of its efforts, which are common to the workers of all
civilised countries, will be the international brotherhood of peoples",
Mar:x:'s retort was: "The internationalism of this programme stands
infinitely below that of the Free Trade Party. The latter also
asserts that the result of its efforts will be 'the international
brotherhood of peoples.' But it also does something to make trade
international, and by no means contents itself with the consciousness that the peoples are carrying on trade at home!"
The concentrated expression of proletarian internationalism is in
the unity and cooperation of Marxist-Leninist parties. This cooperation must be built in an active and practical way -for example,
sending delegations, holding joint meetings, -issuing joint statements, holding bilateral and multilateral meeting s to discuss
common problems, and giving practical and political support.
No matter what the stage of the revoluti::>n or size of the MarxistLeninist brces in any particular country, whether its immediate
aim is national liberation or socialist. revolution, it is the proletarian revoluti::>naries and genuine Marxist-Leninist organisations
that the Party upholds and supp:>rts. In tn~se countries where no
Marxist-Leninist party yet exists, the Party supports various
national liberation organisations, for the movement they are leading
is objectively against imperialism, is in the interests of the people
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and is a component part and necessary stage of the proletarian
socialist revolution. At the same time the Party upholds the line
that it is only with the leadership of the working class and its
Marxist- Lenini st party that the liberation struggles of the people
in the colonies and neo-colonies can be led through to total victory.
Lenin said:

"We, as communists, should and will support bourgeois liberation
m::>Vements in the colonies only when they are genuinely revolu _
tionary, and when their exponents do not hinder our work of educating and organising in the revolutionary spirit the peasantry and
the masses of the exploited".
Proletarian internationalism means active support on many fronts
for the rev.o lutionary struggles of the people throughout the world.
It means all-round and whole-hearted support for and popularisation of the genuine socialist countries, which at this time
means the People's Socialist Republic ·Of Albania. The establishknent of S·O cialism is the highest achievement of the international
proletariat, and the socialist countries are a mighty base area
for the working and oppressed people and their Marxist-Leninist
p.-. rll vs throughout the world.
The Party of Labour of Albania is in the forefront of the struggle
.ainst imperialism and revisionism of all hues and in defence of
the purity of Marxism- Leninism and proletarian internationalism.
The PLA, and the great bastion of socialism that the Albanian
people are building under the leadership of this Party, have the
lltholehearted support of our Party and of all genuine MarxistLeninist parties in the international movement.

HISTORICAL STRUGGLE TO BUILD THE INTERNATIONAL
COMMUNIST MOVEMENT
At different stages in its history the International Comcrnnist
Movement has assumed different forms and taken appropriate
measures to solve definite problems. In the 1840s the proletarian
'evolutionary movem e nt was scattered, with no coherent philosophy
and political program,1e. Marx and Engels joined the underground
Comm•.mist League in 1847, bringing science and consciousness
to the proletarian rev olutionary movement, and fighting all the
urgeois socialist trends that were continually trying to disintegrate it. Out of this struggle came the "Communist Manifesto" of
1 848 which gave the call WORKERS OF ALL COUNTRIES, UNITE~
and proclaimed the internationalist character of the proleta ria n
Trl•)v~rn ent. The Comm•.mist League fulfiller! a rlefinite historical
need for the proletariat.
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With the onset of reactlon in 1850, the working class suffered
a serious setback. In 1864 Marx and Engels set up the International
Workingmen's Association, the First International, in order to
weld together the proletarian forces and regroup them. They saw
that the proletarian revolution would only develop successfully
if
it was based on its own consistent ideology, Marxism, and that the
workers had to be won over from the various ideological trends
that were current in various countries, particularly those of
Proudhon, Lassalle and Bakunin. Again, this was a definite historical necessity for the proletariat.
By 1874 the International Working Men's Association had gone
as far as it could in achieving this, and the decision was taken to
dissolve it. Marx wrote:
.
.
"The international activity of the working classes does not 1n any
way depend on the existence of the International Working Men's
Association. This was only the first attempt to create a central
organ for that activity; an attempt which was a lasting success on
account of the impulse it gave but which was no longer realisable in
its first historical form after the fall of the Paris Commune".
Because of the work of the First International and the rapid
growth of the working class movement, by the 1880~ a numb_er . of
mass working class socialist parties had been estabhshed. W1thm
the s.,, bourgeois trends of reformism and utopianism were a~tiv:. Once
again there was a concrete need for an inter~ational organ~sahonal
form with the aim of consolidating the workmg class parhes and
stre;gth~ning their Marxist ideological basis •. To c_arry this_ out, .
Engels led the founding of the Second International m 1889, m wh1ch
Marxism was the dominant ideology. Bourgeois trends in the working class m;>vement were becoming isolated.
WORKERS OF ALL COUNTRIES, UNITE~ was again the call of
the Second International, but after the death of Engels, the leadership of the International was usurped by opportunism. In ~914, at
the outbreak of the imperialist war, they iss~ed the reactionary
social-chauvinist slogan of "defence of the fatherland" in direct
opposition to the proletarian internationalist slogan of converting
the imperialist war into a revolutionary civil war. These "leaders"
betrayed Marxism in an all-round way and seriously disrupted the
international communist and working class movement.
Out of the struggle against the renegades of the Second Internnational, waged by Marxist-Leninists the world over, led by Comrade Lenin and the Bolshevik Party, the Third International (the
Comintern) was set up in 1919 under the leadership of Lenin.
The Comintern was formed with the definite task of founding
new Communist Parties in many countries, parties genuinely

independent ·Of the bourgeoisie, founded on revolutionary
Marxism and nothing else. The new parties were built on
the shoulders of the revolutionaries in the various countries; the
line for each party was worked out with the comrades from the
countries concerned to fit the c:mcrete condition~ in these countries.
In the course of this work, the Comintern cut through the confusion
created by the opportunist leaders of the Second International, and
affiliation to the Comintern became conditional on breaking off
relations with the Second International. The new International took
Marxism-Leninism deep amongst the w:>rking masses all over the
world. Detailed guidance was given to the new parties. In the period :>f the Comintern, the new Communist Parties "passed from
the stage of infancy to a higher stage of rev:>lutiOJiary maturity and
organisation" (Enver H:>xha, Rep:>rt to the 7th Congress of the
PLA). Having fulfilled this hisbric task, the Comintern ceased its
activity in 1943.
After the dissolution of the Comintern, the Cominform (Communist Information Bure~u) became a centre for consultation in the
International Communist Movement. Also multilateral meetings of
Communist and Workers' Parties, such as the 1957 meeting of Representatives of the Communist and Workers' Parties held in Moscow
and the 1960 meeting of the Representatives of the 81 Fraternal
Parties also held in Moscow, continued, and there were detailed
discussions on the general line and tactics of the International
Communist Movement. For example, the Cominform expelled the
Titoite revisionists who had betrayed Marxism-Leninism and were
restoring capitalism in Yugoslavia, a decision which was also
upheld in the meetings of the Communist and Workers' Parties from
all over the world.
When the Khrushchov clique usurped power in the Soviet anion
after the death of Comiade Stalin this posed a serious threat to the
International Com·m·.mist Movement . The leaders of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union betrayed the principles of proletarian internationalism and broke all norms governing relations between
parties. In order to spread revisionism in the International Communist Movement, they exerted all kinds of pressure on the fraternal parties, and carried out wild attacks and slanders against the
Party of Labour of Albania and other parties. In interfering in the
affairs of the fraternal parties, dictating what stands they should
take, and openly slandering and accusing them, the Khrushchov
~li qu~ was acting in direct opposition to the whole spirit and norms
of the Comintern. There, leadership guidance, resolution of differences through comradely discussio'1, respect for the independence
and integrity of the partieos. Here, the rrethod of "conductor's
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baton" and the "mother party". Enver Hoxha, reviewing this period
of the history of the International Communist Movement, says that
the leading Soviet group "have trampled on the Marxist-Leninist
norms and principles of relations between fraternal parties, and
have established the feudal and patriarchal relations of submission and domination".
No party has the right to take action unilaterally in matters that
affect the interests of a fraternal party. The Khrushchevite revisionists consistently went against this principle. For example, in
1948/49 Titoite revisionism was denounced by the International
Communist Movement and expelled from its ranks. After Stalin's
death, Khrushchov, in line with his all-round sabotage of Lenin's
and Stalin's great achievements, set about reversing the verdict
on Titoite revisionism. This attempt to fundamentally change the
line of the International Communist Movem.~nt was carried out
with no discussions between or meetings of fraternal parties.
With the ideological defeat and exposure of Khrushchevite revisionism, there arose the need to rebuild and strengthen ti1e unity of the
International Communist Movement on the basis of opposition to
modern revisionism. This was highlighted at the 5th Congress of
the PLAin 1966, when Comrade Enver Hoxha said that "the establishment of links for cooperation and coordination of actions in
conformity withthe new actual conditions is, in our Party's
opinion, an urgent and necessary question".
During this period, a new impetus developed in building the lnternat1
i:mal Communist Movement in opposition t ·O Khrushchevite revisionisli.
New Marxist-Leninist parties and organisations were .born; meetings were held and firm unity was built between many such parties
and organisations; joint statements were issued, etc. The Party
of Labour of Albania made very important contributions to the
development of this most important international movement.
Recently the Chinese revisionists have been seen openly violating
all the Marxist-Leninist norms just as the Khrushchovite revisionists did in the period after 1956 . The "new" revisionists base
themselves on the so-called "theory of three worlds", an openly
opportunist theory directed at disarming the proletariat by negating
the historical necessity of its class struggle against the bourgeoisie nationally and internationally, and substituting for it the antiMarxist division of the world into blocs according to the political
and military power of states and the level of their economic development -all this was promoted internationally as a "great
contribution to Marxism-Leninism". In true Khrushchovite style
the revisionist leadership in China has been trying to dictate this
"theory" to the Marxist-Leninist parties. Meeting with a principled
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r<>·ection from the genuine Marxist-Leninist forces, these renegades .have establis~ed relations with various opportunist groups,
somehmes several1n one country, and have even gone to the
lengths of attempting to split certain parties over this issue. The
Ch~nese_revisionists,_ t~day headed by Hua Kuo-feng and Teng
Hs1ao-p1ng, have deflmtely departed from Marxism-Leninism
from proletarian internationalism and seriously violated all of' the
Leninist norms for developing relations between parties and
strengthening the International Commnnist Movement.
These activities of first the Khrushchovite revisionists and
secondly the Chinese. revisionists have caused considerable
harm and setbacks to the building and strengthening of the International Comm11nist Movement. Throughout the International
Marxist-Leninist Com::nanist Movement the struggle to expose and
denounce this latest international revisionist line has grown from
strength to sti:ength in just over two years. In the last few years,
especially since the 7th Congress of the PLA, the work of rebuilding and strengthening the International Marxist-Leninist Communist Movement against imperialism, opportunism of all hues and
around Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism has
gained new momentum . This has been demonstrated by the Joint
Declaration of Latin American Marxist-Leninist Parties made at
the 7th Congress itself, the Joint Declaration of Five European
Marxist-Leninist Parties, the great internationalist rallies held
in Italy, Germany, Portugal, Greece and more recently in Montreal, Canada, and the serious development of multilateral and bilateral meetings between Marxist-Leninist parties and organisations.
This strength and unity in the International Com.nunist Movement can only develop and deepen; the history of the internationalist comm·.mist movement from the time of Marx shows that this is
~basic and most important task for Marxist-Leninists to carry out.
The decisive issue at stake is to strengthen the unity and cooperation between Marxist-Leninist parties throughout the world and
to further develop the International Marxist-Leninist Communist
Movement, based on the motion over the last few years. As to the
form of this, the history of the International Communist Movement
shows that different forms were adopted at different times in order
to solve specific problems, and an orgartised form such as the
Comintern was not always feasible or necessary. In the process of
ilding and strengthening the International Communist Movement,
e question of what form it should adopt will be and is being presfnted for solution and through discussion and consultation the
rrect and appropriate one will certainly be adopted.
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The Communist Party of England (Marxist-Leninist) will make its
fullest contribution to this task of strengthening the International
Marxist-Leninist Communist Movement. Since the Necessity
for Change Conference, when our forerunner organisation
was founded, and in which representatives of the leadership of
revolutionary struggles in various countries participated, C>ur Party
has always been active in building unity with Marxist-Leninist
organisations abroad and mobilising support amongst the people for
revolutionary developments all over the world.
Based on our summit:lg up of the experience of the International
Communist Movement, as outlined previous ly, and the experience of
the struggle against Soviet and Chinese revisionism and their trampling on all the basic norms for developing fraternal relations and unity
betweenMarxist-Leninist parties, the Party upholds the Leninistnorms
_?.nd guidelines for' governing and developing relations with fraternal
parties. The Party considers that the development of correct
Marxist-Leninist norms is of crucial importance; it is the experience of the International Communist Movement that revisiomsm
invariably attempts to attack the content by attacking the form,
establishing its foothold by attacking and violating the
formality of relations between parties.
Having breached the
formality the revisionists then push their line and create
maximum disruption.
For this reason, these MarxistLeninist norms are an indispensable weapon for the international
proletariat' and its Marxist-Leninist parties in defending the purity
of Marxism-Leninism, proletarian internationalism and the unity
of Marxist-Leninists, in deepening the struggle against opportunism
of all hues', and in carrying out the most important task of
STRENGTHENING THE INTERNATIONAL MARXIST-LENINIST
COMMUNIST MOVEMENT.
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